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Abstract 

While there has been much attention devoted to examinhg the working class in the 

academic Literature on schooling, very üttle attention has been paid to the pnrctices md 

politics of representing the zvorking ciuss. In this thesis, 1 explore a range of representations of 

socid class. 1 argue that these represeniations are central featurrs cif the prociuctitm ol c -1 CISS 

clifference and that they are effects and products of ideals and desires embed~ied in 

bourgeois ciiscourses of meritocracy, rationalism and objectivity. One of the main goals of 

the thesis is to pay attention to whose desires are being represented in discourses md 

representations about the working class and to challenge the assumption that knowiedge is 

a universal h t h  that applies to everyone in the same way. A key problem that is explored 

is locating and defining what is "normal" in relations of oppressive power. 

The idea of the bourgeois gaze is useci to deconstnict the ways in which knowledge 

has been constructed about the working class through various education discourses. Rie  

thesis reviews new discourses of leaming that have emerged as  part of a general economic 

res t ruc tu~g.  1 draw from a variety of sources, including life history interviews ot adult 

workers in the industrial and service sectors in Ontario, workplace aptitude testing 

practices, recent workplace training Literature, academic stuciies on social class 'and 

ciifference, as well as rny own involvement in workplace training endeavours. I examine 

how it is that these discourses fail to recognize the worker as "knower" or as a prociucer of 

knowledge and 1 demonstrate how these discourses transfer normative iiberal ideafs about 

knowledge ont0 the working-dass subject. I suggest that the very notion of "leaming" is a 

moral discourse that regulates how working-class people are positioned discvaivelv in 

relation to schooling and to the workplace. 



i i i  

1 situate the findings as part of a process of objectification and "othering" and 

examine their roots in the development of liberal democratic govemance. I suggest that the 

construction of workers as ignorant, or incompetent is rooted in the development ot 

modem capitalist society and in notions of rationality. 1 conclude that the discursive 

proiiuction of class difference is an important part of bourgeois identity formation and of 

broadar fornu of socid inequity. 
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Preface 

I begin this thesis sitting in a coffee shop somewhere near an industrial park on the 

outskuzs of Toronto. It is late afternoon, and I've just been picked up from the "go train" by 

a man ciriving an imposing old black Cadillac. I'm going to interview him for a university 

project cded  "Working Class Learning Strategies in Transition: Home and indus--based 

Perspectives." lZre settle dorvn into a booth. He is aager to tak with me about "ducation" 

and "work" and has even brought dong his own tape recorder in case mine shouid break 

down. He's spent his whole life "workin"' and cioing ali kinds of "dirtv jobs," ~iangeroris trio. 

He taiks a Lot about that He talks about how working-class people are getting a raw dral 

these days. "Harris has thrown his ball of wax" into things, and people are g e t h g  nenrous.l 

I ask him some questions like "Could vou tell me if vou've taken part in anv 

education or training program fast year?" and "To what extent have you been able to use 

vour school knowledge on the job?." In wrapping up the interview he gives me some final 

advice about understanding education and workers. He tells me to go out and take a good 

look a t what's going on in the workplace: 

I'd like vou to get vourseif some experience. Go out to some of these places 
and jusi see what i've told you. I parantee vour eves will go up on top of 
your head just seeing the way some of these work people. 

Then he tells a story about a newspaper reporter who diLi a little social rxperiment. 

She dressed up as an overweight woman. went to apply for a job, and was rejected. When 

she thinned herself down and fixed herself up, she was hired for a job. 

1 met with several workers for this project and heard a lot of stories about seeing 

things. "Seeingt' and "being seen" are comrnon experiences in the world of labour. "Seeing" 

and being "seen" are important effects of the relation between capital 'mi its objects. 



Managers need to ignore or not see certain things in order to get their jobs done. Workers 

need to fine-tune their vision to see through the cracks in stories told about them and to 

them. Merit and success are constantly held up for examination by the workers that L speak 

with in this thesis. Seeing is a knife that cuts through fat messages of merit and success. 

In this thcsis 1 hkc  thc position that thcrc arc signihcLmt issues around social class 

that have not been adùressed by the academy. The issues of seeing, of perspective, mci 

"being there" are important organizing concepts of the thesis. 

Introduction to the thesis 

The broad purpose of this thesis is to look at some aspects of the production of çlass 

riifference though bourgeois discourse. L cieconstnict a number of different wavs oi thinking 

about and how working people are seen, or represented through rducationd discourses. 1 

consider education systems broadly, as a connected set of practices, values and discourses 

about learning, individual development, workplace relations, and managerial practices. 

Education discourses and practices f o m  a core of knowledge that influence the nature and 

range of things that people are allowed to do, and a n  do, with their lives. 1 malie the 

assumption that discourses of schooling, abüity, leaniing etc. are not just about "schooüng" 

"ability" and "learning" but they are socially constructeci categories. M a t  I want to show is 

that these ideas are related, and that there is a coherent set of representations and wav of 

thinking about these things. Furthemore, the way in which concepts are represented have 

actual rffects on how things are organized and expenenced in the world. 

. -. - - -. . . - 

IMike Harris was the premier of Ontario at the lime of the interview. 



The first chapter of the thesis establishes, in a general way, some of the problems 

involved in representing the working-class subject hom within the academy. It is an 

introductory chapter that highlights some general issues around schooling and social class 

and why I thought the thesis was worth writing in the first place. I suggest that there is a 

basic problem of representation and desire going on around class issues in the academy. 

The refusal of worhs-class identi in the academv, in particular, is a ke starting point for 

the thesis. The idea that the discursive representation of the working class is an icientity 

politics issue is one of the main contributions of this thesis to conversations about the 
I 

definition and meaning of class difference and class as a feature of difference. It is what 

allows me to ask how class is implicated the structures of representation in the academy 

and to focus on the bourgeois gaze as one way of understanding how the working-class 

subject is represented through education discourses. The thesis explores various aspects of 

bourgeois refusal of class difference through schoohg discourses. 

The remaining chapters of the thesis are devoted to examining specific rducational 

discourses and 110w they characterize the worhg-class subject. Chapter two develops the 

rnethodological background for the thesis. I use the ideas of "gaze" and "perspective" as 

analytic tools for understanding how class identity and difference are constructeci through 

bourgeois discourse. Chapter three examines recent rducational discourses that produce 

particular understandings about the abilities and identities of working-class subjects. 

Meritocracy is identified as a key discourse underlying dominant education systems under 

capitalism. As a dominant Liberai (or bourgeois) discourse of schooling, meritocratic 

thought and practice provide the basis for a range constructions about the working cliiss, 

with a partidar focus on working-class abilities. 1 suggest that the vrrv notion oi 

"learning" is a moral discourse that regulates how working-class people are positioned 



discursively in relation to schooling and to the workplace. This positioning has implications 

for how bourgeois subjects are situated in relation to schooling and the workplace as well. 

I also review new discourses of learning that have emergeci as part of general 

economic restmchiring, and the knowledge that they produce about adult working-class 

subjects. 1 examine how it is that these discourses fail to recognize the adult worker as 

"knower" or 3s ri producer of kncwledge. 1 demonstrate hoiv these discourses hansfer 

normative liberal ideals about knowledge ont0 the working-class subject: they situate the 

working-class subject as "adult learner," as chronicallv drficient in some rvay; as 

perpetually in need to "know." I also examine how these discourses mav have in fact 

assistai in the broad scale economic restructuring which symbolically and in some cases 

literally, displaces working-class people outside of the existing workforce. 

The fourth thesis çhapter is a case study of the employment testing practices at a 

manufacturing plant in Ontario where I was uivolvcd as a consultant un tcsting for .i Iucd 

union. I describe how standardized testing came to have a particular kind of crdibiliQ 

from management that was not shared bv members of the workforce being tested for job 

promotion. I show how tesüng, although it is supposed to be rooted in a discourse of 

objectivitv, is a highly biased icieological practice. Employment testing, which has increased 

under economic restnicturing, t o m  part of the conceptual practices i ~ f  management thet 

create a particular understanding of the working-class subject, which in tum has real effects 

on people in the workplace. 

Testing is a "technologv of the social" tliat assists in the production of particular 

versions of how working people thuik and what their abilities appear to be in relation to 

management. The evaluation methods employed by indushy are made possible bv the 

coopera tion of scientîfic discourse, psychological theory, and organiza tional management . 



These methods produce a working-class subject that does not know things, or that ne& tu 

leam. This understanding of workers makes it possible to justify coercive forms of 

monitoring and regulation of the workforce. I suggest that this version of the working-class 

subject is produceci by the verv mechanisms that are promoted to rectify the social 

differences and inequali ty . 

In the final chapter, I take a broader look at processes ~f objectification and 

"othering" and examine their roots in the development of liberal democratic governance. ! 

suggest that the construction of workers as ignorant, or incompetent is roote~i in the 

development of modem capitalist society and notions of rationality. I explore horv 

managerial discourses position workers outside of knowledge, and sorne uf the possible 

meanings involved in this positioning. I conclude that the images of the working-class 

subject that are produced, reflect the ciesires and productions of bourgeois subjectivity. 

Thev operate to produce images of power, and to maintain the power relations between the 

working-class and bourgeois subject. 

A key problem that is explored in this thesis is locating and ciefining what is 

"normal" in relations of oppressive power (an idea that is examincd in more detail in 

Chapter 5 of the thesis). Oppressive power, as well as regulative power, developed out  ot 

ideas about what is or is not "normal," md is centrallv concerned with setting standmis ot' 

behavior and expression, in retaining conho1 over meaning and social reality (Brown, 

199%; Comgan, 1990; Foucault, 1977; Walkerdine, 1990). As clients and purvevors of 

normative power, researchers are never outside of these relations. in positing a desire to 

know about the Other, or a desire to understand the power relations involved in social 

difference, researchers are invariably caught up in webs of their own representations. One 

of the challenges of this thesis is to pay attention to who is being represented in texts about 



the working class. And to challenge the assumption that knowledge is a universal tnith that 

applies to everyone in the same way. 



C H A r n R  1: 

SOCIAL CLASS AND THE POLITICS OF REPRESENTATION 

If the 'O ther' of Western civiliçation is the colonisecl su bject: so the coloniseLi 
'Other' of education must çurely be the working class. It is the one about 
whom the most has been said but who never speaks back (Lvnch & O'Neill, 
1994: 310). 

Introduction 

The relationship between working-class research subjects and middlr-ilc~ss 

academics is a deeply troubhg one. It is a relationship based on significantly different 

social identities that are rooted in competing economic interests and distinct cultural 

identities, among other things. The main purpose of this chapter is to look at some of the 

issues regarding where the "working class" stands in relation to academic ciebates ahuut 

"the working class." 1 introduce a range of issues concerning the representaüon of thc 

working class as a social category. The general argument is that representations of working- 

class voice and expenence in the academic literature are middle-class constructs or 

representations that have cowequences for how class differences are to be understood in 

the academy. 

One of the main concems here is the "writing out" or erasure of the possibilih of 

class riifference within the academic space itself. i explore the idea that there is a cieclining 

belief in the efficaw of the category of "working class" as a cultural phenornenon 'md 

political force. I suggest that academic representations of class difference are suppressed in 

the battles over social identitv and difference. There is a tendenw for acadernic researchers 

to reference social dass as a key insücator of social identity and riifference, but at the same 



t h e  to remain silent about actud class processes, particulariy in relation to academic 

knowledge production. 

1 suggest that the division of mental and manual labour is a product of classed 

discourses and has ramifications for how class relations are understood and represented in 

research practice. Here a number of complexities anse around class identity, anci the role of 

education in maintaining controcil nver class identitv in the acdemv. The langiingrs of 

schooling and acadernic discourses reject knowledges and wavs of k i n g  that do not 

confonn to rational-logical models of knowing. I do not start from the position that this 

rejection or exclusion is a major problem in class relations that ntieds to be rectified. That is, 

I do not start from the position that working-class people accept thew representations of 

themselves, or that this positioning necessarilv rnakes anv difference to them. 1 am 

interested in how the inclusion of a politics of class difference in the acacierny relates to 

existing structures of academic discourse and practice, and to the production of knowledgt? 

ribout the working class. 1 am also interested in what it means to include the iclea ut class 

difference in the acaciemv when the academv facilitates class mobilitv for working people. 

Some orienting literahue 

One point of enhy into the conversation about the representation of ciass m the 

academy is the body of research developed in the sociology of education, in pnrticufar 

critical studies in the sociology of education. This research literature is import6mt to me 

persondy because it is where I began to think more carefullv about sociai stratification and 

schooling, a process which led me to some of the problems and issues that 1 raise in this 

thesis. The sociology of education has been predominantly concemed with the reproduction 

of social dass in capitalist society, and the school as a facilitating institution in the 



reproduction of social class (Erwin & MacLeman, 1994). This perspective has been 

understood by critical educational theonsts (e.g., n e o - m i t ,  some feminist, and cultural 

studies theorists) as being too "structural" or cieterministic in its approach to power 

relations in society. That is, structural approaches tended to minimize the active 

participation of individu& in the structures of power that dominate their lives. 

One of the central concems of critical research in the sociology of ducation (and 

other social research interested in power and oppressive social relations) is the absence of 

the perspectives, or "voices" of marginalized groups in academic research. The idea that 

there is room for individual agency in shaping social structures has led to a research 

approach that tnkes an interest in, or "allows," different voices and perspectives intu the 

academic space. Since the early 1970s there liave k e n  a number of critical ethnographic 

studies on schooling that liave focused on the lived experience of social relations. and 

specificall~ on the power relations involveci in the reproduction of social difference (e.g., 

Anyon, 1981; McLaren, 1982; hkRobbie, 1978; Walker, 1988; Walkerdine 3r Lucev, 1989; 

W illis, 2977; W eis, 1990; Wexler, 1992). 

Drawing on neo-marxist and feminist theories of class relations, ethnographic 

studies of schooling have offered some insights into how working-class people live and 

grapple with representations of their experience ma& available to them through formal 

schooling. These studies have sought to understand the political significance ot such 

movements. in general, ethnographies that fonis on working-chss shidents' relationship to 

dominant forms of schooling shed light on how working-class students contest or 

accommodate to hegemonic fonns of education. Much of this literature has focused on how 

working-class youth rework the opportunities and identities that are offered to them 

through forma1 schooling, and how gendered and classed identities develop within that 



context (McLaren, 1982; McRobbie, 1978; Walker, 1988; Wiiiis, 1977; Weis, 1990). SVnilar 

research on working-class adult learning has mainly focused on adult education, such as 

Rockhill's (1991) work on women's contradictory relationships within literacy education 

settings and Lutheil's (1997) work on white and black working-class women's views on 

schooling cmd know ledge. 

Thc conccpts of dcsire for, and rcsistance to, formal schooiing are central t'lemcnts of 

these ethnographies. For example, persona1 resistance to schooling as LI kind  u t  

disorganized political shategy is the focus of Paul Willis's iuialysis of the anti-school culture 

of working-class bovs in Britain. Theories of accommodation, resistance, refusal, and 

"willful non-recognition" of dominant knowledges that are developed in these studies have 

been useful for understanding power as involvuig more th'm simple viçtimization, or 

simple responses to structural authority. These studies recognize the wo rking-class su bjec t 

as having certain fomis of power within unequal relations of power. even as s/ he is activelv 

positioned outside its centres. Recognizing the subject as having agency also helps to think 

about people's experiences as more than just knoe-jerk reactiom to duthority, or simple 

complinnce. Sume studies have suggested that working-class accomrnoiiation tu schooling 

mav also be explained as a form of resistance, and that this is uniquelv gendered (Fuller. 

1980; Kessler et al. 1985; Anpn,  1984) and raced (Fuller, 1980; Luttrell, 1992) and contains 

the seeds of discontent that may be necessary to resist total CO-optation bv the terrns oifered 

bv forma1 schooiing. in other words, "accommodation" cm also be undrrstuod in terrns of 

how dominant meaning systems may get CO-opted by subordinated people. 

The practice of researching "lived expenence" is based on the assumption that 

academic research, by and large, represents the views of dominant groups whose writings 

may not reflect the interests and concerns of the working class or other marginalized 



groups. in the case of the Iiterature on education and work, the gap reflects a tendency for 

education research to focus on the interests of employers and not those who work for them 

(Livingstone, 1993). When academics ground their research in dialogue wi th living su bjtsts, 

they assume that the results might somehow lead to a different knowledge base that will 

assist in diallenging existing social structures. As noted bv Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) and 

others, there is û tenden- to privilege s r  to assume m emancipatory potcntiiil of such 

prac tices. 

in particular there are serious problems with attempts to include working-class 

perspectives in academic research. Lynch and O'Neill (1994) have argued that working- 

class perspectives can never be unproblematicallv represented in the açademv because the 

working classes occupy a stmcturally contradictory role to the rducation svstem bv virtue 

of their class status. That is, working-class people camot directiy represent their own 

experiences within academia because they are structurailv as well as c7ilturallv exclu~ied. 

The voices, perspectives, and experiences of working-class people are represented and 

mediated through middleclass theories, discourses, and practices. r\çademic knowldge 

about working-class people is proditced through classeci relations that refuse their experirnce 

and knowledge. 

In this chapter, 1 make the daim that the identities, social practices, and economic 

interests of middle-class (and upper-class) academics are fundamentally at odds with those 

of working-class people. While this has significant implications tor .ica~irrnic 

representations of working-class life, it is not something that has been discussed at anv 

length in academic literahire on education. I focus on the idea of the "working-class" as a 

social categorv in setting up a general problem of representation where the category 

working class is either suppressed or situated as an object of interest in academia-but 



generally within bourgeois liberal humanist discourse. The rest of the thesis examines how 

working-class subjects are implicitly and explicitiy positioned in bourgeois discourses: in 

workplace learning discourse, in s tandardized tes ting discourse, and in liberal Jemocra tic 

discourse in general. 

Mitterialist perspectives on the academy snd "the working classs" 

The act of academic speaking to the "working-class subject" is ensconced in serious 

power differentials, from the abiüty to leverage funding to conciuct research to the 

production of academic texts. Much of the work that academics do invoives the active 

maintenance of class difference. It is my view that the dominant education systems (public 

schooiing, adult education, higher education, and other institutionalizecl f o m  of 

schooling) require that working-class people get written out of academic texts, or written 

into academic texb in particular ways in order to maintain existing structures of authority. 

The act of representing working-class perspectives in the academy, therefore, is not a simple 

process of gaining access to working-class subjects or setting respondents "at ease" so they 

will be cornfortab t a h g  with middkrclass researchers. There are some fundamental 

contlicts of interes t tha t underlie this rela tionship. 

There are many different ways of understanding class relations (see Gibson-Graham, 1996 for one 
overview). 1 use the broad categories of bourgeois and working class as a wav of distinguishing the 
major classes under industrial capitaiism (Miliband 1989). The term "middle class" is ambiguous in 
that it can be understood to include the working classes. 1 use the term " middle" and " working" clcass 
in the Marxist sense of production relations. In the remainder of the thesis 1 retain this distinction 
between the middle-class (bourgeoisie) and working class but 1 include other aspects of social 
relations that go beyond the econornic, I understand dass relations as  a process of making and 
maintaining social identities and dïfference, of Living the historical effects of domination and 
subordination, as well as the result of property ownership and control. 



in Marxist t e m ,  academics are members of the bourgeoisie. Thev are members of 

the professional and managerial class (Miliband, 1989). Academics are salaried mental 

workers who do not own the mems of production and whose major function in the division 

of labour is one that reproduces capitalist culture and capitalist class relationsliips ( R ! m  8 

Sackrey, 1984). The professional and managerial classes can be riistinguished from the 

owners of production in their cultural preferences and in their cornpetition with çapitaiists 

for their share of economic surplus. The professional and managerial classes may appear to 

have some cornmonalties with the working-class. They mav be seen tu share (or represent 

themselves as sharing) with workers the vuinerabilitv that cornes with selling one's labour 

to the owners of production, for example. This is particulariy bue for academics as the 

teaching profession becomes more proletarianizeci (Wright, 1978), ,is well '1s nuddle 

managers displaceci bv economic restmcturing (Clement, 1988). B u t  this does not mem that 

the manageriai .and professional classes are aliied with the working classes, or tlmt thcv 

share the same relationship or t o m  of vuinerability with the capitalist classes. 

As members of the bourgeoisie, academics can be understood to serve capitalist 

class relatiomhips in a number of ways. The universitv produces and reproduçes the 

middle classes through processes of cedication that distinguish it from the working class. 

Although academics as teachers may share some econornic commonalities with the working 

classes, they are located in contradiction to the working classes at an ideological and 

cultural levei. Taking this view to its exheme, the universities train managers who then 

manage working-class people. The classroorn (in general terms) is understood as CI site ior 

upward m~bility, "a place where workers might gain the resources needed to make 

themselves supervisors, where entrepreneurs might become professionals, where 

professionals rnight join the ranks of upper management" (Lipsitz, 1997: 10). 



This contradictory positioning of academics to the working class is actualized 

further in the political work that academics may do. According to O'Dair (1993) who writes 

about the complexities of class analysis in relation to affirmative action policies, academics 

tend to be quite conservative in their political cornmitment to working-class issues. O'Dair 

suggests that while academics mav endorse left-liberal politics for minority groups and the 

historicaUy marginalized they wem to be reluctmt to achowledgc! the historiially 

marginalized position of the working class in a practical way. This practicality woulrl 

banda te, for example, into the inclusion of class background in affirmative action formulas, 

a process that would go against the very grain of bourgeois liberal inciividuülism. 

For O'Dair, a self-identified working-class academic, this is an "oiid refusal" that 

springs from largely unexamined but powerful conflicts of interest, contlicts that are rooted 

in the proximitv that various social classes have to the "distribution" as opposed to the 

"production" systems in capitalist societies. There is a ~wrious svmbiosis, savs O'Dair, 

between inteilectuals and the underclass, but not the working class. Furthemore, the socio- 

economic interests of the underclass conflict with those of the working class: 

Like the underclass who often must fhd  assistance from social services 
funded by public monies, intellectuals find their livelihoods primarily in the 
public sector, including those employed by private institutions, w hose 
budgets are supported to a considerable degree by public monies in the form 
of, for example, student financial aid, faculty research grants, and various 
kinds of tax exemptions (OtDair, 1993: 245). 

According CO O'Dair, both inteliectuals and the underclass, therefore, hold a vesteri 

interest in the expansion of the welfare state. Both groups, that is, have an interest in the 

"distributive rnachinery" of govemment, as opposed the production system. To the extent 

that the working classes depend on profitable production systems, they are situated in 

contradictory ways to the distributive rnachinery of govemment. This mav account for "a 



tense relationship" between academics and the industrial working class, especiallv as thev 

are represented bv organizeci labour (Peter Berger, cited in O'Dair, 1993: 245). Livingstone 

alludes to this issue when he suggests that Mamist scholars have tended to overlook the 

necessary shared interests between workers and their employers (Livingstone cG Mangan, 

1996). To be more succinct: it is not in the interest of workers for companias to go bankrupt. 

N d  u d y  du . idemics  md wurking-class peuple coinpete fur ecuiiunui rrsuurcrs, 

but they also benefit differentiallv from the tax bases that fund education. The working 

classes contribute to a tax base that facilitates the education of rniddle and upper class 

groups more than their own group, essentiauy helping to fund the education of those who 

will control their work, 

Unlike the relationship between middle-class and uncierclass groups the 

relationship between miridle and working-clau groups is shaped bv different political, 

ideological and rconomic perspectives. This is not tu sav that the middle class rnay noi have 

conflicting interests with the underclasses as well, for example in determining how the 

welfare state should be expanded (particularly around the issue of tax cuts versus extenderi 

social benefits). Neither is it to say that the working classes do not also have shared interests 

with the underclasses in the expansion of the weifare state. Fox Piven and Cloward (-1997) 

and many other Marxist scholars have argued that state unemplovrnent, pensions, health 

care benefits, etc. are common interests of the working and underclasses, issues which are 

much less pertinent to the professional and managerial classes. 

However, the point 1 am trying to make here is ihat there is some evicience to 

suggest that there are important contlicts of interest, particularly around the ducation of 

working-class people, that would predispose acadernics-left-identified academics 

included-to work ~gainst directly addressing the existence of class ciifferences, much less 



makùig serious attempts to change the classed relations involved in education or research. 

These issues appear to have been exacerbated under the conditions of economic 

restmcturing where there appears to have heen a declining interest. or belief in the efficacy 

of the category of "workhg class" as a cultural phenornenon or a political force (e.g., 

Gibson-Graham", 1996; EvicKay, 1996; Wakerdine, 1996). 

The category of "working class" as problematic 

A stniggle over "new" social identities has emerged in the political fragmentation 

and uistability characterizhg post-war poütics. In this struggle, it would appear that class 

politics have lost ground, or have become Iess recognizable than they were previouslv. The 

declining interest in class-based politics reflects both material and discursive class 

differences. It  reflects material class differences to the extent that there have been significant 

changes in the organization of labour under post-Çordism.d I t  reflects discursive class 

differences to the rxtent that these changes may be perceiveri as an iiciriid dedine in 

presence of a working class. 

There are a number of different interpretations for the weakeneci interest in class 

politics taking place across the political spectrum at this time. nit. p o l i t i d  ri@ has arguecl 

-' Gibson-Graham are noted as one author, but reflect the writings of two people. 
4The relation of the working classes to the production system has k o m e  even more unstable than it 
was previously under Fordism, with the move toward more precarious forms of work and the ~ttach 
on protective labour iegislations. Fox Piven & Cloward (1997:51-52) describe a number of effects of 
capitalkt restruchiring on organized labour and the working classes: Internationill finance markets 
have increased productivity through the exploitation of labour and resources 'moss the globe. 
International organizations, multinational corporations and international banking organizations, as 
weli as domestic corporations and fïnancial insitutions, use the threat of disinvestment as Ieverage in 
their dealings with govemrnenk and become major constraints on the policy options ot the state. The 
industrial labour force is reduced at the same time that old mass production industries are 
reorganized and decentred. Capital has launched a political project to attack unions and slash welfare 
state income and service protections which shielded workers lrom the market by discrediting 
kenesian macro-economic political regdation. 



that teduiological advances, new international divisions of labour, and a general advance in 

the qualie of life of working people, are minimizing the oppositional role that labour once 

played (Miliband, 1989). The right has also argued that class relations have heen 

democratized to the extent that there are no longer any substantial gains to be made bv the 

working class. Lt has been argued, for example, that there is no longer a substantial 

"working class." 

The cieclining interest in class-based politics has occurred in leftist circles as well. In 

his examination of the historical documents of the Canadian working-class journalist lm 

MacKay, Colin MacKay (1996) suggests that the term "left" has collapsed intu 'ln 

"overarching iiberal hegemony" that has lost poütical rneaning. The concept of "the working 

class" has been subverted to the extent that it c m  now be affixed with hlame for the 

unstable conditions facing working people: 

To many people todsy, includhg those who are skeptical about capitalism 
and the liberal order the verv idea of any class-centred "we" seems 
ambiguous, question-begging, &en an oppressive return to old trleologies 
and master narratives; and "class interest" is cornmonly written off '1s d datecl 
fantasy, when it is not derided as masculinist, speciest, and so on. One rarely 
hears today of a "Canadicm working class." The verv term "working closs" 
has remaineri shibbornly and revealingly confined to -the ùcridemy ( MaçKa y, 
1996: 498). 

This is not to sav that the terni "working class" is no longer relevant oritsiiir the academv, or 

that it is not rnobilized w i t h  specific contexts like trade unionism. Neither is it to say that 

the t e m  "working class" is representeci unproblematically in the academy. McKav is 

concemed about a particular historical context (the 1890s to the 1930s) where there 

appeared to be an emerging identifiable working-class culhire; where working-class 

political and intellectual writings had a public forum. The idea that this space rippmrs to be 

shrinking is one of my concerns here. 



The demise of class-based poiitics (as represented by "left" politics) can be and has 

been attributed to a number of converging events. While it can be uncierstood primarilv as 

the result of the increased dominance of transnational capital, with its resulting effects on 

the sociai weüare state, this does not explain why the political right, rather than the left, has 

been able to dominate the political horizon. The political right has launched a successful 

campaign to obliteratr rzpresrntations dnd cii&gue about c'lass issues. This is p i r t  uf .i 

broad-based dernonization of socialism and co~~ununism, philosophies whiçh are 

çonsidered to be "out of date" and backwards. Sociaiist and communist philosophies are 

rendered as anti-modem, or standing in the way of progress. In his discussion of p s t -  

modem identitv politics in the context of post-war Britain, klrrcer ('1 9%) claims tha t the I d  t 

has failed to "read" the political landscape in a wav that allows it to capture the popular 

imagination in a way that the conservative right has done. The right has "successfullv 

played on the bina- poianty of "left" "right" politics where the left is irientified with the 

past and the right monopolizes the imaginary horizon of the future" (Mercer, 1994269). 

According to Seidman (1991) the Marxist critique of capitalism began losing 

credibility in the 1960s: the absence of worhg-class radicaiism and the "authoritarian turn" 

of %vie t communism precipita ted a crisis of Marxism. Pos t-fordisrn and the resul ting 

demobilization of the working classes also posed a problem for Marxist interpreta tions of 

çlass struggle. The emergence of new social movements during the same period (cg .  

student movements, women, gays, and social justice and civil rights stniggles) also 

challenged the M e t  critique of social transformation. 

The relationship between the new social movements and class poiitics is important 

in the context of trying to understand a weakened left politics. One of the problerns with 

Manùst theoties was that they conceptualùed the "working class" as a universal category 



while at the same time focushg on the white, male industrial worker as the revolutionary 

political figure. By erecting a monolithic category of "the working class" Marxist theorists 

excluded other social poiitical actors and overlooked manv of the political axes that could 

link to a broad-based class movement (Touraine, 1988). Marxism, as a general or "grand" 

social theory, "rendered gender, sexual, racial, or nationalistic conflicts secondary, if not 

rntirely marginal, bv insisting thdt political acunumy md class is the urgaiii~ing yrùiiiplr d 

al1 societies" (Seidman, 1994: 214). Ln this line of argument, the new social rnovements, 

largely representing middle-class in teres ts, developed in opposition to the universalizing 

tendenties of class poiitics. kliiiband (1989) daims that the new social movements Iargelv 

rejected class politics as the ciefining agent of social change and qurstioned tlw 

emancipa tory po tential of a universal class poli tics. 

The neiv social rnovements have been important in that thev have chalknged the 

Liberalkm inherent in Marxist critiques; they have ïhallenged the assumed universalitv of a 

white male subject. According to klercer (1994), the new social movements h'ive both 

empowered people in their everyday lives and rxpanded the horizon of popular politics. 

But there have also been serious political problems with the abilitv of new social 

movements to unifv their rnembers. Mercer attributes these difficulties to conceptual 

problems intemal to identity politics and also to limitations of the left to allv itself with this 

a 1st or diversification of political subjects. He argues that through their tendency to essenti 1' 

separatist identity politics, the new social movements have partly constructed thernselves in 

the image of dominant power structures. He suggests that the comequences of such 

wpara tism is self-defeating because it "mimics the binarism of discourses tha t legi tirna te 

domination" (Mercer, 1994:281). 



One of the major challenges to the universalihg tendencies of Marxist theory was 

initiated by the feminist movement which spoke to the possibility of women as a separate 

class. But by focusing on women as a unitary category, ferninism also produced a 

monolithic category large- represented by white rniddle-class women. This conversation 

was initiated by M M s t  and socialist feminists who cntiqued the absence of class analysis 

in liberal femuiist projccts, (as rveU as critiquing the absence of women's' role in theones rlf 

class process e.g., Hartmann, 1981), and black feminist theorists who chailenged the 

totalizing categories of woman, blackness nnd class (e.g., Collins, L990; hooks, 1984). In a 

further critique of liberal universalism, post-modem feminism questionrd the possibility of 

the category of "woman" (Harding, 1986). 

One particularly shiking example of the universalizing tendency of liberal politics 

cornes to mind. The desire of feminists to have employment equity witli their white middle- 

class male counterparts left many women wondering just what kind of eyuity these women 

were talking about. Working-ciiiss women were already locateci in jobs similar to their male 

counterparts, or their male counterparts worked in jobs that were not particularlv riesirable, 

or they lived in economicaily depressed regions where neither women nor men couU get 

decent work. is not to Say that working-class women do not experience other f o m  of 

employment discrimination or pay inequitv. I use the example io highlight the 

conse~ativism of liberal universalism which leaves oppressive capitalist relations intact. ln 

Marxist terms, "As workers, women wage-eamers would have achieveci equality of 

exploitation" (Miliband, 1989: 101). 

Mercer claims that identity politics are both a cause and effect of a weakened lritist 

politics. The left has faiied, because it has failed to build alliances with the new social 

movements. It is the view of some social theorists that the weakened left also coincides with 



Leftist activists seem to have disengageci 

women's entry into the labour force has 

what has been caiied the "feminization" of work. 

in the struggle for class equality at a tirne when I 

increased, at a time when work has become increasinglv "precarious": 

While men are increasingly subject to the terms of the feeminUeed labour 
market with its proliferation of part-time and temporaw jobs, women have 
becorne a central component of the reshuctured labo& force. Women and 
men constihite a 'new' working class, one that has lost its industrial muscle 
(Gibson-Graham, 1996: 47). 

The "feminizedt' labour force includes those who were the most exploiteci workers in 

the labour hierarchy. The transformation of the labour force to white collar and service 

work seems to have shifted the political focus from a broad-based class struggle to a procrss 

where "class" has become one among a number of interest groups competing for legitimate 

access to state resources. The reconfigured labour force, it is argued, no Longer rrpresrnts. 

nor is represented by leftist political interests. 

This is bv no means a comprehensive overview of the status of contemporarv class- 

based politics. Evliiiband (1989) does a more comprehensive review ot the relahonship 

between the labour movement and the new social movements, the main argument k i n g  

that class relations remain critical to these rnovements in their bid for social transformation. 

1 wanted to allude to some of the main theoretical issues that have emergeci around class 

and identity politics and link this to the idea of working-class decline. 

Academic conversations about the political and ontological status of the wurking 

class seem to have centred around the status of the "left," the role of new social movements 

in political change, why it is that the left has faiied to ally itseif with many of the new social 

movements, and why it is that the right has been able to dominate the popular conscience. 

ui these conversations, it appears that working-class politics, to the extent that they are 

identifïed with "left" political interests, have received short shrift. These issues are relevant 



to the current situatedness of class politics in the academy, and the role of the discursive in 

unders tanding these relations. 

The "working class" as a discursive construct 

It is important here to make a distinction between the "working class" as constructeci 

by the lcft, rind the sekiefinitions of working-class groups (ivith organized labour being 

only one of these venues). Mercer and others whose works 1 revirw here, do not serm to 

distinguish between these terms in their writing. 1 think this reflects one of the problrms of 

writing riborrt the working class from within the academv. " l k  Mt" ofteen appears to hr 

confused and collapsed with "the workmg class," or with orgc-uiii!ed labour. 

Wakerdine suggests that the relationship between the "Mt" and the working ilLiss is 

not self-evident.5 She alludes to the idea of the working class as a fiction, or CI construction 

of bourgeois intellectuals. For her, the demise of class poiitics appears as a reaction to a 

d i s a i  rsivr constnrct of rniddle-class leftist and ferninist intellectuals. W hat has happeneci is 

not simplv a decline of the presence of an (industrial) working class. Lnstead, the traditional 

"left" appears to have abandoned their own construction of "the working class": 

For the left and for many ferninist intellectuals, working class communities 
no longer exist, just as the decline of the manufacturing base in Britain and 
the USA means that there is no longer any subst.mtia1 facto- workbase. On 
this basis, it is argueci that there can be no working class in the way it was 
traditionally conceived. While this might be factuaiiv correct in one sense, it 
has provided the basis for a writing out of w o r k g  clriss peoples as a 
reactionary block rather than a spur to political change (Waikerdine, 1996: 
355). 

---- - -  - 

'Just as there is no essential relation behveen the working-classes and any partinilar politics, 1 do not 
mean to imply that there is an essential relation between middle-class location and any one iorm of 
politics. But there is a tendency for power relations to work in wnys that do map social location with 
certain types of privilege, and possibly certain types of politics, and certainly w a p  oi seing the 
world, as 1 demonstrate somewhat in this thesis. 



Focusing on the discursive allows one to think about the possibility of "the working 

class," "the left," or "Marxism" for that matter, as classed representations or texts, as 

opposed to mirror reflections of social reality. To take one example, the idea bat  "the 

working class" equals "labour unionism" equals "white mles" is a constmct that needs to be 

understood from a particular vantage point. Labour unionism is often spoken about ils if it 

wcre "white male" clununchi, and 'da if i t  alw rapresentrd the ontire w o r h g  ilass. This 

particular set of discursive relations is classed at a number of levels. For one thing, the 

tendency to equate "the working class" or "labour unionism" with "white males" has enablecl 

class to be minimized in crinent academic debates that understand the "white male" to 

signifv o d y  as a bastion of privilege. It also tends to locate blame for currsnt labour 

structures on labour unionism rather than on corporate practices. This conversation dors 

not hke into account the fact that unions are constituted by a diverse white and nonwhitr 

racial and ethnic membership. While r e c o p i n g  that white male hegemony has been a 

significant force within labour politics, just as it hûs been in al1 other dominant çapitalist 

institutions, this is not to say that the "working class" is constituted and rcpresrnted 

exclusivelv - bv white male interests. The unionized working class is comprised of a diverse 

racial and ethnic membership (Henwood, 1997) although the unionization rates (as well as 

wage rates) for equity seeking groups (e.g., visible rninorities, Aboriginal groups, persons 

with ciisabilities) are generaily somewhat lower than for non-ryui ty seeking gruu ps 

(Canadian Labour Congress, 1997) i 

If the leadership of the main agencies of the labour movement is incieed represented 

primarily by bourgeois or petite bourgeois activists (as Miliband has suggested, 1989: 96), 

bEq~ity  seeking groups as defined by Staüstics Canada's Survey of Labour and Income Dvnamics 
data for 1993. 



then it may be that this is a conversation happening between bourgeois academics, and 

bourgeois labour activists without regard for the diverse. sexed, gendered, aged, classed, 

abled, and racialized labour force. It may be that focusing on this hierarchy or "set of 

discursive equivalencies" is useful for politicizing such things as woman's work, and the 

"ferninization" of work in general (as it has been used, e.g. Brodie, 1995) but I think that it 

clearly reflects politicking muid theorizing from a bourgeois standpoint. 1 raise this issue 

here in order to point out the importance of understanding social categories and relations in 

terms of their discursive construction and particularlv to point out the ctnssed nature of such 

discursive constructions. 

The problem that 1 think emerges in these analyses is one of class struggle over the 

representation of the categories of social class. This is an identity politics issue that xises .it 

the level of academic theorizing. The idea that the discursive representation of the working 

class is an identitv politics issue is important for anvone interested in education and social 

class issues. It is an important aspect of bourgeois capitalist knowledge production and 

social relations of power, and is one of the main contibutions of this thesis to conversations 

about social difference. 

Although there has not been much attention paid to the status of "class" in identity 

politics work, some writers have paid specific attention to the issue. Some of the recent 

work on "whiteness" as a racialized and ciassed constnict for example, has paid speafic 

attention to class identity politics and provides further insights into the ways in which class 

has become marginaiized in acadernic discourse (e.g. Wrav ((r Newitz, 1997). Others have 

sihiated the representation of social ciass issues within an "overarching Liberal hegemonv" 

of leftist discourse. I review two of these works here. 



Gibson-Graham (1996), for exarnple, are concemeci that dominant formulations of 

political economic relations have been a key aspect of the struggle to define and represent 

class issues. They draw a distinction between discursive and non-discursive practicrs in 

order to cany out their analysis of class and the politics of identity. That is, thev make an 

analytic distinction between the productiori of social constructs and the rf icts  of those 

constnicb u1 order to understand the politics of representing catcgoncs of social çlass in the 

academy. They daim that the Marxist ciiscourse of class, which characterized class as the 

primary social relation of contemporarv societies, is partiallv responsible for contributing h) 

i ts marginalization. The restructuring literature in particular has createci a ciiscourse of 

working-class decline and disempowerment. 

Cibson-Graham identify the constmct of industrial capitalism as one of the internai 

contradictions of left politics that has disabled progressive movement on social class issues: 

Critics of Marxism proclaim the death of class, while Marxist theonsts of 
contemporarv capitalism lament working-class demobilization. From our 
perspective, hhat has died or been demobilized is a fiction of the working 
class and its mission that was produced as part of a hegcmonic conception of 
industrial capitalist development (Gibson-Graham. 1996: 69). 

They argue that capitalism has been a taken-for-granted concept around w hic11 bo th 

left and right critics have built their arguments for social stabilitv. The main problern hns to 

do with the way that "capitalism" is privileged by both left and right political interests. as 

the primary driving force in production relations. Class processes have been hinged to 

images of capitalist relations in ways that make it riifficult to tiunk about the possibility of 

other means of political and economic transformation. Gibson-Graham outline a politics of 

class that includes non-capitalist class arrangements to be thought, and aliows an arrav of 

existing class processes to emerge within the current political context. Housework is offered 

as an example of a "feudal" class process in which men and women rnay both participate to 



varying degrees. The focus on multiple and conhadictorv class processes opens up a new 

space to envision a politics of class that is not Limited to the auspices of capitdism and that 

does not require a "revolutionary industrial vanguard" or some such thing as its primary 

agent of social change. 

Importantlv, Gibson-Graham note that acndrrnic representations of ciass smiggle 

havc bccome supprcsscd in battlcs ovcr social identitv md differcnce within thc acadcmy. 

This idea is kev to my present discussion. They point out a paradox in academic resenrch 

end writuig about social class. Social theorists have paid lip service to social class as a kay 

axis of political identity (along with race, gendrr, and sexualih.) but at the same time tend 

to neglect theorizing class processes in their texts.7 

Wendy Brown (1995b) also addresses the issue of class in relation to contemporary 

identity politics debates. Like Mercer, she agrees that contemporarv identity claims " nuniic 

the binarism of discourses that legitimate domination" (Mercer, 1994: 281). And likr 

Gibson-Graham she also asks why it is that class identitv is suppressed in contemporary 

identity polîtics. However, she goes further than these writers to explicitiy examine some of 

the political underpinnings of social identih claims in relation to social class. Thrre are 

some interesthg results. 

Emphasizing the discursive context of identity politics, Brown reinterprets the 

dominant claim of the European and North American Left, that emerging social identities 

are the result of the demise of class politics under post-fordism. She suggests that on the 

contrary, what has corne to be calleci identity politics revolves around an unexamineci 

-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - 

7It is important to note that it is debatable whether there ever wns any significant attention paid by 
academics to the working class-in Canada anyway. CIernent, for example, daims that it is only 
recently that Canadian historians have paid 'my attention whatsoever to working-class culture. The 



privileging of capitalist relations. Through their desire for certain bourgeois idrals, new 

identity politics are in part dependent upon the "demise of a critique of capitalism and of 

bourgeois cultural and economic values" (Brown, 1995b: 59). 

Brown recognizes that the story of contemporary identity daims can be, and has 

been, told in a number of different wys .  The emergence of identiv politics has been 

social relations due to (and created by) postmodern technologies and cultural productions; 

and as a form of political consciousness mobiüzed by Civil Rights movements in the G.5. 

But it is her focus on the genealogy (as per Foucault, 1977) and the prortuçtion of rno~lrrn 

identity d a i m  that allows her to ask the question: "Given what produceci it . . . what does 

politicized identity want?" 

If it is this ideal (the bourgeois ideal) that signifies ducational and 
voca tional opportunity through upward mobility, relative protection against 
arbitrary violence, and reward in proportion to effort, and if it is this ideal 
against which many of the exclusions and privations of people of color, gays 
and lesbians, and women are articulated, then the political purchase of 
contemporary American identitv politics would seem to be achieved in part 
tfirough a certain renaturalization of capitalism that c m  be said to have 
marked progressive discourse since the 1970s. M a t  this also suggests is that 
identihr politics mav be partly configured by a peculiarly shaped and 
peculi&iy disguiseci form of class resentrnent, a resentment that is displaceci 
onto discourses of injustice other than class, but ii resenûnent, likr al1 
resentments, that retains the real or imagineci holdings of its revileci subject 
as objects of desire (Brown, 199513: 59-60). 

Brown suggests that it is possible that the articulation of icientity politics through 

race, gender and sexuality, may reqriirr, rather than incidentally produce a limited 

idenûfication through class. These identities abandon a critique of class power .and clüss 

- -- - -  

bulk of academic writings on the Canadian working class have focused on labour relations or labour 
unionism (Clement, 1988). 



n o m  to the extent that thev are established through bourgeois n o m  of social accephnce, 

legai protection, and relative matenal comfort. 

According to Brown, cuntemporarv identity politics are "tethered to a formulation of 

justice that reinscribes a bourgeois (masculinist) ideal as its measure" and in opposing these 

forms of power, also comprise them (50). In hinging th& claims to ciifference to bourgeois 

ideals, these identity claims have minimizcd the political sigdicancc of thcir diffcrcncc. 

Her point is )zut that these claims to exclusion are in any way hivial but that without 

recourse to white masculinist bourgeois ideals, politicized identities woulci forfeit a good 

deal of their clairns to injury 'muid exclusion, "their claims to the political significance ut their 

difference" (61). She then asks a key question that 1 am interested in here: 

Could we have stumbled upon one reason why class is invariablv nameci but 
rarely theorized or developed in the multiculturalist mantra, "race, slass. 
gencier, sexuaiity?" (61) 

Brown goes further to provocatively suggest that it may be that this laçk of attention 

to çlass identitv is not an oversight but indicative of certain (unnameLi) politiwl a1legimct.s. 

It is the abstraction of identity from political economv that has produced the failure of 

politicized identities to u d y  their members (60.). 

Brown draws on Foiicault's analysis of modem disciplinary power, as well as liberai 

liurn,uiist discourses, in orcier to understand how it is that identitv claims tum back on 

thernseives in their appeals for equality. This is an expansion of the argument that modem 

identity claims reproduce an authoritarian desire for the centre. She suggests that 

politicized identity claims "count every difference as no differençe" through their appeals tu 

both the "universai juridical ideal of Liberaiism" (we are aii equal before the law) and the 

"nonnalizing principle of disciplinary regimes." Disciplinary productions work to "conjure 

and regulate subjects through classificatory schemes, naniing and nomwluing social 



behaviors as social positions" (58). They also "count everv potentialiy subversive rejaction of 

culturally enforced norms as themselves n o d ,  as nonnalizable. and as normativizable 

through Law" (68). 

It is through articulation in language, or through the very process of nmtzitig in the 

context of liberal and disciplinary discourses, that identity claims become recognizable in 

social discourse. I t  is tlrough their appeal to inclusion that identiîy clriims bccornc 

observable and definable through law, and thus regulated through it. They become known 

as if their existence were intnnsic or factual rather than products of disçursivtt and 

institutional power. Narning becomes a "vehicle of subordination through 

individualizûtion, normaiization, i d  regulation, even as it strives to produce visibility and 

ücceptance" (Brown, 1995b: 68). Along with others who have triecl to take politicizeci 

identity beyond the problem of political exclusion and çlosure (rg. Hall, 1993; Bhabha, 

1994; Seidman, 1997), Brown wants to take politicized identitv bevond its pro blrma tic 

hves tments. 

What 1 see in Brown's analvsis, is a picture of new social identities coalescing around 

an image of exclusion from a normative bourgeois order. Hm analvsis suggests that class 

may not, in fact. be raised as a category of exclusion in this context because it would 

threaten desires to claim exclusion and raise question marks about the centring of capitalist 

practices which rely on and produce a class shatified societv. 1 think that Brown provides 

important insights into the status of class in identitv politics discussions. But there are some 

limitations to this analysis. The fact that identities of class are rare- "theorized" is 

important, but the fact that they may not be clrinieci (specifically bv working-class groups) is 

a more interesting issue. The possibiiity that class identities may not be claimed or named in 

ways that are visible academically is also interesting. it would seem to me that the relative 



absence of discussion around class, as an identity politics issue in the ~cndrmy ,  is a fairly 

obvious one that is a result of identitv politics itself. The question is, who would make such 

claims frorn within the acadamy? And hozo would these claims be hesrd if academia rvorks 

to moderate or negate class ditference? 

"Claims to exclusioni' from the system might not be made for a variety u i  r e m m .  

Not the least of whch is the possibiüty that mrginalized groups mau r e c o p i i x  the interna! 

contradictions of making such claim. Thev mav rqiect bourgeois cultural and economic 

values. (Gibson-Graham's work is important in this regard because they try to recognize 

this fact in their study of non-capitalist productive relations.) Claims to exclusicn are 

especiaily problematic around class. For the working clsss to daim his torical under- 

representation in institutions of higher Iearning, for cxample. would reyuire a 

deconstniction of the entire social structure of higher leaming institutions. These are serious 

political issues that do not seem to have surfaceci in identity politics discussions in the 

academy . 

The academy and the politics of class identity 

Here, I try to establish further, some problems around representing working-çlass 

perspectives in the academy. 1 deliberately by-pass well-known works on "the working 

class" and "working-class ~mlture" such as E. P. Thompson's The rMiiki~ of the English 

Working Clnss, Richard Hoggart's nie  Lises of Litrrncy, Lillian Rubin's Worliis' uf Pi i i~ i ,  or 

St?n.net and Cobbs' The Hidden Injuries of Clnss. 1 take a detour around works that filter 

working-class expenence through the lenses of academia. and go right to the "horse's 

mouth" to find out what self-identifid working-class academics have to say about their 

own classed experience zvithin academia. 



I admittedly take a strong insider/outsider perspective (as if this is something that 

needs to be "acimitted" or "confessed") in Linking the problem of class identity with that oi 

representation practices in academia. 1 use writings from self-identified working-class 

academics to establish and explain my major points here. It is through this insider/outsider 

perspective that 1 am able to raise further questions around the representation of "the 

rvorking class" ivithin the context of bourgeois knorvledgc production. Claiming that one is 

"inside" the working class does not (or should not) challenge the reality of a çlass-stratifieLi 

working-class culture. Arguably the categories that are most exposed and opend to 

critique by the daims of working-class acaciernics are the identities, desires and experirncas 

of midcile-class acadernics. 

This insider/ outsider approach does not mean tha t there are clear-CU t. or fixeci. 

boundaries around who belongs to a particular class category or not, or that onlv the 

working class can "speak in this context. Clearly this is not the case. 1 would expect that 

there are relativelv few "working-class academics" (in North America) who would be 

interested in identifying themselves in the context of academia, or who would rven suggest 

that this self-naming is a possibility given the dominant mvths around education and the 

politics of class erasure. This issue is clarified further in this chapter. 1 draw on these texts of 

"working-class academics" in order to highlight what happens when a working-class s tahs  

is claimed bv real bodies (not discursive categories) within the academy and to provide 

some basis for exploring some of the issues that 1 explore in this thesis. 

It is hard to say what a politics of class identity in the academv woulci look like. Or 

whether or not the politics of class identity would suffer from a moralist policing in 

drawing up boundaries around "who's in" and "who's out" of the identity category. No 

doubt, there are a myriad of identity category problems that could conceivably anse in the 



process of definhg class rnembership-not the least of which would be establishing the 

difference between the working class and the working poor. One problem that seerns to 

have emerged around class identihr politics in the acaciemv has to do with the 

establishment of middle-dnss ideutities in relation to working-class identities. For example, 

the process of idenhfyuig oneself as a member of the working class has become known (in 

some working-class academic circles) as being "prolier than thou." This is a fumy joke. But 

it h i s  serious implications because it refers mainly to a tendency for rniddle-class acadrrnics 

or labour activists to want to c l a h  some kind of essential status or membership in the 

working-class communities with which, and in which, they may work. This appears as a 

flip-side identification problem to working-class rejection or denial of their own social 

histories within academia. 

The "writing in" of working-class experience, or the writing out of class ~liflcru~icr 

takes place at a numher of levels in academic work. Not o d y  does the problem lie in the façt 

that verv few working-class people become writers of their own or others' stories within 

academia (because there are relatively few working-class people itr the .icadernv. c. .~. .  

Bellaniy & Guppy. I W O :  Fortin. 1987: Guppy & Davies, 1998)" but there is also a refusal of 

Xkx.uiiian census data indicates that while gender and racial insqualities in educational achievemrn t 
have Lieen continually decreasing, this is not the case when social class is considered in the c~nalvsis 
(Gupp y & Davies, 1998). Historicaliy, the post-secondary participation O t s tudents from high-income 
famiiies has been greater than students from low-income families (Bellamy & Guppy, 1990). In 
Canada, undergraduate levels of education are largely ocrupied by children from upper- and middlt- 
class families (Fortin, 1987). Recent census data show that access to education has increased since the 
post-war penod, for many underrepresented groups, particularly for women. But this is not the case 
for working-class, A bonginal, and Portuguese-Canadian students (social class was measured bv bo th 
occupation and educational level of parents). Guppy and Davies suggest that they expect this trend to 
continue to dominate with tighter rducation budgets and with rducational policies that rio not 
forefront social class issues. "In many ways" shte Guppy and Davies, "educational policy is not king 
directed to where it is most urgently needed" (1998:124). 



any stories that do get written, for example in the literary cannon (Coiner, 1995; Willinsky, 

1990). 

When educated working-class people bring their expenences and culture into the 

academy they find resistance, Iack of recognition of these f o m ,  or blatant denial of their 

classed experience. It  is ut this juncticre, where working-dm etid michile-dass bodies rnrrt filce tu 

face, 011 iIie iutellrctunl growid of ~~dvnnced schoolirig, thst sumr of the most rt!vrnli>i,y knotolnf,qr 

rzborit social class differrnce is produced. It is here that working-class people reallv do grt an 

education. They get a chance to learn the practices of professional domination. Thev get to 

leam about the thinking processes of those who used to tell them what to do, how, and 

when to do it. They get to lçam, through hands-on experience, how they are perceivrd bv 

those who once exercised authority over them. Ln the introduction to hrr book. L d s a r p c  fur 

(1 good zcionran: A s t o y  of hi70 lives, Carolyn Steeûman wntes about the invisible classing 

effects of schooling: 

I read a woman's book, meet such a wornan at a partv (a woman now, like 
me) and thidc quite deliberately as we tak: we are riivided: a hundred vears 
ago Ilci have bwn cleaning your shoes. 1 know this and you iion't (1986: i). 

A growing number of working-class academics have spoken about the refusa1 of 

their working-class experience or identification within academia (e.g. hooks, 1984; O'Dair, 

1993; Steedman, 1986; Walkerdine, 1990; Weatherbee, 1995; Thomton, 1998). This rrfusal 

also exists within lef tis t circles, largely represented by rniddle-class professionals. W orking- 

class academics who ùcknowledge  the^ classed history in the context of schooling, are 

placed in a position of having to jus* who they are to their middle-class peers (Amas, 

1993; MacLeod, 1995). For example, in her article entitled Bob ntid Cntliy 's  Datighter CYhy i 

Cd1 Myseff Workrng Clnss, C a t h e ~ e  Macleod talk about this refusa1 of class differencr 

when asked bv a fnend, "How can you still call yourself working class when you have a 



nice home? You have a university education, a library of books and music, you've been 

pubhhed, produced play and had good-paving jobs. Surely you're as middle-class as they 

get!" (1985: 34). 

It would appear that there are powerful assumptions at work in academic 

institutions that reveai how pervasive the probiem is. The assumptions centre around the 

bclicf that thc systcm is working as it should bccausc m y  "diffcrcncct' frorn assurncd 

middle-class norms, gets educated out of working-class people. At a theoretical lt.vt.1. the! 

centre around what ronstitutes "authentic" working-class subject and the presumption to 

know the rules by which persons are so classified. While these issues deserve some debatt?, 

the interesting thing is the desin of middle-class academics to position label the 

experience of working-class academics. This signals the ongoing need to "speak for" the 

Other, in this case the working-ciass subject, even though they are standing right in one's 

face. Perhaps even using one's iCmguage. 

In his thesis on working-class maie subjectivity, Doug Weatherbee wtites about his 

professors' deniai of the possibilitv that working-class peuple could exist in graduatr s i l i~ol  

As part of my graduate school education I participateci in a course on 
sociological theory. We spent some time looking at Paul Willis' book Lenniiilg 
to Lllbotir. The course instructor pointed out that through Willis' study we in 
the class were positioned in ourreading as voyeurs. "We" in the course were 
being given a window to look at a here-to-unseen world, that of the working 
class (self-described) "lads" of Willis' study . . . Through "our"- the members 
of the sociological theory course-relation of unfamiliarity and voyeurism to 
the "here-to-unseen" Life of the working class Iads of Willis' study, the course 
instructor positioned the Iads as Other to the members of the course. "We" 
members of the course, by implication, were positioned as sociologists and 
middle-class. Since 1 too was/am a working class "lad" I felt quite at odds 
with the way the instmctor was reading Willis: 1 read Lennzing to Labour h m  
a different position or standpoint than the professor (1995: p 86-87). 



It would appear that class identity, although largely unrecognized in academic 

conversations about sociai identity, is a complicated and contestecl social terrain at  the lrvrl 

of the academy. Micidl~class acadernics may indeed study the working-class 0tht.r anci 

become active in labour movements or progressive new social movements, but at the sarne 

time they may resist or denv the possibiiitv of class difference in the university. I have 

focused on this issue only briefly here. 1 think it is an extremely significant problern that is 

linked to basic conflicts of interest that I raised earlier. It may also reflect n bourgeois self- 

imaging problem that, in its hurrv to wipe out any evidence of its failure to cure social 

dispari-, stumbles over the fact that it is not the only show in town. Valerie Walkeriline is 

one of the few academics tliat 1 know of who has examineci this dvnamic in anv detail. 

Walkerdine uses psychoanal~tic imagew to explain how it is that ciesire for social change 

was projected ont0 the workforce bv leftist academics, leading to a situation where failure 

for social change was then blamed on the working ctass: 

'Ihere is huge disappointment that The [working] Class has failed. The leit 
then behave like an mgrv child in a tantrum which wants to wipe us out 
rather than face its own disappointment, its own massive fantasies that we 
have faileci as the love-object. Thev either rulogize us or hate us. Same 
difference (1990: 203." 

These issues of class irientity and difference in the acaciemv become more intelligible 

in the context of iiberal humanist discourse and practice. Ç W e  bourgeois liberal ideology 

may support the possibility of individual transformation through meri t, the prac tical 

transformation of oppressive social relations, rn masse, is obscureri. Lndiviciual 

transformation is focvsed on preciselv because group change is not desireri. There is not 

room for everyone at the top, that is. It would appear that the ideals of forma1 education, 

whife empowering individual upward mobiiity, need to suppress the ideas ot class 

Liifference and conflict. Those who exercise the power to "know" have to do serious slrights 



of hand in order to maintain the illusion that everything is under control, and that things 

are naturaily as they should be, for the good of aU. 

The desire to "know" the Other has been characterized as the result of a dceply 

rooted denial or fascination because there is a fear of real shifts in the relations of power 

that would lead to radical social change. Hurtado, for example, suggests that the desire of 

the powerful to "know" the subordinate ma); reflect a desire to h o w  " ~ ~ a i t l v  the 

oppressive conditions îhey do no t have to expcrience" (1996: 129). Walkerdine has calleci 

these desires to know or to master, "perversions," in that they project a terror of the masses 

back onto the masses themseives (Walkerciine, 1990). 

While the formal education system has been instrumentai in reproducing social class 

difference, there is enough flexibility in the system to continually Iegitimate the idea of 

individual merit. Educational opportunities have made it possible for a verv few working- 

class people to experience some of the wavs that power, knowledge, ducation, and 

material possibilities intersect to shape and maintain certain hierarchies of knowledge that 

are said to reflect everyone's realities, but do not. When working-class acadernics write 

about their classeri experiences, they lift the lid on middle-class assump tions ù bou t 

working-class culture. What is stnking about this work is that working-class academics 

tend to highiight the authority relationships that pervade their Lives. They are criticai of, or 

uncomfortable with, their own position as academics, and their relationships to thuir 

subordinate students, for example (see Fav, 1993). Having been groomcd for positions of 

subordination, they are nirprised by the conditional pnvileges that educational capital c m  

deliver. 

There is a growing body of writing by educated workingclass people that indicates 

that in spite of, or more accurately, brmusr of the effects of hegemonic eduçation, many 



formaliy educated worbg-class people do not put on a new class identity like a new pair 

of shoes (see Comgan, 1990; Kuhn, 1995; Spence, 1995; Steedman, 1986; Tokarczvk cLr Fav, 

1993). hterestingly, it is not until some working-class people are exposed to the advancrd 

education system that they begin to understand their own class status as "marginal" from 

micicile-class culture. This ciifference is not understood in te- of how the middle-class 

looks to hem, hecause that information has always been available, brrt It is :~ndcrstuud in 

trrms of hotu t h q ,  ns worki~ig-dass people, lookfr4ni the va~itngc point of the rntddk d m .  And this 

happens in university. The "bourgeoisie" generally know who they are. 

Like other working-class academic wnters who are continuing to speak about this 

process, Thomas Dunk describes how the insular practices of higher eciucation were 

instrumental in raising his awareness of his marginal class status: 

I felt left out. I did not feel part of the collective readership. I wondered just 
who the "us" was, never minci who the "them" might be. Lt was evident to 
me, if only in a vague manner, that the culture of the vast majorihr of the 
people at university, and especiallv those pursuing açademic careers, was 
different from what 1 was used to. 1 had, for reasons 1 am still not sure of, left 
behind mv working-class culture, but had not made the transition into the 
essentiall; bourgeois culture of the university (Dunk, 1991: 5). 

Dunk's experience is one example among many who reiterate vu- sirnilar 

experiences across different academic contexts in North America (cg., Barnev Dews ((r Leste 

Law, 1995; Rvan (Ir Sackrey, 19%; Tokarczyk & Fay, 1993). 

The rxperience of çlass "outsidership," or class difference, m.uufests itself in 

academia through the culture and content of schooling, as well as in the production of texts 

by working-class academics. If working-class people are Jenieci en. into the universitu, 

even when their bodies have marched through the door, how then c m  they daim 

l e g i h c y  through writing? Diane Reay writes about the complexities and contradictions of 

class identity when she describes her attempt to position herself in academic writing as 



something to think twice about. Reay describes it as a "pretense which continuailv runs the 

risks of unmasking" because one would unmask something of a monster, something which 

may be viewed as "intrinsicdy iderior": 

Coming from a background where individuals are always more judged than 
judging makes self-disclosure a dangerous, risky enterprise. It is similarly a 
schizophrenic undertaking. There is the exposure of the working class "1" in 
the text by the now privileged educated woman (1996: 453). 

Contrarv to Lynch and O'Neill's (1994) idea that working-class people losr their 

prirnary social identi (their working-class identity) when thev move upward through the 

education system, many working-class academics becorne increasingly aware of the social 

practices that create social strahfication in the first place. Cliiss-baseci idrntitv is not 

necessarily lost, but there is a broadened frame of reference, and a sharpened rxperience of 

social difference. After ail, working-class academics are still connected to their families and 

communities in one form or ano ther. Like a pre-test pos t-test experimental design, these 

connections provide a background against which the "effectiveness" of rriucation and 

training can be measured. 

However, simply having "been there" or "being there" is no guarantee that working- 

class people wili reject the various interpretations of working-class life that are provided to 

them by middle-class culture. Especiaiiy if one takes seriousiy the hegemonic effects of 

schooling that work in complex and covert ways to correct class memory end identitv, or 

class identification so that it falls in line with middle-class expectations. In a review of a text 

about and by working-class women in academia "Who are the Laborers in Academia?" 

Mary Cappello (1995) points out that the stories of working-dass women who work as 

support staff or custodial workers in academic institutions, are excluded from the text, 

exxcept as they are invoked in memory üke ghosts from the past. Cappello suggests that 



there is a need "to examine the ways in which rniddle-class identity requires working-class 

academics to refuse identification" with the5 working-class comrnunities (See also Spence, 

1995, Childers & hooks, 1990; O'Dair, 1993). There is no "authentic" working-class voice that 

is not subject to correction. 

The working-class subject as the "other" to schooling 

I take the position here that the cultural practices of schooiing tend to "white out" 

knowledge about class riifferences. Bourgeois representations arc "colonialist" 

representations in that thev produce a knowledge of the Other from a wlf-evident, and 

universalizing centre. Some contemporan, social theorists have sugges ted tliat sociolog, 

for example, is rooted in modernist, or eniightenment paradigms of knowledge that 

position social research as innocent in the production of knowledge about social ciifference: 

Through its focus on "scientistic culture" sociology has avoidcd a sense of 
e thical and political responsibility toward ib O wn practises. 1 ts progressivis t 
hopes and narratives have been part of a dynamic of colonization. And 
through its I'muiguage of rights, constitutionalism, and Irgality it has 
çoncealed disciplinary forms of social control (Seidman, 1997: 12). 

The enlightenment project has relied on concepts of equality, rationalitv, freedom and 

autonomy in order to make sense of the individual. n i e  idea of the "universalized 

individual" is central to how identities can be understood within dominant models of social 

knowledge. The "universaiized" individual lias the effect of "normalizing identities tha t are 

dominant (white, male, hrterosexual, able-bodied) and subordinathg other identities" 

(Fischer, 199726). Important to the present discussion is the idea that the "universaiized" 

individual construc ts boit rgrois identities as normal. 

Seidman has suggested that "otherness" is a figure that is "potentiaily troubling to 

dominant models of social knowledge" (Seidman, 1997 99). The centering of western 



enlightenrnent traditions in sociological thought has led to particular understandings of 

social difference. Soaologists have tended to avoid understanrling difference as "otherness." 

They have retreated from differences which are threatening to the dominant regime of 

knowledge in various ways. They have either ignored hem, "assimilated them to our 

episteme," "rendered them an instance or variation of a general principle," or made thern "a 

transient condition or an evolutionaw phase" destineci to disappear (Seidman, 1997: 98). 

Bourgeois, or middle-class identities, although rarelv named or theorized, are 

cenhed in the acadernic punuit of knowledge. But in providing names and theorius of 

behaviour for the "other," arguably middle-class identitv characterizes its own wants, 

needs, and desires. Connoilv (1991) has suggested that identity requires ciifference in order 

to exist: it converts difference into "othemess" in order to secure its own self-crrtaintv. But 

this is not a complete process, that is, identity is never wholly based on exclusion (Hall, 

1993). Dominant groups also recognize sinzilnrities between themselves and "others" but 

through their conbol over representation they demonize those characteristics which thev 

revile and displace ont0 others (and which they may fear in themselves). Further, these 

reviled characteristics corne to be overemphasized as essential features of the Other's 

identiw . (Dver, . 1997). For example, the working ciass may be constnicted as "lazy" because 

the rnidde chss knows its own "laziness" or its own desire to hate "the lazv." 

It is not just nny kind of difference that is important to this definition and 

maintenance of a middle-class identity and power: it is the production of specific kinds 

ciifference and at the same t h e ,  the erasure of certain kinds of ciifference that is important 

for maintaining the centre. In "retreating from threatening differences" acadernics have 

construded particular versions of the capacities and personality charactenstics of the 

working class that position them outside of the middle-class centre. The outside group is 



provided with markers that enable them to be recognized discursivelv in relation to the 

dominant group. 

in categorizing or providing a name for the working-class subject, academic 

discourses acknowledge the existence of class riifference, but they have also produced 

particuiar representations of the working class. Tiie working-class subject is either 

"eulagized" or Liespiseci (e.g. Walkerdine, 1990). Xlarxist theories, for example, have 

produced a working-class subject in the image of dominant discourses; with desires and 

vested interests reflecting the bourgeois enlightenment project. The working cbsses tend to 

be idealized in Marxist perspectives: 

Marx most essuredlv spoke of the working class as holding different interests 
than the bourgeois class. But did Marx understand the motivations, s o a d  
interests and values of the working class in te- different from the wav he 
understood Western bourgeois Enlightenment culture? No. Thth wiirking 
class were described in the language of the dominant Enlightenment model- 
as self interested, rational agents, as viewing the world from the standpoint 
of secular/scientific reason, and as assuming Western superiority and linear 
progress. In Marxism, the working class tums out to be a superior realization 
of Western Enlightenrnent ideals-its future, not its negation or contestation 
(Seidman, 1997: 98). 

As 1 ciiscussed earlier in this chapter, the workùig çlass rarely i i  represented in 

academic texts. But when the working classes and other sociallv marginaiized groups tire 

represented in acadernic discourse, they tend to be characterized in ways that map the 

ideals and desires, or the refusals and rejections of a presumad dominant centre. Liberal 

theories of sociai deprivation or cultural cieficit, for example, have constmcted the working 

classes as pathologizeci in some wav (Curtis et. al., 1992). New social research lias also 

represented working-class subjects in ways that situate them outside of I normative centre. 

They have been described as having "reshicted" iinguistic codes, as non-verbal, conformist, 

reactive, macho, hyper-feminine, submissive, lazv, hard-working, salt-of-the-earth, non- 



verbal, street-srnart, "leamers," in need of "immedia te gratification," lacis, boys, and 'ex- 

oles' (e.g. Bernstein, 1977; Dunk, 1991; Fingeret, 1983; McLaren, 1982; McRobbie, 1978; 

Walker, 1988; Willis, 1977; Wexler, 1992). 

Academic work that is critical of what are considered to be negative representations 

of the working class has also tended to produce a working-class subject in the image itself. 

Lnstead uf w e d k - h e d  c~nf~rmists, working-class studenb becurne hdrd-nowd rebrla. 

Cornpliant, depressive housewives become resilient optimists. Dumb, Iazv iactory workers 

become street-smart subversives. Ferninist resea~hers grappled with this issue in a number 

of ways as thev tried to rethink the value of women's unpairi labour, ur  to tigure uut what 

was "worth knowing" in the cumculum. But in substituting dominant çharmterizations ut 

the 0 t h  with opposite ones, these efforts "rnimic the binarism of the discourses of 

domination (Mrrcer, 1994: 281)." Thev are s till bourgeois representations. 

In refusing to name its own investments in knowledge production, the miridle-class 

centre denies its ouvi class clifference; itls own "othemess." In research this power has been 

exercised by obscuring the classed relations between the researcher and the researched 

subject. klichelk Fine has described this as a process where "researchers self-consciously 

carry no voice, body, race, class, or gender, and no interests in their texts" (1994: 74-75). 

The symbolic and real separation of bodv and minci is central to understanding the 

ways in which class ciifference has been and is represented in academic texts. Academic 

discourses reject knowledges and ways of being that do not conform to rational-logical 

rnodels of knowing. They establish primacy of the mind over the body, and treat the bodv 

as something to be named, examined, and regulated: the body is subsumed bv the mind in 

academic discourse. 



Lnteilectuals generally have a vested interest in privileging work of the minci 
over work of the body, a value judgment and moral cornmitment revealed 
not oniy in the business of Our own lives but in the bottom-line sense of what 
education does for the dispossessed, Lifting them up from and out of their 
oppression and irtto cornfortable nuddle-class lives (O'Dair, 1993: 246). 

Because "labourers," or working people, are defined largelv - .  bv the body, the mass going out 

of control, they corne to symbolize that which must be harnessed bv the mind (Walkerdine, 

The working classes are positioned as the "other" to schooling through discourses tliat 

privilege the mental over the manual. The discursive positioning O t "mental" over " manual" 

labour produces specific images of the working-class subject. Notions of "ability" and 

çompetence (and persona1 worth and worthiness) are intimately tangled up  with whrre 

persons are located in the social hierarchv. The mental/manual dichotomv is also practiced 

in very concrete wavs, for example through school streaming policies which perpetuate 

class divisions (Curtis et. al., 1992). Walkerdine (1990) and others have describeci hciw the 

education system developed historîcallv as a kev institution of social conhol in the 

emerging Liberal clemocratic order. (This idea is discussed more fuilv in Chapter 5 of tliis 

thesis.) 

The mind or the mental is further privileged through particular uses of languagt.. 

There are many examples of how language works to establish and maintain class difference 

in the academic community. Language practices reflect and produce class ciifference at both 

the symbolic and instrumental levels: in social ciiscourse; in theoretical stance; in soliciting, 

listening to and reporting iived expenence; and in cultural communication in generril. The 

language practices of forma1 schooling are rooted in an instrumental logic that has h t rn  

considered to be at odds with working-class cultural f o m  (Bernstein, 19n; Bourdieu (Ir 

Passeron, 1977). In a broad sense, language practices of the academy are used to separate 



out those fit to govem and d e .  from those who are not. The corporatization of the 

university means that academic languages increasingly reflect the views of orporatr 

management systems (Meaghan. 1996). Corporatized language is used to distance, to 

control, and to know the behaviors. beliefs and social practices of those they rule (Smith, 

1990). In its broadest sense, corporatized language is a language of management of the 

working-class subject. 

Acadernic practices recognize oniv certain uses of language in the production of 

knowledge. The language practices of formal schooiing pnvilege the written word as the 

preferred form of cultural expression or communication. "Knowing" through abstraction or 

objectification is p n o n t i ~ d  to the extent that other forms of knowing (e.g. knowing through 

" first-hand experience") are minimized, or at worst, unders tood as " wrong-headed." For 

example, the language practices of schooling or of "authori ta tive intelligence" have not 

made embodied language a requirement of schooiing (Childers & hooks. 1990). 

In their article, "A Conversation About Race and Class" kIary Childers and beli 

hooks (1990) speak to the problem of language and the reproduction of çlass difference in 

the academv. Childers describes the hostility that can be evoked hv simplv ernphasizing the 

performative aspects of voice in the universi . She savs that people in the acadernv recoil 

when leaming through embodiment rather than abstractly, which shr thinks is "an 

unwillingness to realize tha t we have been hained no t to associa te certain a ttituries and 

accents with authoritative intelligence." Beii hooks says further. that, 

Since academia has not privileged our discourse as one that connects us, our 
verbal use of language to connect has been devalued. And in fact, often the 
work we do [as acadernics] that is most valued is the work that wül make the 
least co~ec t ions  across class. The work that we do that is most valued is the 
work that not only reinforces class hierarchies. but establishes new ones 
(Childers & hooks. 1990: 74). 



This is not to say that working-class people do not use abstraction and metaphor in their 

communications (Darvilie, 1995) or do not reflect on what thev are swing, but that oniv 

certain kinds of metaphors or references are considered appropriate, or recognized as 

legitimate in an academic context. 

The issue 1 want to focus on here is not so much that people use ciifferent kmguage 

systems as in ti~e previous example, or as in disiussioiis ~ 1 1  ~iifferriit linguistic +les t1i.i~ 

represented Mddle-class languages as "elaborated" codes 'and working-class linguistic 

codes as "restricted" (Bernstein, 1977; Labov, 1972). This characterization of language 

difference is itseif classeci through its subversion of working-class language f o m  to 

Mddleîlass ones. I am more interestecl in language as a symbolic and social practice: it is 

the representations that are produceci through particular uses of language, that are 

important here. (These aspects of language in relation to the research process are adcirrssed 

in the following chap ter.) 

It 1s mv understanding these are not innocent oversights of class düferençe nor are 

they ignorant mistakes. They are necessary effects of oppressive power relations. Clüss 

ciifferences (the tvpes of things that are "in" or "out" of an acceptable bourgeois identitv) are 

produced at a discursive b e l  so that bourgeois identity c m  be recognized, protected and 

maintained. Class ciifference is regulnted through educationiil ~iiscourses that neutralize 

difference. I t  is regulated bv neating a working-class subject that is, or should be, en route 

to the rniddle class; by creating a working class as something that should be naturallv, or 

unquestionably, extinguished. 



Conciusions 

The "curious absence of class analysis" in academic knowledge production is 

multifaceted and is a key point underpinning issues that are raised in this thesis. Research 

on identity politics reveals that Mandst-infiuenced research vis-a-vis working-class people 

reproduced a distorted representation of the working class through its focus on the white 

indr industridi wurker. Sindarlv, frinhusts aiid idriitity throrists iiic.iitioii C ~ S S  ds dlie df 

several social differences but fail to theorize class. 1 have focusecl on tvhat it means for social 

researchers to c l a h  to represent working-class perspectives in the academv when the 

academy largely represents bourgeois interests and practices. Lf middlrclass research is 

seeking to "include" voices of the working class in order to recfify social differencr, thcn it is 

highlv restncteci in what it can c l a h  to represent within existing social structures. 

The interest of the academic community in working-class people, their acçounts of 

learning and their claims to knowledge, is linked to the academic comrnunitv's own 

particular learning histories. and social location. For some, this interest mav be b a s d  un 

theories of class clifference through "leftist" political training. For others, the interest mav be 

based on the iiveci experience of working-class Me-either through their recognition of class 

differrnces-or through their own experience of them. In any case, there is no innocent 

position from which to shiciy working-class culture hom within the çontext of acadrrnia. 

AU participants are in a disturbing position as they try to understand and reconcile the 

rneanhgs of class identitv, learning, schooling and sotial mobility. 

These issues are related to academic theorving about marginalized or oppressed 

social groups, including the working class, and the desire of researchcrs to have a working- 

class perspective in the academy. The problem is not one of letting in the voices, as these 

voices can never be unproblematically represented under existing social relations. As 1 have 



suggested, socio-economic structures and relations mediate the representation of the 

working-class subject The problern is one of recognizing that a multifaceted and basic+ 

contradictorv relationship exists between the voices. 

Bv focusing on such issues as class bias and exclusion (as in the "hiciden 

~umculum"), social theoris ts have tended to reproduce a liberai humanis t ap proac h to 

socid clriss in relation to schoohg. 1 h n ' t  believe it is possible to w i t e  in this context 

without appropriating the voice of the Other, romanticizing, or constructing the working- 

class subject as the Other. As far as I'rn concemed, the question is not how to overçome class 

bias or exclusion, as others have done, but how to rccpqriizr and how to document dass 

riifference within this context. One wav of approaching this problem is by attempting to 

understand how bias cornes to be produceci and orgmized in representing working-dass 

subjects in research, as I do in this thesis. Or by attempting to understand what it rrwmis for 

working-class subjects to be represented and positioned in certain wnvs in academic 

discourse. In this context, any research project focvsing on working-class perspectives 

becomes an exercise in locating the shifting sites of power that maintain structural 

inequality, or not. This includes an examination of how açademics consmict their cotegories 

of analysis which requires an awareness of the discourses invoked in framing their research 

projects. 

if 1 take the position that there is a tendency for rniddle-classed research to ovcrlook 

or to refuse to recognize "class" issues in social research, which 1 do here, and that research 

can never unproblernatically represent the working class, then one might ask w h ~  a 

ùeclining interest in "ciass" issues would be a problem? The problem that I'm trying to 

locate has to do with understanhg the ümitations of representing working-ckss 

"perspectives" and the desires invested in the process of representation. The tendency to 



overlook class, or to suppress class interests is in fact a constitutive feature of the problem of 

representation in academic &course. Representation is both a form of power and a means 

of maintaining power. 

When 1 say that the working class c m o t  be unproblematicaiiv represantad in 

academic writing, I am not saying that there is no way of representing the working-class 

subject, or thnt thcre should bc no actcmpt to do su. 1 havc bccn p i n g  to makc a point thrit 

academic representations of the working class relv on constnicts of class from a particular 

standpoint. In the case of schooling it is a very conhadictorv and cievastating state of atfairs. 

1 have mainly been referring to claims of representing the 

as a way of remedving difference. I have also been 

conversations have not acknowledged class difference 

working-class "voice" in açademia 

referring to the fact that these 

in a practical rvay, for example 

through affirmative action strategies (e.g. OIDair, 1993). Discourses of schooling (and 

discourses of class as constructeri through schooling) acknowledge that some forms of class 

difference exist, but there appears to be a reluctance to give up conho& around ~iefining 

class, and a reluctance to give up conbol around the role of ducation in meriiating class 

relations. In academia, middle-class identities are pnvileged in defining what kinds of 

social difference matter. 

Focusing on the identity politics of class suggests a more careful reflection on the 

assumptions and mecmings associated with the classed subject. By qurstioning the types ~i 

categories people use and the meanings that thev attach to them (e.g., what does "class" 

mean to researchers when they use the term "class"?); bv opening up these issues in the 

way 1 have done here aiiows questions to be raised about how academics are located in 

"knowledge," how they represent the subjects of their research and their own subject 

positions. It is in this context that the ciesire for "inciusion" or the desire to represent the 



lived experience of those who are considered to be marginalized from the academy, is 

rendered pro blema tic. 

I bring into the thesis discussion the idea that some working-class acadernics 

struggle with keeping some of their knowledge intact in the face of practices and discourses 

that may not reflect their most central social identities, ideals, and practices (realizing this is 

not an either/or process). As 1 alluded to in this chapter, working-class acaderniçs are 

positioned in very conhadictory subjectivities. Why do 1 bring this into the discussion? 1 

bring it in to show that there is ü basic problem of representation and desire going un 

around chss issues. I'm not saving that there are not similar issues from the "outsider's" 

standpoint with regard to representing the "insider." 1 want to know more about the relusal 

of some (even self-identifid Leftist) academics to hrirr that their object of ciesire, cir what 

they have constructeci as a "working-class subject" is just that: a construction or LI 

representation. 

One çould sav that these acts of refusa1 are in fact a recognition of social difierence 

(Bhabha, 1994; Mercer, 1994). Both the refusal of class ciifference in the academy trrid the 

desire to know the Other provide important jumping off points into mv thesis ~iiscussion. 

The pervasive refusai of class difference in the academy brings the topic of forma1 education 

into question. Lt brings up questions about how f o m l  education may reflect a desire for 

eyuality but within M t e d  t e m .  It would appear that bourgeois xhooling discourses 

assume that class difference is educateci "out" of individuals but th& is in the direction of 

the ideal rational, well-rounded, weii-traveled, weil-read, weil-fed, rrsponsibie, citizen. It is 

an invitation to "becorne like us." In this thesis, 1 attempt to document and explain some of 

these issues. 



CHAPTER II: RESEARCH METHODS AND INTERPRETNE STRATEGIES 

Truth is at once a material, discursive, political and subjective question 
(Henriques, et. al., 1984: 114). 

Introduction 

I t  is very ciiffiiult to writr about education dnd social ilass with an eyc to the 

working class without "coming off" as cornplaining or defewive. When I told a working- 

class labour activist tliat I was writing about schooling and class, one of the first things she 

said was "It's a really depressing topic." The writings of working-class academics interested 

in class issues also reveal un underlving struggle with the difficulty of this topic. In her 

introduction to the book WorAirtg-Clms kVornen ru tlir Acaiirr~ii/: Lnborers i j i  the Kir oti~fr&t 

Flictonj, Michelle Tokarczyk (1993) noted that wveral contributors felt that it was the must 

difficult piece of writing thev had ever done. I think that one reason for the clifficul@ is that 

one is continually haunted by the incongniencies of academic writing that san seem 

laughable, Iaudable, insigdicant, or even terrifving from a working-class subject position. 

Writing about class, is never a straightforward, neutral act. 

I t  took me a long time to convince myself that there was something worth writing 

down about this topic. 

Ln this thesis, 1 try to demonstrate that practices of representation are political 

practices, or practices of power that arise out of and operate to produce and maintain çlass 

differences. I relv on a number of theoretical perspectives to do so. 1 use theories of 

discourse and language to understand power relations and practices of representation. The 

notion of dixourse is usefd as both an analytic tool and a data base. That is, theories of 

discourse make it possible to understand practices of classed representation through 



mechanisms of power and language. On the other hand, discourses of schoohg and sonal 

class make available particular understandings about classed subjects and suppress others. 

The subject of this thesis is the dnssed subjrct as it is represented 'and positioned in schooling 

and organizational management discourses. 

How class relations are conceptuaüzed in this thesis 

One of the central problems of this thesis involves the manner in which the 

constmct "working class" is defined and represented through bourgeois discoursr. The x t  

of definhg dass is a political process that needs to take into account various conceptual and 

analytic problems of representation. The thesis itself is a process of defining class relations 

by bringing together different strategies for unders tanding class rela tiom as thcv are 

constructed through social discourse. My discussion in Chapter 1 proposed that the 

çonstnict of social class is not something that can be adequatelv understood rvithout 

reference to recent theoretical ~ievelopments in critical and postmodem studies, including 

theories of identity and subjectivity, as well as notions of experience and power. Brown's 

analysis of what she calls late modern social identities provoçatively suggrsts that intcrest 

in the construct of socid class needs to be understood within the context of a liberal 

humanist privileging of capitalism (Brown, 199%). This in itself teils us something about 

the nature and sigmficance of contemporary class relations; they are brewing beneath a 

facade of progress and containment. 

In social research, the categories of "class" have typicallv been çonceptualized as 

stable entities that are products of one or more social indicators, such as "occupation," 

"family background," "education level" or "incorne," to name a few. The structural analysis 

of class has been a dominant method of class analysis which prioritizes the economic and 



assumes that social structure has positions or "empty places" which people occupy. By 

using n priori categories of analysis, conventional social research has taken a somewhat un- 

self-aware, or apolitical position in relation to the classed research subject. The structural 

approach to class analysis has been criticized on a number of grounds. It has pnvileged the 

structural aspects of class to the exclusion of actual social relations (Veltmever, 1986; 

Miliband, 1989) and has limited the understanding of power in classed relationships. 

Chapter one of this thesis used the dichotomy of the "middle-class" and "working- 

class" somewha t cnidely in discussing representa tions of class dif ference in ncadernic 

knowledge production. This dichotomy no doubt masks a number of more complex class 

relations. Howrver. I used these categories as rough organizing principlrs (based on general 

economic and sonal conditions) in order to open up the idea that there are complex bases 

for interpreting and representing classed experience. I intentionallv privileged these 

categories to emphasize the point that bath the structural aspects of dass and livcrl 

experience of social class are important to understanding claçs relations. Evloreover, 1 

privileged the structural categories of "rniddle" and "working class" in light ut  the 

tendency for "class" processes to be suppressed in contemporary identity politics. 

In the thesis 1 do not intend to create the impression of one overarching, 

essentialized, or pristine, category of working-classness. There is difference rcitlii~i the 

category of the "working dass" that makes a ciifference to horv peopie identifv and are 

identified within and outside of working-çlass culture. 1 focus on the overarching cntegorirs 

of class (the "bourgeois" and the " working class") in order to mobilize a general critique ot 

class ciifference and reprewntation in relation to schooling. This approach keeps the thesis 

focussed on the problern of perspective in the production of knowledge about the working 



class rather than looking at the working class as an object of analvsis, complete with its 

complexi ties and nuanced forms of social difference. 

Lt has continued to surprise me, particularlv during the process of wnting this thesis, 

that very iittle attention is paid to class process even though it is flagged as an important 

aspect of ciifference framing the social miheu. Brown's analvsis of late modem social 

identities is m e  of the few I hiow of tliat addresses this issue to m v  estent (Brown, L 995b). 

Hrr analysis, which examineci the political claims of emerging social identities, suggests 

that clairns of exclusion (from the centre) are based on a desire for, rather than a critique of 

capitalism. if these identities are baseci on a t o m  of class resentment, as Brown proposes. 

then it becomes possible to understand why class issues would not be centred in political 

daims to difference. Focusing on class identity and difference would requin. a 

deconstructioii of desires for equality among other things. 

Much of my analysis in this thesis is based on this idea of politicized identity as 

driving the representation and sigmficance of çlass difference within acaciernia. I am 

suggesting that contemporarv academics and political discourses of identity do not allow 

much room for class identity to be mobilized or authorizeci as a basis on which to makr 

daims on one's own behalf. I am also suggesting that thev obscure the process uf 

representating working-class subjects Thus, my analvsis does not focus so much on the 

ciesires and characteristics of working-class subjectivitv but on the desire of botrrgeuis 

subjects to understand and represent working class subjectivity and identities in particular 

ways. 

In understanding class relations Liiscursively, I Look at these relations as thev are 

lived, experienced, and perfonned. This approach assumes a number of things about the 

nature of class and the researcher/ researched reiationship: I t  assumes that the poli tical 



identities and subjectivities of researchers plav a sigmficant role in the production of 

knowledge about 'their' research subject(s). And it assumes that discourses plav a role in 

the production of both dominant and marginaiized subject positions. 

1 understand that the construct of social class is not a stable or fixed entity. 

Conceptuaking class as a process rather than a thing entails a more cornplex 

understanciing about what ciass relations are. Smith's &finition of the s~c ia l  relations of 

class draws attention away from the tendency to define class in t e m  of fixeri 

socioeconornic categories and focuses it on class relations as  they are Lived and experienced. 

Smith writes: 

While not seeking to draw sharp boundanes (an enterprise doorneci to failure 
in the existing complex division of labour), in general the dominant classes 
include people in those occupations with high levels of income and access to 
various forms of political influence at al1 levels of the statr (local to federal), 
and who mav or rnay not participate in the processes of dominance through 
positions in professionai organiza tion, management, etc., as wdell as thosr 
who may be clearly idenûfied as owning the means ot production. These 'Ire 
not viewed as characteristics enabling individuals to be classifieri as 
members of one or other class, but rather as constituents of the social 
reiations of class, ordering its interna1 processes as well as its extemal 
relations. The working class, by contrast, is that class which works for ri 

wage, which does not own the means of production ;uid which does not 
participate in the exerçise of power (Smith, 1990: 224--5)9. 

The definition of sotial class that I use in this thesis includes processes of identification and 

subjectivity. 1 understand ciass relations as a process of making and maintaining social 

identities and difference, of living the historical effects of domination and subordination, as 

well as the result of property ownership &md control. 

Social class is a political, social, cultural, and rconornic relation which means that 

broadly, one's class position is subject to change. It is subject to the shifting relations of 

- -- - 

Yçee Clement (1988) for a simiiar definition of class relations. 



political power, to the ebb and flow of the market. This does not necessarilv mean that class 

"subjectivity," or political affiliation, is always altered to reflect new social positions. 

Neither is there necessarily a stable "fit" between political perspective. ("politicized 

identity") and social location, although there are trends that indicate that there is some 

relationship between the two (in the United States, "the working class vote republican." is 

une of these). I t  is true that individuals may transcend sunw aspects uf i l c i s s :  Lhruugh 

education, contractually through marriage, or through other means like winning the lottery, 

but this approach seems to locate the individual as the primary unit of class analvsis and 

ignores the broader historical and political contexts of class. It tends to reduce "class" to an 

economic function as well. While one may occupy a number of differentlv classed pusitions 

at the same time (see Gibson-Graham. 1996, for example) the stability of two class locations 

as general categories of social difference has been documented. Milihand suggests that it is 

possible to identify two stable classes throughout the history of industrial capitalism: a 

dominant class, based upon the control of economic and political power, and a subordinate 

class, mainly made up of wage earners and their dependents. "Neither social mobilitv nor 

blurred boundaries between classes annul this division. even though thev mav, together 

with many other factors, affect its sharpness" (Miliband, 1989: 25). 1 want to retain this 

broad distinction to help me think about the nature of class relations, not as a hard and fast 

wav of defining class relations. 

A focus on class relations is particularly important at a time when major changes are 

taking place in the structures of advanced capitalist societies. These are changes that 

proceed further entrenchment, if not expansion of new forms of social inequities. It is 

interesting that the academic community seems to have relegated class issues to the 

backburner at a time when such dramatic changes are taking place in the social world. In 



Canada, as in other countries, these changes involve a number of things taking place 

following the second world war including the global redistribution of political puwer, 

changes in the nature of the forces of production, iind the ernergence of new f o m  of 

cultural politics (taken h m  Giroux, 1988; but there are manv other concurring sources). 

Wide-reaching economic and political changes such as the North American Frer 

Trade Agreement, and more recenily Ihe Multilateral Ab~cemcnt on hvcstmcnt thrcntcn tu 

further influence the nature of classed relations as protective labour legislation is 

systematically dismantled to ailow for more flexible business practices at the expense of 

labour protections. There have been visible effects of these changes on class relations 

including the "demise" of rniddle-class occupations over the past few decades in North 

America (Clement, 1988; klenzies, 1989). The effects of labour legislation in Ontario, Canada 

(one setting for this thesis) for example, have been documentecl bv various groups trving to 

understand what happens to the casualties of large-scale downsizing (e.g, Canadian Labour 

Congress, 1997) and seem to indicate a general weakening of labour power and the increase 

in precarious f o m  of work. 

The labour contract as a material basis of class relations 

The formai labour contract between the owners of production and labour is central 

to understanding classed relations .and yet is something that is often ignored as a defining 

feature of social difference. The labour contracts that developed in Canada and the United 

States during the 1940's are important landmarks in class relations. The "Wagner" and "Taft- 

Hartley" Acts in the US and the Privy Council 3001 in Canada entrenched certain classeri 

identities in the law, that is, thev produced formally negotiated ciass identities. This marked 

a move away from confrontational and oppositional politics toward a more consensual 



labour-management relationship. There has been some debate regarding the power 

dimensions of this relationship, as to whether or not these legislations reflected consensual 

or coercive class relations (e-g., Price, 1995). The institution of legai regdations between 

labour and capital helped to stabilize industrial activity and production, and the 

relationship between labour and capital to a certain extent but at the same time set 

limitations on collcctivc action tlirit could bc triken outsidc of Icgislntion (Lipsitz, 1007; 

Price, 1995). Lipsitz (1997) argues that these legislations effectively insula teci trade unions 

from broader social mobilizations and made them agents of increased productivity on the 

shop floor." More irnportantly, he argues that these legal acts removed working-class action 

from kgal scrutiny because the mass actions and general strikes that had gainrd 

concessions from business and govemment often arose in response to dienateci Labour in 

the first place. Labour law "destroys the institutions workers created in the processes of 

mass struggle, but more important, it seeks to supervise the sites and proscribe the practicrs 

where the articulation of çlass identity emerged in the first place" (Lipsitz, 1997: 18- 19). The 

point here is that legislation of labour relations implied that there was a consensual 

agreement between the working classes &and the owners of production. The idea of a 

consensual relationship between labour and business evokes the idea of equai participation 

in decision-making, obscuring the fact that this relationship is always ensconceci within the 

unequal power differentials between workers and owners. 

The labour conhact has far reaching effects in that it allows a certain amount of 

flexibifi~ in the attitudes and actions of workers. Whiie thiç may appear as "resistancc" and 

materialize in concrete workplace actions such as shikes and waikouts, the "rnateriality" of 

workers' Lives are partly defined through, and Limited by, this legal relation. As one 

autoparts factory worker put it: "Workers are free to say anything-but management cioesn't 



care" (Autoparts factory worker, Working Class Leamhg Strategies Project, 1996). 

Management "rights" set Limits on the actions that c m  be taken in the workplace. Labour 

standards in general reflect the bare minimum of rights, protections. and opporhinities for 

workers in the context of unionized and non-unionized workplaces. 

Working-class culture is defined by Uistabili~ since it is based on a legal relation 

thrit pnvilcgcs the cmploycr's righi to hire md firc, to dose or set up new business nt will, 

and to make invesûnent drcisions without the input of the workforce whu make the 

business possible, as weU as profitablelu. Working-class subjectivities are embedded in this 

complex w t a b l e  social hbnc  as their bodies move in and out of employment, underpaid 

and increasinglv precarious work. "Lavoff," for example, is a comrnon part of working-class 

When workers or managers speak, thev are alwavs speaking from within this 

relationship. Issues raised bv individuals in the context of research interviews, for example, 

are svmbolic of broader relationships of power. 1 observed several examples of ihis whilr 

conducting interviews for the CVorking Class Leaming Strategies projrçt (Livingstone. 

1993). (1 draw on interview material from tlis project.) The research participants for that 

project were asked to name their learning activities takmg place in the context of industrial 

restructuring. In that context workers frequently referenced a lack of "caring" in relation to 

- 

Kontractual agreements d o  not necessarily determine working-class culture or bourgeois CU lhire. 
but they certainlv influence class culture at  a number of leveis. To mention a few, contractunl 
agreements set parameters on Living conditions through negotiated wage levels, time off work, familv 
time (the fact that union clctivists are forced to invest huge amounts of their persona1 time, much of 
which is unpaid labour, in defending and maintaining their contracts, and managing workplace 
grievances, is one of only a few aspects of this relation). On the other hand, the lack of contractual 
protections for management. or their subordination to changing market conditions means tha t they 
are aIso subject to unstable employment conditions. At n broader level however, the tact that 
management rights are encoded in [egislation rneans that class domination and subordination are 
struchiralIy legitimated. 



their local management Similarly, in t a h g  about their leaming practices. many interview 

subjects focuseci on the hierarchies of power that contextualized their learning experience 

(Terepocki, 1996). 1 raise these examples here because of the need to situate the thesis 

conversation within the material effects of power. 

Reseirch strategies 

The methociologv that 1 use to produce this thesis does not fit easilv into anv one 

neat paradigm or method. 1 use a number of ciifferent methods to rstablish and to explain 

my major points. My main task is to examine wavs of thinking about how working people 

are represented in various academic, research. and management texts. 1 look at concepts 

such as "learning", "learning culture" and "leamer" in order to deçonstruçt hoiv working 

people are represented in cifirent discursive contexts. Focvsing on discursive 

representation allows one to see cornmonalties ,and relationships among serrninglv 

disparate material or texts and I hy to show that there is a coherent set of representations 

anci ways of thinking about these things. 

Critical ethnographv, with its focus on meaning systems and power relations 

(Anderson, 1989; Thomas, 1993), probablv best descnbes whot 1 have done as I draw from 

rny experience in a number of cducational and labour settings, and trv to understand the 

representation of classeri identities and subject positions that are producrd within such 

contexts. I use the process of "triangulation," b ~ g i n g  together different methodologies. to 

substantiate mv claims ( Denzin, 1989). 

M e n  I first began doing this writing I was excited by the possibilities of developing 

"alternative" or even "oppositional" knowledge that contested established forms, which l 

thought seemed inaccurate and oppressive. This is what originaiiy drew me to qualitative 



fonns of research. I saw that there was more potential to examine dominant or "normative" 

knowledge claims using this approach. (It also corresponded rather directly to my 

experience in training as a school psychologist and psychometrician and my ~iecision to 

"abandon that project" in a somewhat painful fashion.) However, I have since corne to 

understand that a qualitative approach in and of itself does not necessari. enable one to see 

beyond normative definitions. Qualitative apgroachrs also m a k  assurnytions about wlic, 

the readership is and what the writer wants from them. There is no method that is not 

hraught with political difficulties and the main task for me is to provide the "reader" with 

the context and rationale for moving in one direction or the other. This is something L trv to 

do throughout my wrihng here. 

Another central question that emerged for me more recentlv, is "who is the reacier?" 

or "who am 1 writing this for?" Am I trying to convince someone of something? Am I trving 

to "battle" with the established f o m ?  Do 1 want to catalogue working-class experience for 

the elite institution, the University of Toronto, and why would I want to do that? It would 

seem that the University of Toronto did not want certain kinds of working-ciass stories 

sitting on its shelves. One of the interview subjects for a project on education and work 

(Livingstone, 1998) provided some insights about social class and schooling in her reflection 

on schooling's relationship to the labour market and her difficulty making the connections 

between schooling and work. Referring to a football game playeci between the university 

she had recently graduateci from (University of Toronto), and the more working-class 

University (York), also located in Toronto, she said: 

And some of these people [from the University of Toronto] go 'It's al1 right, 
it's OK, we're going to own you anyway'. That's one of the cheers of the 
football games: ' We're going to be your boss anyway'. So you might find 
temporary, momentary joy in a football game, but in the big pichue, 'We're 
going to own you. We're going too- too- [mocking voice] we U of T people, 



we're going to be your bosses!' (Unemployed University of Toronto 
gradua te). 

So this raises another problem: who realiy cares? And the other one is rather bigger. It has 

to do with the act of battling-1 have had to ask myself "Who am I battling with?," and "Do I 

want to do battie?." 

1 do not want to use my thesis to demonstrate my knowledge, to compete. 1 am 

trying to understand some processes that have become increasingly important and 

problematic to me as 1 have engineered mv own wav through the schooling/work cornplex. 

I see this thesis mostly as an expose', things that 1 want tu know for mvseif, on hehaü of 

myseif, and 1 keep myseif in mind as reader as I write: a now educated, white, rural 

working-class woman.11 1 am. in fact, educated far bevond my wildest dreams. 1 am out of 

context. 1 keep m seif as classed resrarch subject in minci and mv discourse analvsis 

develops against this background. 

The identification categories that I have used here are not the onlv onrs with which 1 

can describe myseïl: 1 want to temporarily present and "fix" mvself this wav for the purpose 

of this thesis. 1 consider my writing to be an "exercise against forgetting" (Zandy, 1995). The 

topics that 1 have chosen to examine are basrd on a çoncerted effort on mu part to 

remember contradictions and issues that inform. d dormed,  my own schooling and 

work experiences. 

1 do not take for granted the school-work nexus nor the fact that for me, advanceci 

schooling has offered Me-changing options that would otherwise not have been available. I 

was raised as someone who would either marry a worker. and/or work myseti, in the 

L centre myself as the author and audience of my thesis, not to alienate or exclude other readers. 1 
do so in order to question a possible assumed idmûfication with the academic as bourgeois writer, 
and also to highiight problems around subject positionhg and representation that I raise in the thesis. 



general labour pool. Advanced schooling was not a requirement for either of those 

vocations, although it was not discouraged. I had rny first expenence in the indushial 

labour force when I was 18 years old, although 1 had done various kinds of jobs prior to 

that Within a year after 1 left high school I got a job at one of the local lumber mills. I had 

no idea whatsoever what I would do with mv Ne, although 1 was alrnost neuroticallv 

conccmcd rviîh that vcry issue. 1 had no option, rcafly, but to work bccause I wcis not living 

at home and 1 had to support myself. 

I considered mvseü to be very lucky indeed to have snagged a job at the lumbrr 

rnill. My girlfriends were jealous of me getting that job. Two of my uncles worked there as 

foremen. I got the job by going very early in the moming to sit on "the bench" and wait to 

be called in as casual labour. Some extracts from my personal journal at the time explain 

how 1 didn't feel that working at the mil1 was at al1 an "option." 1 did not "naturally" 

consider it to be a stepping stone to better things; or as a wav of funding mv wav through 

school. It was extremely hard work. And the chronic problern of "lavoff," the begiming of 

"hard times" in Port Alberni, BC were upon us: 

I am so very tired and my arms feel like they've been nin over by a herd of 
elephants. Mv eyelids are so heaw it's a wonder 1 can lift them to write in 
here . . . çverything is mixed up. 1 have to change a11 mv piano lessons evey  
week and am to be laid off work any tirne. It won't be stendv and I nerd it to 
be (March 6, 1980). 

1 went to sit twice today for my job. It seems so stupid and futile. No one got 
on. 1 could go for weeks md not get on. Where will my thirty days be. I 
might as well be working steady at the S.P.C.A. (March 10,1980). 

My job at the mil1 is hard work-puhg lumber. Yet the pay is good. In June 
1, I will be making $10.16 an hour while the basic job rate is $3.00/hr. ï h e  
problern is that 1 am constantly being laid off because the lumber market is 
very poor. 1 am cded for anyone of 3 shifts (Day, afternoon, or nighttime) 
which doem't help for a planned day (May 6,1980). 



1 am laid off at work again. It is hard on my body-Working and sleeping at 
ail the wrong times. I'm on "CALL" which meam 1 can't work steady and 
may be cailed for any shift at any time aune 9,1980). 

I've been working very hard at work. My hands get nurnb and I feel so weary 
because 1 pull & pull & pull lumber - 2 X 12's a lot aune 22,1980). 

Only 4 more days of work and I get 1 month off of work. "The big lavoff" 
Well, I'd rather work-1 need the money. Well-1 dontt know what will be&me 
of my life or my talents (July 15. 1980). 

At work a Chinese m'm kind of taught me how to grade [lumberl-and he 
lets me mark the wood as it goes by. A grader needs to go to classes and get 
yualified-but 1 got alrnost al1 of hem right. The foreman was watching and 
he saki 1 did really wall. if 1 wasn't going to school I'd stay and train-but 1 
must be off to school for mv own sanity and well-being (luly 18, 1980). 

Like other working-class acadernics and wnters, the experience of arivanced 

schooling has been key to the development of my interest in the topics that I explore in this 

thesis. The disbelief and challenge that have been leveled at me, or at the svmbolic "wurking 

çlass," through peers and through teachrrs has been ducational, if not alürming. 1 recently 

tolci a professional co-worker about mv experience at the lumber mill. She quicklv filled in 

the space with a knowing smile bv adding, "Oh so vou could go to school." It is these kin~is 

of ciysjunctures that have helped to inform and consolidate the issues I raise here. 

Genetating a thesis problem 

In my first attempt to generate a sigmficant thesis problem 1 focused on interview 

data from the Working Class Leaming Strategies project, a project 1 was involveci in for 

about a 4 year period. 1 had spent a considerable amount of energy analvzing interviews 

that I had conducted with workers. Following other neo-marxist and feminist research 

approaches, I looked at how working-class people accommodated to, or resisted dominant 

&courses uivolved in schooüng. Critical pedagogy researchers, iuid cultural studies 



theorists have focused on such issues in order to acknowledge social difference in 

knowledge production and pedagogy; and also to determine politicai strategies for social 

change (e.g., Giroux, 1988; McLaren, 1994). 1 had enjoyed conducting these interviews very 

much and iistening to them again during their transcription, but 1 r.m into trouble Juring 

the analysis stage. 1 began to wonder about the relevance of questions that had previouslv 

bcen asked of,  bout, and to, "the working clasç." I felt quite awkwardly situatecl in relation 

to the interview transcripts. I began to think more about the alrnost uievitably patronizing 

edge of some of these approaches (See Ellsworth, 1989, and Walkerciine, 1990, for more 

discussion). 

The current thesis has moved some distance from this starting point. I t  has backrd 

up and asked why such a project (in generai) has been cione in the first place, by whom, and 

for what purposes? Roxame Rirnstead (1995) has suggested that academic attempts tu 

understand marginalized subjectivities need to involve a radical critique of the categories of 

malysis used bv researchers, the context of inquiw and how and whv researchers invoke 

marginalized subjacts from their relativelv privileged positions as academics. Although it is 

not my goal h m  to "understand marginalized subjectivities" (as i am arguing that this is a 

problematic task in relation to class difference) I ask sirnilrir questions in order t« 

understand the representation of class difference through bourgeois dis course^? 

I grapple with a basic problem of perspective and audience throughout the thesis. 

How people think tliey are being seen and who they are tiilking to are important in the 

121 do not see parts of the conversation about inclusion and marginalization as that relevant to my 
thesis. Academic discussions on inclusion and rnargînalization have Iargely presupposed a bourgeois 
centre from which non-bourgeois subjects are excluded or marginalized. Some of these conversations 
have jumped the gun, in my opinion, in that they have not adequately formulateci what the problem 
of exclusion involves. In deconstructing the bourgeois gaze through schooling discourses, 1 hope to 
get a better sense of some of the issues of power involved in this relationship. 



thesis. When I'm writing I dont feel like I'm Wing to convince the academic community of 

anything. I'm not trying to say that "working-class people are good" or that "the bourgeoisie 

are bad." 1 am hying to understand how the gaze of oppressive power works through 

bourgeois characterizatiow of the working-class Other. (There are other ways of looking at 

this relationship and other foim of power involved in the production of knowledge. 

Regdative puwer, fr>r exdmplt., invulves more subjective aspects of powrr relations, suili ds 

self-regulation in the production of knowledge.) 

1 have decideci to c a r y  out mv analysis of class relations even though 1 am not 

completeiy cornmitted to this process and have had a number of concerns about it ovrr the 

last few years. My main concerns have to do with the position that I previouslv found 

mvself in, "Lloing" research "on" the working-class subject-or the "direction of the rrsearch 

gazeu-that is a result of class relations in the first place. This is not to sav that valuable 

knowhdge cannot corne out of this process, but given the fact that 1 am exarnining the 

nature of ciass relations from a (svmbolic) position of privilege as far as class relations goes, 

then it is problematic no matter which way I look at it. This brings up a number oi other 

problems. The minute I consider mvself as privileged, 1 invoke a number of stereotypes 

about both the objects of this research as well myself as researcher: That the research 

subjects are riisrmpowered; that they are disempowered to the point of having no control 

over their utterances or their social relationships; that they do not understand the nature of 

the research relation and may be "duped" by it; that they would want to receive "powrr" 

from me, even if 1 could offer it; that my power or position is better than theirs etc.: Thessa 

are some of the issues that 1 am examining in this project. 

The problem lies in the vew structure of the project of "research" itself. IUthough I 

am aware that participatory and action forms of research seek to address and overcome 



these barriers in various ways (for example, by developing a relationship between the 

academic site and the research site) there are a number of persistent problems with these 

approaches. They are rooted in a liberal humanism that tends to re-entrench existing power 

relations (see for example, Fischer, 1997). Unexamineci participatory research approaches 

can have eifects that are not visible to acaciemic researchers even as thev seek to overcorne 

class bamers m d  to accomplish emancipatory projects. \%en Bob Fwcr chriractcrizeci 

academic participatory research with trade unions as a series of victimizations in his article 

"Trade Unions and Social Research: The Casualties and Victirns of Social Research," 1 think 

he was referrhg to a lack of un~ierstanding, and possibly a refusai to know about these 

issues, in the açadernic research community (Fryer, 19%). 

More recent theoretical approaches that do not hold knowledge and mearung so 

literaiiy or conclusively are helpful for understanding some of the problems 1 have just 

described. Post-modern theories of Imguagr and identity, for example, recognize that thhere 

is "slippage" in meaning making, and more importantlv, some perspectives recognize that 

there are some things that çon't be understood or that can't be known (\.Veedon, 1987). The 

desire to "how," or probablv more accurately, the feeling of entitlement to "know" is so 

predomlliant that even those theoretical approaches that seek to understand the desires and 

political investments of the "knowing subject" (e.g. Britzrnan on the "limits of intelligibilih," 

1995) seem to be caught up in a desire to colonize through academic knowledge 

production.13 It is not my goal to examine my own complicity in the production of such 

desires or entitlements, as other theorists have done (e.g. Walkerdine, 1990), but to Socus 

- - -  - 

13Walkerdine (1990) has suggested that the theorist's 'desire to know' contains both a fantasy ot 
power and also a fear of the obse~ed.  She hirther suggesh that scientific objectivity might be 
understood as the suppression or disavowal of this desire. According to Walkerdine both the 



more broadly on how bourgeois practices of representation create and promote a privileged 

knowmg subject, and to show how this is one aspect of the production of class difference. 

What was done 

My major analytic approach is a discourse analysis which attends to language and 

power issues. 1 use the term "discourse" quite broadly in the analysis. I t  is more than the 

conventional definition of discourse as actual tex& or documents. I use critical ethnographic 

observations and narratives to show how discourse is working through the texts that I 

examine. 1 draw on prior studies such as Fischer (1997) who also examuicd liow 

representation and power works in the research process. 

Mv analvsis is ethnographic in the sense that it is m f o m d  by mv experience in a 

number of different educational and labour sites over the past five yrars. This includes my 

participation as a Ph.D. intern in a regional labour union in Ontario, between 1995 and 1996. 

During that period i was involved as a consultant to a local union on a workplace testing 

program. I was also involved in research on the effects of workplace reshucturing on a 

manufacturing plant, a project that was funded by the provincial govemment (Ontario 

Federation of Labour, Technology Adjustment Research Project, Conununications, Energy 

and Papenvorkers Union, 1996). I spent some tirne "getting to know" union culture from the 

"outside," although I had been exposed to some aspects of the same union culture 

previousiy through my father's union activism some twenty vears earlier. 1 became 

familiarized with this specific union culture and membership through conferences, joint 

suppression of this desire to know, and the obsewed's response to this surveillance need to becorne 
part of the deconstruction project. 



union management forums and projects, and generallv being arounci the regional union 

office. 

Another major site of my participation in labour and education issues was the 

Working Class Leaming Strategies project which was conducted between 1993 and 1997 

(Livingstone, 1993). This project focused on the effects of econornic and organizational 

restnicturing on the Iearning praitiirs and iioacis of CI Jivrrse unionizrd wc>rlfr>rcc. 

(including the industrial sector, the service sector, and home employment in the garment 

sector). The project was carrieci out on behalf of the union membership with the 

endorsement of local and regionai union officiais. 1 conducted 20 life-history interviews 

with workers for the project, as well as follow-up interviews. 1 conducted interviews with 

both union officiais and workers at three ciifferent sites: a community college, a paint 

factow, and an autoparts factory. Most of the interviews averaged about 2 hours each. The 

interviews were tape recorded and later hanscribed by mvself. In addition, 1 participateci in 

several research planning meetings, analyzed the interview material and prociuced reports 

for two union locais and for the project. 

My participation in the Working Class Learning Strategies Project took me into 

union halis, work places, coffee shops, and ùito the homes of working lamilies. Prior to this 

I had conducted similar interviews with unemploved resicients of the Toronto area, for a 

project examining the gap between educa tion and jobs (Livingstone, 1998) 14. Ali of the 

projects that 1 discuss in this thesis were framed bv the effects of organizational 

restructuring which had accelerated during the early 1990s in Ontario. 

L4For an ovecview of the working defimition of social class and theoretical perspective taken in both 
the Working Class Leamhg Strategies Project, and this project, see Livingstone C(E Mangan ('1996). 



1 have continued to draw on mv experience and observations through writing m d  

assisting in planning different aspects of labour educational projects at the time of wnting 

the thesis. 

1 use a range of data as textual evidence or resources for my daims in the thesis. This 

inciudes interviews with both managers and workuig-dass subjects, academic texts, and rny 

min analytii texts and researcli field notes. 1 draw an the interviews to hclp buttress and 

rxplain my ideas throughout the thesis. 1 use these interviews, (primarilv with working- 

class subjects), to extend my own understandhg and deconstruction of the apparent 

meanings of dominant discourses and to assist in understanding the construction ui the 

gaze of oppressive power itself. Through the interviews and through discourse analvsis, 1 

investigate the classeci investmentç in seeing the "other" in particular ways. 

Research as social construction 

1 recognize that knowledge production is a process that is f ramd by CI numtier u t  

things happening at once that are impossible to control, predict, or in manv cases, to 

understand. In other words, this is not a "rational" process. This inclucles such things as 

language differences, the p w e r  of the academic doing research on the working-ciass 

subject, and gendered dynarnics in the interview situation (Denzin, 1989). It inductes the 

limits that the research subject (whether this is an actuai interview subject, the author of û 

written text, or a social category) places on what c m  be known. Bluntlv, the research subject 

might withhold information during an interview. As one interviewee told me when I asked 

if she had q t h i n g  to say about the school svstem: "1 know a lot but 1 dont want to make 

no comment." 



The production of knowledge is framed and cornplicated by gender, class, ethnicity, 

race, and other sotial differences. For example, during mv research experience with the 

Working Class Leamhg Strategies project, 1 noticed that there were a number of interesting 

dynarnics going on at the interview juncture. At an abstnct level, this meant tenured 

university professor talking to people who in many cases were ciirectly experiencing the 

conditions of indushial reshuchring. ft memt t a k g  with some people  ho ~erceiwd 

that they were about to lose their jobs, or who were in the process of losing their jobs due to 

downsizing, or who were experiencing erratic lavoffs. It meant white academics talking to 

workers of colour; vounger, 'brokef fernale academics t a l h g  to economicaily established 

hadesmen. At al1 points, the interviewer wpresented someone with substantiallv niore 

"educational capital" than the person being interviewed. In this context, the people 

interviewed talked a lot about how power worki. Thev had an analysis ot what p w e r  

Iooks like. They spoke about the svstems of gender and race relations t h  influence their 

Iives at work and home. This included their classeci relations with academics: "Tlie whole 

.ittitude in academia toward support staff is so unreal. We are uverIo.ided with work. We 

need to Ieam to stand up for Our rights." These observations are not innocent in the 

production of knowledge although thev can be treateri as such. 

I have to assume that many critical issues are left out of the texts that 1 draw on tor 

my analvsis, and my analysis is shaped partly bv this absence. This does not m e m  that 

what resuks is a random spewing of unrelated parts. Order is imposed bv research topics or 

the writers' sensitizing agendas. What people highlight, when they do so, and in what order 

people teil their stories, tell worlds about the social context that people are operating in. 

if researchers are interested in relations of power and domination, then their projects 

need to include an analysis of meaning in order to &close the means by which social 



inequalities are produced 'and maintained. The language that researchers use to wnte 

athers' experiences is important because language is a f o m  of power that "isolates and 

communicates one set of meanings and excludes others" (Thomas, '1993: 45). Language is 

aiready produced within a context that defines who can speak, and how people c'an speak 

about what is going on. Understanciing some of the ways in which language works is 

critical to undcrstanding the politics of class identity and rrpresentation practiias in the 

academy. Language practices are formeci within lived experiences and are fundamental to 

class identity. People locate themselves in, and are located in relations of power, through 

language (e.g., Weedon, l987). 

Battles around language are at the forefront of organized political movements. This 

notion is quite weU understood bv labour activists, for exampla, whose survivai depends on 

the abilitv to interpret the nuanced discourses and actions of both management and the 

workforce. An example of this follows where a local union activis t described her companv's 

attempt to entrench new workplace 1.mguage in the local labour contract: 

1 alwavs founci that whatever [our companyl tries to teach us is informative 
and g&d-but they're braggmg wetre a seif-directeci workforce. Which is 
' you know what'. I was hired as an employee-not an associate. Thot's like 
putthg their a m  around me and saying 'youtre my pal, my buddv'. Ancl 1 
dont agree with that. This was very interesting. Our last union book had the 
' associate' and the ' facilitator' instead of supervisor. Our last contract 
demanded our own language back. It's SU employee and supervisor in the 
book but they st i l l  use "fanlitator" on the floor. Some of us won? use that 
(Factory worker, WCLS project, 1996). 

if language is produced in contradictory and conflicting relations of power, then the 

stories people tell about their Lives, and the stories that researchers teii about their Lives, wiU 

reflect that contradiction. Related to the problem of just how "grounded" this understanding 

can be, is how the researcher understands "experience." When people provide acçounts uf 

their experience, the language used to account for it does not necessa* reflect how that 



experience was produced. Theorists have focused on the representation of "experience" 

because of the need to situate experience withm social historical frameworks and to 

politicize the act of story telling. The telling of experience (as opposed to the experience as 

lived) "is a reteliing, is selective, partial, and in tension. There is a 'mvth of the seamiess 

narrative and the omnipresent narrator"' ( B r i t z m ,  1991: 13). Reporting and prociucing the 

èxperiences of "otliers" fur tlirr iompliia tes tiir rrsrarcii ac t. " Experirnce is .it uiir d i v . i p  

already an interpretation and is in need of interpretation" (Scott, 199'1: 779). Thus how 

experience is accounted for bv both the researcher and subject of research are important. 

What this means is that there are limits to both the research interpretations and 

reports of lived or subjective experience. The researcher has to he copizant of the idea that 

there is no complete picture, but a number of (possiblv çonflicting) interpretations to be 

rendered. While this focus on language and interpretation mav seem unsettling for those 

whose aim it is to recomrnend political courses of action, it is actuallv critical for broaciening 

the sçope of actions that can be taken in any given context. I am not starting from the 

position that there can be a bnlanced approach to knowledge production, nor that there is a 

whole story to be told. I am drawing attention to the relationships between a varie- of 

texts, images, language forms and ideas. This focus helps me to çharacterize bourgeois 

thinking on and desire to understand the workùlg-class subject and subjectivity, specifically 

with regard to schooling discourses. 

The issues that I have been discussing above, "language," "experience," "power" have 

been the concem of aitical researchers who seek to understand the Lived experience of 

rnarginalized nibjects as a way of addressing social inequities in their research (Eilsworth, 

1989). However there is a certain "one-way-ness" in these Liiscussions. They reflect a 

tendency to focus on the production of expenence in the 'target' populations of the 



marginaiized. Ignoring the power dimensions of language has led to the tendency to treat 

language as if it represented some kind of self-evident reality. It has also led to the 

privileguig of "voice" and the idea that including voices of the oppressed will rectify power 

differences. But ail voices operate in and through discourses of difference and power. 

Recognizing that people's accounts of their experiences camot be taken at face value 

does not mean that their accounts are invalici J r  not "real." Recognizing that experience is 

produced by bo th ma tenal conditions and within iileological contexts alIo ws the reseancher 

to get a better understanding of the complex conditions in which the research subject and 

the researcher speak. It provides a basis for understanding how power works and the 

process by which knowledge is certified (Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994). 

Power and language as research strategy 

In this thesis, I reiy fairly heavily on the idea that power relations, particularly those 

involved in class difference, are entrenched in, produced through, and reflectd by 

language practices. The idea that the English language is based on a series of hierarchicd 

binary oppositions is particularly important here. Demda (1989) provocativelv suggested 

that language constitutes a system of signs whose meanings are based in relations of 

sirnilari ty and difference. Linguistic dualisrns such as masculine/ ferninine, naturel culture, 

positive/negative, are recuming themes in western culture, and as Demda suggested, such 

duaiisms are not equal ternis but are hierarchical and reflect social power arrangements 

The first tenn of the pair of binant opposites is considered to be superior, while the second 

is considered to be "denva tive, undesirable, and nibordinate" (Seidman, 1997: 203). Wes tem 

thought and phiiosophy is based on hierarchical binary oppositions through which it has 

established an ultimate order of tmth, with claims to objectivity, universalih, and n tionali h 



(Seidman, 1997). The point of deconstruction is to destabiiize these structures of meaning 

that reflect a belief in a rational, or naturai order of power relations. 

Many signifiers of social dass are riddled with powerful binary oppositions that can 

be quite revealing as to the nature of power in class relations: 1 named some of thesr in the 

previous chapter: e.g. street-smart/ book-smart, hard-working/ Iazy, high culture/ Iow 

culture etc. The meanings associated with bina. oppositions are not necessarily stable, and 

c m  be appropriated and re-interpreted to reflect evolving political circumstances m c i  

strategies. For example, signifiers of class, such as "the smart workforce" are now being 

shifted to include or to exclude different bodies, both Literallv and figuratively (set! Cliapter 

3 for a more extensive discussion of this issue). 

Uncierstanhg tha t language works through a sy stem of identifica tiun of opposites 

is important for disclosing various aspects of power in classed relations. At the same tirne 

that binary oppositions erect a particular version of one reality or i~ientitv, they recogtirzr the 

existence of another realitv. In privileging, or in recognizing one voice in oppressive power 

relations, a version of the "hidden voice" also becomes visible. But it is a limiteil version that 

is reflected in the image of the dominant constnicts and this is where things get 

complicated. Bhabha, for example, has suggested that the object of the bourgeois gaze, the 

working-class subject, mav be understooci to reflect bourgeois desire rathrr than any kind of 

objective reality about the working class: 

Do the endlessly repeated stories about the w o r h g  çlass tel1 us more about 
bourgeois fantasies of the "other" than they do anything about working class 
subjectivity? (Bhabha quoted in Waikerdine, 1996: 357). 

What is înteresting here is that this approach to language provides a wav of accessing 

knowledge about how the "seif' and the "other" are constructed within various discoursas. 1 

rely on these analytic mechanimis in trying to understand some of the finriings in my 



thesis. In general, this approach to understanding knowledge production has d o w e d  me to 

question the validity of focusing on marginalized subjects as a way of adequately 

understanding classed power relations. It has allowed me to ask questions about both the 

subjects and objects of acadernic knowledge production and to broaden what I think is an 

often limited approach to class ciifference and representation in acadernic knowlecige 

production. 

Discourse andysis 

My thesis relies on notions of discourse as a way of constituting knowledge through 

relations of power. The analysis of dixourse makes it possible to bring toge ther a riinge of 

concerns that 1 have in the thesis, under one roof. Rather than viewing discourses simply as 

Ianguage, 1 take the position that discourses are social practices thût are produçerl out of 

both the material and symbolic world, and also produce the material and symbolic worlds 

in which people participate (Henriques et. al, 1984; Weedon, 1987). "Nrither the bodv nor 

thoughts and feelings have meaning outside of theh discursive articulation, but the ways in 

which discourse constitute the rninds and bodies of individuals is alrvays part ut CI cv i~ier  

network of power relations, often with institutional bases" (Weedon, 1987: 108). 

Discourses play a key role in establishing and maintaining dominant ideologies 

through the hegemony of subject positions in society. According to Werdon, discourses are 

effective when they are "activateci" through the agency of the individual "whom they 

constitute and govem . . . as embociieci subjects" (Weedon, 1987: 112). Weedon suggests that 

subjectivitv is the most obvious site of the consensual regulation of individuals. The 

consensuai regulation of individuals is possibie through the identification of individuals 

with particular subject positions within discourses. The discursive constitution of subjects, 



and of subjectivity reflect institutional practices as well (Seidman, 1994; Weedon, 1987) and 

are part of a "wider social play for power" (Weedon, 1987: 113). 

Discourse analysis involves taking apart hierarchicai oppositions as part of a broaii 

cxitical social and political project. Rosearchers have tended to use discursive analvsis in a 

way that targets the subordinated subject position within oppressive power relations (e.g., 

Dunk, 1991; Walkerdine, 1990; \%rillis, 1977). That is, there seems to be an assumption that 

the act of "subject positioning" through discourse is something accomplished bv the 

oppressor "on" the oppressed. There is a kind of v i c b  mentaiitv involved in this approaçh, 

and yet, understanding power relations as diffuse and consensual, should enable ont! to go 

beyond this approach to power. Understanding social relations through discourse should 

allow one to understand the seif-positioning and "othering" practices o l  both subordmate 

and dominant classes. 

In this thesis I am mainlv concerned with bourgeois knowledge production, not 

with working-class knowledge production, although these are relateri. 1 use quotes from 

interviews with working-class subjects mainly to provide 'mother perspective on how 

bourgeois discourse frames working-class experience. 1 do not use these yuotes to 

demonstrate working-class resis tance or accommodation to dominant knowledge f o m ,  

although the interview material may demonstrate this and may be interpreted in this wav. 

Power and social ciass 

How power is understood is important to understanding the wav social rlass is 

corntructeci through various ciiscourses of class. Marxism presupposes that the economic 

mode of production is a form of power that wül be the ultunate determining factor in class 

relations. I rely on an understanrihg of power as a diffuse mechanism of social regulation, 



as a consensual process rather than strictly an authontarian force (Foucault, 1977). 

Understanding power as a consensual process means that people participate in the 

organization and maintenance of power underlving modem social structures. This is what 

makes it possible for certain discourses to retain their power and valiriiy in the social 

wortd. Theories of hegemonic power (Gramsci, 197i) also pay attention to wavs in which 

pcrvcr is constnictcd, and undcrstmd poivcr as conscnsuril, nlthough hcgcmony theor? 

presumes a dominant and subordinate relationship between consenüng groups. The 

Foucauldian approach to power suggests that the particular forms that power will take 

c a ~ o t  be cietermined in advance. 15 That is, "The certainty offered bv a Marxist, liberal- 

humanist or psvchoanaly tic perspective is missing" ( Weedon, 1987: 114). 

Viewing power as consensual means that what is "dominant" mav not always reflect 

the views, needs, and desires of the economically poworful. The iciea of power as a cornplex 

social bargain makes it possible to understand the question that is often askecl by bourgeois 

inteilectuals of the working classes (see Walkerdine, 1990): "how could thev" (the working 

classes) continue to work within a relationship that thev understand to be largely faulted?" 

This view is not intended to blame the "oppresseri," but to acknowledge that there is 

awareness and recognition of potver relations (rather than "duping") and that the social 

consensus involves negotiation, trade-O tf, and a certain amount of agreement in social 

arrangements. 

Understanding that social relations involve consensual relations of power means 

that it is too simplistic to suggest that some discourses are "dominant" and others are 

1SFoucault sought to show how modern fonns of power worked to secure consent. He did not sav that 
modern forms of power always worked, nor did he sav that authorihrian forms of power are 
irrelevan t. 



"resistant" or "alternative" and that these thuigs 

Moreover, viewing power relations as consensual 

are easilv recognized by social actors. 

does not necessariiy imply that people 

are involved in equni relations of power as 1 suggested earlier in this chapter regarding the 

social labour contract. Some discourses become hegemonic in that thev are entrenched in 

law and define the parameters of social relations. 1 use the terms "oppressive" and 

"dominant" and "suborciinate" poiver relations throughout the thesis in ordcr to rebin the 

idea that there is some level of coercion involved in bourgeois and working-chss relations 

and in the discourses produced through these relations. 1 do not intend to use these terms to 

suggest that there is no participation, consent, nor stniggle involved in class relations. 



CHAPTER III: 

THE WORKING-CLASS SUBJECI' IN EDUCATIONAL DISCOURSE 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how working-class subjects are situa ted in 

relation to recent rducational discourses on learning 2nd work. Concepts such LIS the 

"learning society" and the "adult leamer" are part of a major shift in organizational 

management strategies under restnicturing. The representation of workers as generaliy 

"uneducated" or lacking certain tvpes of knowledge and skills is a prominent feature ut  the 

industrial workplace. Workers were said to "check their brains at the door." This 

çharacterization of workers is considered to be a thing of the past as the workplaçc is 

"restructured" and a new social organization of the workplace emergrs. The reorganized 

workplace seeks to change the image of workers as dull, repetitive beings m d  replùçe i t  

with new images of the workforce as flexible, self-rnanaging: smart. 

"Leaming" has becorne a dominant part of workplace restructuring efforts tu the 

point that it has corne to take on a Me of its own. Workplace education, including Literacv 

training that is now being advocated in manv organizations, is seen as a "win-win" situation 

with hopes of increased productivity for companies and wi th opportunities tu avoid sinking 

into joblessness for workers. The discourses of workplace education reveal an underlving 

assumption that there must be something wrong; some knowledge gap involved with being 

a worker. A recent studv by the Conference Board of Canada (1997) reporteri that 

workplace literacy training would benefit employers because it "unleashes the potential and 

creativity of employees. The new ideas needed to move business fonvard wiii rnaterialize 



when employees are given the necessary ski& to comrnunicate ideas effectivelv" (Bloom et 

al., 1997:lO). 

Here I look at "learning" discourses broady in order to think about some of the 

social identities that they produce and also to understand some of the assumptions that are 

embedded in thern. I'm particularly interested in the implications of leaming discourses for 

the working-ciass subjtxt under rconomic reshcturing. 1 dsk questions cibout the types ul 

knowledge that workers are supposed to have, how they are supposed to behave, and how 

this effects their relation to the reorganized workplace. I also pay some attention to the 

kinds of new classeci relations that are createci and maintained through recent educational 

discourses and how this differs from previous formulations. 1 speçificallv look ùt some uf 

the things that are hidden hy the focus on a "universal" or global learner and make the case 

that these generic categories of keaming and the "leamer" do not applv to evervone in the 

same wav. Thev comhuct different set of meanings for different groups of workers. 1 draw 

on research that was conducteri as part of the Working Class Lrarning Shategies project (a 

community college, an autoparts factory, and a paint factory) as well '1s a 

telecommunications company (Ontario Federation of Labour, Training Adjusmient 

Research Project, 1996) in order to make some of my claims. 

Meritocratic discourse and class difference 

The discourses that dominate current educational thought are based on fundamental 

assumptions about the individuai as a prirnary driving force in a market economy (Erwin & 

Mademan, 1994). These include ideas like "if you try hard enough you can get what vou 

want," and re-emerging rhetoncs such as "learn more to earn more." As a kev philosophy 

uncierlying ideas about social structure, mentonacy centres around the idea that 



individuals are entitled to gain social rewards in proportion to their effort and ability 

(Guttman, 1988). importantly, the ideal of meritoaacy focuses on the equality of 

opportunity, not on the equaiity of sonal outcomes (Mazurek, 1987). This is a conservative 

ideology that dominates educational thinking and social policy in advanced western 

capitalist societies. in this sptem, it is taken as natural that high perfomers should have 

more and bcttcr social rcsourccs simplp bccausc thcv arc considcrcd tu bc more ablc .inif 

w i h g  to leam. In its most exheme incarnation, meritocratic i d e o l o ~  is a survival of the 

fittest mentality . 

Formal education is considered to be a kev mediator of class relations in that it 

provides choices or opportunities for upward mobility through systems of cjualiliçotion. 

Although the focus is primariiv on individual social mobility, the economic surplus 

provided bv high perfomers is said to trickle down and enhance the yuality of life for t i f1 

citizens. As with any discourse, there are a number of issues and ideas about education .ind 

achievement that get suppressed in meritocratic thought. In promoting the ascendancv mi 

power of the individual, anci individual choice, meritocratic thinking does not take into 

acrount the idea that sotial outcomes might not have as much to do with individual effort 

or abilihr as thev do with the social context and power relations in which the individual is 

embedded. It thus overlooks the possibility that sonal ciifferences based on class location, 

racial or gender oppression might have a part in d e t e r m g  social and economic position. 

The focus on individual choice also leaves Little room for considering the fact that social 

success, abditv and achievement, are deeplv political cowtructs with distinctive ciilturai 

meanings. 

Early work in the sociology of education demowtrated the ideological nature of 

mentocracv in that there was shown to be littie relationship between individual ability and 



class position. Some of this research demonstrateci that the educa tion svstem itself seemed 

to be implicated in the active production and reproduction of class divisions (Bowlrs & 

Gintis, 1976). Rather than providing a fair and even footing for al1 individuals to prriorm, 

family background, occupation, and education levels combine to produce social difference 

and economic inequality at a number of levels. 

Xlthough rcirely expressed in its pure form. meritocraq has bcen LI dominant 

discourse of scliooling and has mfluenced thinking around the quaiity and distribution of 

educa tional resources: 

Meritocracv is dedicated to ciistributing al1 educational resources in 
proportion to naturd ability and willingness to learn. Ln principle, therefore, 
meri tocracy must give the ieas t educa tional resources and attention to those 
children who have relatively few natural abilities and Iittle inclination to 
leam and the most to those children who have relativelv manv natural 
abili ties and high motivation (Guttrnan, 1988: 113). 

The ideologv of meritocracy is practiced most fully in schools. as c~chirven~ent is 

punished and rewardeci through letter grades md examinations. Açhiwrment and M u r e  

are artificiallv produced through what are considered to be natural laws. Evaluiilion 

procedures, for example, are based on the idea that there is a natural distribution ot ski11 ur 

talent in the population and are used to justify educational and occupational ashievernent 

(see chapter 4 and 5 for more on this). The effects of stcmdardized evaluation practices on 

working-class children have been reviewed by researchers interesteci in the social and 

political contexts in which schooling occurs (Curtis et. al., 1992). -4s these wnters suggest, 

standardized evalua tion me thods systema ticailv assign particular de finitions ui  cugni tive 

ability to working-class children. Evaluation practices have contributeri significantlv to the 

divisions of labour in society as working-class children are streamed via testing into 

technical, general, or special education prograrns and rniddIe-class chilciren are streamed 



into academic and professional track programs (Curtis et. al., 1992). Grounded in principles 

of mentocracy, the education svstem acts to reproduce the divisions of labour necessary for 

sustainhg capitalis t economic activity (Apple. 1982). 

The credentials provided by formal education systems provide opportunities for 

social mobility, but at the same thne are limited bv the economic context in which social 

mobilitv occurs. Willis has suggcstcd that part of the social dcmocrritic bcficf in cciucrition is 

that it actuallv transfonns the possibilities for the working class in a urav that challenges 

class structure. But the fact is, that opportunities are created by the state of the economv, 

and onlv in small numbers for the working class: "No conceivablr number of certificates 

amongst the working class will make for a classless society, or convince inriustrialists and 

ernployers-evrn if thev wrre able-that they shoulri create more jobs." (Willis, 1977: 127) 

It is the active production and maintenance of the idrn of meritoçracv that is ot 

interest here. Because meritocrq is a way of thinking, or a philosophv, it doesn't 

necessarily matter if effort and achievement don't match up with individual rxpcrience. 

Meritocracy provides a set uf p ~ c i p l e s  for governing the wav that people (mi  t / i t / ik  about 

their experiences. It is the ideal condition to slrive for. The icieal condition has to be 

constantly produced. through the media for example, in order to remind people of the wav 

things should be. It may be that there is an unfair distribution of resources that hasn't got 

anything to do with the individual, but the icieological message acts to disrupt dtrrnative 

thoughts or interpretations on the issue, or to suppress them. 

I am reminded of a television news program I saw recently about a mil1 closure in a 

small forestry town on Vancouver Island. The closure would put at risk any small business 

that was dependent on the population of mill workers. A pub owner in the community was 

being interviewed about his feelings on the closure. He talked about how he had worked as 



a bar tender for 20 years and felt he had finallv reaked his dream when he bought and 

began successfully operating the pub. In stmggling to find the words to explain the eitect ot 

the miil closure on his pub, he said, "I'm a fighter. I know that it is not nie that has failrd. 1 

keep teiling myself that." He then started crying and Ieft the TV audience with the message: 

"1 just can' t find the words." 

Meritocracy and the assumption of upwud mobility 

The assump tion of upward rnobility is a key aspect of meritocratic thinking. Hcnçe, 

rneritocracy does acknowledge that sorne power relations exist in society (e.g. class 

ciifferences exist) but working-class membership is something that must be overçome 

through rducation .md/or hard work. The discourse tends to ignore the idea that upward 

mobility in capitalist society depends on the subordination and exploitation of the "losers." 

Referring to the general suppression of class interests in the çlassroom, George Lipsitz 

suggests that Liberal education systems reproduce dominant class ideology through a 

limited focus on "disadvantage": 

We miglit from time to time talk about "disadvantaged" populations, but 
almost never do we connect their ciisadvantagrs to their exploitation, 
subordination, and suppression as low-wage or unemployed labourers, as 
people taken advantage of or as people whose "disadvantages" secure 
pleasant and profitable advrintages for others (Lipsitz, 1997: 10). 

Because meritocratic thinking supports the idea that social position and status are a 

resuit of individual hard tuork and achievement, any fcdurcl to achieve socioeconomic 

success is blamed on individual lack of effort or ability. Blame for failure is generally not 

placed on the sociopolitical context in which leaming and education occurs. There is not 

much room in mentocratic discourses, that pride a positive attitude and a winning spirit, 

for negative thinking, for conflict, or hostility. Hostility and conflict are taken as s i p  of 



failure, or even pathology ui a svstem that is viewed as natural and self-regulating. 

Mentocracy does not want to see the losers, or the failures that are the byproduct of its 

prac tices. 

Education is promoted as key to mobilizing and Liberating the individual (worker) 

from his or her position in the social hierarchy. Work is unrierstood as the vehicle through 

which one nùght mke soccial gains, mci as such is placeci in a subordinatc relation to social 

mobility. Work is positioned ou tside of, or the 0 t h  to education, or to mental labour, the 

"minci." (The situahg of manual labour outside of the " rational" is discussrd in more 

detail in chapter 5 in relation to the ciemocratic order). 

The ideology of meritocracy is deeply contraciictory for working-class people in that 

it holds out the promise of social equality (through individual hard work and conlormity) 

while at the same time creating some of the conditions of inequality. The working class as a 

social group may espouse the ideology of harci work. but by definition thev are never 

entitled to the full value of their labour. People are entitled to the full fruits of their labour 

only by giving up their place in the social world and by conforming to terms and conditions 

defineci outside of their experience or control. Meeting the success criteria establishd by 

mentocratic educational discourse meaw that working-class people must make 

fundamental gambles with their cultural identities (1 alluded to this in Chapter 1 in relation 

to laquage practices.) 

George Lipsitz has suggested that "the mere promise of upwarci mobility depends 

on the suppression of class tensions. the erasure of class Merences, and the construction of 

an ideological "middle-class" identity" (1 997: 11). Unlike the success criteria promo trd in 

middledass cukure, where there may not be a perceived need to be anything other than 

what one is: that is, one is "good enough," working-class subjects are asked to become 



successful in a context in which they are not supposed to succeed. This very sigruficant 

feature of class identity and relations is expressed in Sennett and Cobbs' analvsis of 

authoritaianism as an element in some types of working-class families: 

A middle-class father may pass off the tensions of his work bv thinicing he is 
doing it for the kids, but in the process he needn't desire th& they rise to s 
higher class-i.e., that they become uniike him. Working-class fathers like 
O'Malley and Bertin see the whole point of sacrificing for their chilriren to be 
that the chilchen ulill become unlike themselves; through education and the 
right kind of peer associations, the kids will leam the arts of rational control 
and acquire the power to make wide choices which in sum should make the 
kids better armed, less vulnerable in coping with the world than the fathers 
are (Sennett & Cobb, 1973: 128). 

in the context of schooling then, working-class subjects are positioned in a 

contrridictory identity formation in ways that middle-class subjects are not.1" Paul Willis 

speaks to this in his observation of working-class student and teacher interactions in the 

classroom: "It is as if the pupils were composed of two people one of whom is supposeri to 

Save the other. Thev are continually exhortecl to behave in preciselv those wavs of which 

they are supposedly incapable of behaving" (Willis, 1977: 81). There is a lot that coulci be 

said about the effects of meritocratic ideology on class idrntih. This is not the centrepiece oi 

this thesis, but it is an important point which I continue to b ~ g  forwrird because it hclps tu 

understand the wavs in which class ciifferences are representeci through bourgeois 

discourse. 

lbThe chiidren of a deciining petty bourgeoisie may also experience a similar contradictory identity 
formation in relation to schooling. 



"Leun*igM as moral discourse 

The notions of "leaming" and the "learner" have emerged as specific discourses in 

discussions about education and work, and about society as we move from û relatively 

stable post-war economy into a less predictable and more cornpetitive "global" one. In this 

context, the language of leaming seems to have become globalized as well. It appears in the 

marketing strategies of corporate bankùig "everybody's leaming," in the voices of popular 

culture " you live you learn," and in the mission statements of educational institutions '1s 

they become more closely aligned with corponte capitalism. The Ontario Institute for 

Studies in Education of the University of Toronto, the venue through which this thesis is 

produceci, advertises itseif as "Canada's leading educa tional institute dedicated to the 

establishment of a leaming society, through immersing itseLf in the world of applied 

problem solving and expanding the knowledge and capacities of indivi~iuals h, lead 

productive lives." The expansion of knowledge, the capacities of uidivi~tuals, production 

and productivitv are ail focal points of conternporary learning discourse. 

These discourses have a number of recurring themes, identifying features througli 

which inciiviciuals and class relations c m  be understood. The dominant discourses of 

learning assume that evervone should be leaming, or engagecl in some kind of activitv that 

is considered to be worthwhile. Learning discourses, particularlv those involved in human 

resource planning, advocate positive and productive images of the workforce. Learning is 

considered to be a iinear process of continual improvement and change. The concept of 

"leaming" is vague, at best, but importantlv it evokes a positive value, so that "learning" in 

and of itseif is viewed as a generic activity, something good and something that everyone 

shouid be doing. For example, we do not commonly associate "learning to quit" or "Ieaming 

to slow dom," or "Iearning to do drugs" as features of a "leamùig society." Peter Senge, 



author of the well-known management resource, The F i f h  Disciplirie: The Art nnd Prncticr of 

the Lrnming Orgnnizntion. takes the image of leaming to new heights when lie notes: 

" Leamhg organizations are possible because, deep down, we are ail leCamers ... Learning 

organizations are possible because not onlv is it Our nature to Ieam but we love to Icnm" 

(Senge, l990:5). 

In the context of indushial restructurïng, leaming is presented as though it is a 

universal activity, something that applies to evervone. nie production of "leaming" '1s a 

generic activitv is important because it is the abstraction of leaming from its political md 

social context that makes it possible to use as a tool for workforce management. Literacv. for 

example, became used as a mnçs ticiun that isolateci the ability to read and wnte from othrtr 

human practices and referred to it as a measurable attribute of individuals, groups and 

whole societies (Ohmam, 1985). Similarlv. the çategory of "learning" has becorne CI "mass 

noun" and is being used in a broad sense to applv to anvont? and evervone. In this sensr. the 

construct of leaming has become "universalized." The abstraction of learning from its social 

and political context is taken to an extreme in adult education paradigrns that promote 

"leaming Iiozc to leam." 

While learning discourses promote a universal image of the Iearner, thev arise out  uf 

.ind have sigruficant materiol effects. Learning projects as thev have been operationalized in 

liberal capitalist societies have a substantial role in organizing people's lives. Schooling and 

training projects detennine how much time people have and what they get to do with it. 

Under capitalism, learning is tied to the production systern, therefore to market need and to 

growth. W e  Ieam what we need in the marketplace. Eciucation becomes increasingly 

functional in that leamhg activities that tie into the marketplace are sought out and more 

highly valued than other activities. The way that iearning is conceptuaiized is important 



because it is relateci to the distribution of educational resources. Under econornic 

restmcturing, this has involved the transfer of resources away from public education to the 

private sector (see Dunk, McBride, d Nelson, 1996). Ln recent decades the interests hetween 

corporate management and schooiing systems have merged as educational institutions 

become increasingly aligned with corporate philosophies (Buchbinder rJr Newson, 1994; 

Meaghan, 1996). 

Leaming is promoted in the formal organizations of schooling and training which 

allows it to be defineci, rvaluated, and promoted largely by professional educators and 

bureaucrats. This means that the content of schooling, the theoretical preferences, are fixed 

outside of specific cultural experience (Pietrykowski, 1996). The dominant fcrms of leaming 

discourse tend to focus on how much learning people do without reference to the content of 

knowledge and how that knowledge is produced. Even when the moral and political 

aspects of leaming are taken into account there is a tendency to equate leaming in and of 

itself with change, or transformation; as an inherently good thing (Edwards, 1991). 

Under capitalist restructuring, discourses on leaming pose serious contradictions for 

working-class people. At the same time that people are told to be leamers not everyone is 

meant to be "learned." For example, managers are not considered to be "adult leamers" nor 

"learners" for that matter. Managers are "knowers" and workers are "leamers." Managers do 

"professional development" and workers do training, upgrading, learning. The category of 

"leamer" suggests an image of an adult child who neecis to be educated. The learned (man) 

is not in need. He may choose to enhance his credentials in order to rxtend his strategic 

decision making powers, to assis t in his ideological expansionism. " Leamers," ho wever, are 

placed in a position of perpetual motion, a vesse1 that will never be fiiled. Their knowledge 



is kept on reserve for the needs of the labour market. This process is accelerated in the 

context of capitalist crisis: 

So claçs stniggle is persistently grounded in the contradiction that çapitalist 
enterprises are compelled to numire these general learning capacities of 
workers in order to enhance productivity, while owners must also 
appropriate workers' ingenuity and routinize their tacit knowledge in order 
to remain profitable (Livingstone, 1996: 12). 

employment while at the same time resisting further exploitation of their knowledge and 

Nowhere is the struggle over leaming and work more evident than in the enterprise 

of Literacy training. The profiles and definitions of dominant Iiteracy training programs 

have a close relationship to labour market needs. Sheryl Greenwood-Gowen (IY92) 

sugges ts, for example, that it is not a coincidence that the "literacy crisis" has occurred ù t the 

same tirne as the corporate reorganization of the workplace. Within the dominant 

discourses on adult learning and work, Iearning is generallv equated with the tunctionnl 

literacies of reading, writing and arithmetic. Workers are asked to rely on expert-proriuced 

knowledge in order to solve problems in the workplace (Kinchelot? ((r McLaren, 1994). The 

focus is on the skills thüt people lack, sometimes basic literacv skilis and sometimes "higher 

order" thinking skills. 

As with other colonizing aspects of education, literacy training is used to regulate 

the Ieaming needs of working-class subjects. #en working-class subjects don't ser 

themselves as having a need to leam, they are charged with having behavioral or attitude 

adjustment problems (Brown, 1995a; Horsman, 1990; Swift rG Perla, 19%). Literacv training 

is a key site of bourgeoisie efforts to teach or to moriify working-class culture. At the same 

time, Literacy education is recognized by social activists interested in the class implications 



of literacy, as an urgent site of political struggle. The goals. practices, and social value of 

literacy education are among the most hotly contested educational terrains. 

New literacies and the working-class subject 

One of the dominant ducationai discourses that has ernerged as a fluture of 

economic restructuring in the 1980s md 1990s is the idca that ntizcns md tvorkcrs nccd to 

engage in perpetual or "lifelong leaining" in order to secure employment as well as to 

strengthen the national econornv. This shift is based on the belief that traditional methods 

of boosting eçonomic growth, such as increasing consumer spending or ençuuraging 

business inveshnent, are not bringing Canadiûn profits in line with international 

competitors. This has corne to be called the "productivity paradox" where in spite of record 

capital investments Canada's position in relation to international competitors has iallen 

over the 1 s t  decade (Bloom et. al.. 1997). The recognition that there is a link behveon 

workforce training and productivihr levcls has spurred an interest, at  least ideologicnlly, in 

human resource planning and investment as suggested in a report bv the Conference Board 

of Canada. This report introduces the idea that current economic problems are tird into 

human resource issues, specifically to a lack of employee skills and training provisions. 

Through training discourse, the workforce is represented as a renewable resource, a 

cornmodity that is subordinated to capital investment: 

Evidence is beginning to emerge that places part of the responsibility on the 
shoulriers of hadequate employee skills and training. No matter how much 
capital investment occurs, &hout adequate investment in workforce 
training and education employers will remain unable to harvest the hl1 
potential of that investment. The country's economic well-being depends on 
its capacity to make the most effective use of people and to maintain the 
skills of its workforce (Bloom et. al., 1997 1). 



The belief that the workforce may be underqualified to meet the demands of shifting 

profit margins has brought together a number of groups who might not otherwise have a 

comrnon political interest in workforce training and educational issues. These include 

public and private educational institutions, literacy organizations, corporate trainers, and 

labour representatives. The renewed interest in workplace training has also raiwd issues 

about financial responsibilih; for training and questions about who training should bc 

aimed at and the kind of training that should be done. There is an alarmist quality tu the 

training rhetonc as both corporations and the workforce are pinned with responsibility for 

"saving the national economy ." 

The cal1 for increased workplace skills training reflects broader changes in global 

market conditions. as weil as changes in the way that industry is organized. These changes 

mark a shift from the industrial to the post-industrial workplace and involve new 

discourses about how work is to be understood, as well as new understandings ot workers 

themselves. Post-industrialism is talked about as a significant shift a wav from Tav loris tic. 

or "scienti€icff management systems which domirtated organizational management for the 

last centurv. Tavlorism, which was responsible for large-scale divisions oi labour, " took 

both the application of persona1 knowledge m d  the control of work awey from workers 

and placed both in the han& of professional, highlv educated managers" (Creenwood- 

Gowen, 1992: 3). Post-industrial organizationai management intends to reverse this process 

and put the thinking cap back into the hands of the workforce. Whether it puts the thinking 

cap back into the hands of the existing workforce or not is another question, one that 1 

address in a later section of this chapter. 

A new set of iiteracies or skills are promoted as kev to reorganizing the workforce. 

These involve the traditionai basic iiteracies but are broadened to include a subset of skiils 



or "workplace know-how" and social cornpetencies iike being able to work in teams, 

interpret and communicate information effective. (Hull, 1993). There is a focus on non- 

technical or social skills that have to do with the attitudes and values people bring to work. 

Labour-management relations in general reflect these changes as consensus negotiation is 

promoted as a more productive labour-management strategy than the traditional 

oppositional bargainhg 

The way that workers are represented in the discourses of organizational 

management is also reorganized as workers are asked to take over some of the lower-level, 

and disciplinarv functions of management. Workers are invited into a " participatory" 

relationship with management as some decision-making, but not d l ,  is co1lectivt.l~ 

clispersed among the workforce: 

. . . unlike the industriai framework, whose emphasis is on technology, the 
bottom Iine, and short-term goals . . . the emphasis would be on an 
integration of social and technical systems that make the human aspects of 
work dominant over the mechanical and technical aspects. Theoreticallv, in 
this new model, workers would be valued as members of CI democratic 
community committed to long-tem nchievement based on continuous 
lraming, shared problem-solving, and participatorv management 
(Greenwood-Gowen, 1993: 5). 

Here is another example from Senge's book on the learning organization: 

As the worid becomes more intercomected and business becomes more 
complex and dynarnic, work must become more "leamingful." Lt is no longer 
sufficient to have one person leaming for the organization, a Ford or a Sloan 
or a Watson. Ifs just not possible anv longer to "figure it out" from the top, 
and have everyone else foiiowing the orders of the "grand strategist." The 
organizations that will tmly excel in the future wiii be the organizations that 
discover how to tap people's cornmitment and capacity to leam at dl levels 
in an organization (Senge, 1990: 4). 

Unlike the previous division of labour under Tavlorism, wherr conceptual labuur 

was theoreticdy separated from manual labour, the post-industrial workplace is supposed 

to integrate abstract, conceptual skills with the manual elements of work. Evecutive 



thinking skills üke problem solving, flexibility, decision-making and communication skills 

parailel the new designation of workers as executive riecision-makers, or production 

associates. Workers are trained to become multi-sküled or "flexible," so that they can absorb 

some of the functiow of rniddle management. Middle managers are replaced with self- 

regulating groups, or teams, which monitor the quality and pace of work on the shop fluor. 

LLliile not ali workplaces have made the transition to qualitv rvorkphces, or to "high 

performance workplaces," many Canadian companies have moved (at least theore tically ) in 

this ciirectionl? At one workplace in Ontario, management envisions cm environment where 

workers eventudy wül do all of the local management work (Ontario Ferirration of 

Labour, TARP, 1996). 

The focus on increiisingly efficient organizations involves an emphasis on the 

consumer, or customer. Quality standards become important in this context as efforts are 

made to promote the continuous improvement of production and service to the customer 

(Parker & Slaughter, 1994). Workers are also encouraged to think of r d i  otfirr as customers 

(Blaugh, 1996). The quality movement has added to the previous focus on quantity 

production as workers are encouraged to not only produce more, but to produce more. 

much better. In one of its truck assembly plants in Flint, lblichigan, General Motors 

implemented its quality program with a particularlv interesting twist. Writing about Mt? on 

the rivet h e ,  Ben Hamper explains how the Company introduced a larger thcm life "quality 

cat" as a mascot for the production floor: 

Howie Makem stood five feet nine. He had Lght brown fur, long svnthetic 
whiskers and a head the size of a Datsun. He wore a long red cape 
emblazoned with the letter Q for quality. A very magical cat, Howie walked 

13tudies of actual changes in workplace practices in the U.S. have found that only about a third of 
private sector firms have made any substantial use of new work practices (Ostermann, 1994; Lawler 
et ai., 2992). 



everywhere on his hind paws. Howie wodd make the rounds poking his 
floppy whiskers in and out of each department. A "Howie sighting" was 
always cause for great fanfare. The workers woulù scream and holler and 
jump up and down on their workbenches whenever Howie drifteci by 
(Hamper, 1991: 112-113). 

AU of these changes have implications for the types of education and qualifications 

ciemanded of the workforce. For exampie, carrving out the tasks of yuality control is 

facilitated by teamwork m d  seif-regulation concepts. Employccs arc supposcd tu have 

more responsibility working in teams than they used to have doing isolateri, repetitive 

functions on the production line. This is partly because they have to know how to do a 

varieh of jobs and thev have to know how to manage their own work. Working in teams 

implies a certain ability to partiïipnte, çornrnunicate, and to get dong with other tciim 

members. A supervisor at a Canada Emplovment Centre explains: 

Employees now hke on responsibilities once rxpected of middle 
management, which has bten syueezed out in the recession. For example. 
when workers now encounter a problem un the line, employers axpect them 
to be able to solve it rather than have to turn to a superior for help 
(Supervisor at Canada Employment Centre in Brockville, Ontario, quoted in 
a local Ontario newspaper, ntr Recorder & Times, Brockville Ontario, Sept. 18. 
1995). 

These changes are considered to be more democratic by new management systems m d  are 

rxpected to improve production Levels because people have more i n p t  into the svstem 

(Blaugh, 1996; Greenwood-Gowen, 1992). 

Computer ski& also become an important social technology organizîng .mi 

reflecting new work practices (Memies, 1989). Companies use cornputer technologv to 

monitor stocks and ordea, and to perform other mager i a l  functions. People need to have 

a general knowledge of computers and how to work them to perform in both areas. 

Keeping track of quality and production data and managing backup quality systems means 

that workers need to rely more heavily on certain types of social skiils than they did brfore. 



At some workplaces, work groups or teams are assigned to take over parts of the quaiity 

control process. Work goals are posted, and product defects are identified, ciiverting 

potential manufacturing problems (Parker L Slaughter; 1994; Ontario Federation of Labour, 

TARP, 1996). This public display of work outcornes is supposed to provide a backup for the 

statistical control system, but more importantly it acts as another check on production and 

reduces thc need to pw floor supewiSors to do this job. Undcr t u t d  qunlity managemcnt, 

workers are asked to monitor each other in the workplace; and thev are being rnonitored 

more (Canadian Labour Congress, 1997; Rifkin, 1995). 

The learner as "individual" 

The new learning discourses that have emerged as part of ~ r ~ n i z a t i o n a l  

restructuring, direct attention toward the individual, and the individuals' leaming 

capacities. The concepts of " leamer-centred," " shicient-cenhed" and "client-cen hed," for 

example, have become a common currency of adult education (Edwards, 1991). In dominant 

f o m  of adult education, leamers are encouraged to view th& learning needs as belonging 

to themselves as individuals, decontextualized from the social relations which framt- their 

lives. The focus on individual capacities and needs situates "leamers" as continually lacking 

something or as deficient in some way. 

At the same t h e  that learning discourses make the individual the centre uf 

attention, the adult learner is positioned within institutionaiized frameworks tha t de  fine the 

content and context of Iearning. The institutions of employment training, workplace d 

Literacv training, for example, aiready locate the iridividual in a set of understandings about 

what needs to be learned, who needs to leam it and how things need to be learned. The 

Iearning project is produced through training progams that reflect organizational rather 



than individual needs (see for example, Matt Sanger's discussion of the social organization 

of leaming needs in a unionized sector, 1989). 

Organiza tiow are encouraged to " harves t the potential" of their capital inveshnent 

through workforce training (Bloom et. al., 1997). Learners are centred as the object of the 

learning discourses of business. Business is promoted throtrgh leamer-centreciness as 

suggested by the Conferencc Board of Canada in thcir report on workphcc training: 'The 

new ideas needed to move business forward will materiaiize when employees are given the 

necessary skills to communicate ideas rffectively" (Bloom et al., l997:lO). The business- 

centredness as leamer-centredness of learning discourse was repeatedly pointed out in the 

working-class learning strategies interviews. One rxample of the subordination ot' 

workforce learning to institutional needs was raised bv a college support staff worker who 

talked about the college's Uivestment in corporate training that dici not retlect local college 

needs: 

Thev have to go to the U.S. to find someone who knows about customer 
sen&. Anci when we have 600 plus teachers here-like none of them know 
anything about it? The support staff could have designrd a course, but the 
coliege is willing to spend a ridiculous amount of money to get the video 
tapes and special forms that you have to use. Right from the beginning 
people were saying 'This is garbage, it has nothing to do with my work it's 
about an American telephone company.' You can't tak to people that wav 
here. Instead of coming to people here who are good at it, we get something 
where you're turned off (College staff rnember, WCLS project, 1996). 

Inriividual leaming "wants" and "desires" are subordinated to organizaüonal needs in d u i t  

education discourse. Edwarriç has suggested that the focus on need, instead of wants or 

desires, reflects an ethic of corporate-cenhed efficiency in new learning discourses. The idea 

is that "waste in human anci educationd resources is reduced as leamers no longer have to 

leam what they already know or c m  do, nor what they are interested in" (Edwards: 



1991:85). It is through the discourse of learning needs that the relations of Liberal capitalism 

are "revitalized" (see Eciwards, 1991). 

Through their focus on the individual, discourses of leaming produce the iciea of a 

universal subject that is abstracted from its particular historical and social contexts. The 

individualism of leaming discourse suggests the idea of equaliw of opportunity; the iciea 

that all leamers are on an qua1 footing and through merit. cnn achieve whatever they want. 

Learners are encouraged to make wider choices through their lraming which increases their 

capacitv for autonomous choice and action in their own lives. Individual growth (e.g.. 

professional "development") and work satisfaction are all implied in this framework. The 

production of the ieamer as individual makes it possible for Leaming discourses to promote 

the ideas of choice and empowerment. The leamer is "normalized" through discourses that 

locus on the equalitv oi opportuniw, but not on the equalitv of outcornes. Learning 

discourses consmtct the bourgrois identity as normal by focusing on the ideas of individual 

choice and empowerment. 

The verv notions of leaming "culture" or "societv" evoke an image and promise of 

conununi&. Yet, at the same cime. learning, with its promise of empowerment and mobilitv, 

is offered as a wav of mobilizing the individual. Worker potential and creativity are 

promoted to the extent that they meet the desires and values of the corporate cornmunity. 

The ideals of bourgeois individualism: individual choice and autonomy, are thereiore used 

to hcilitate organizational restructuring. in constnictuig the learner as individual, the 

leaming subject is isolated from any broader sense of social planning. Participation in 

business planning is encouraged, while participation in definhg the goals and means of 

work is ûiscouraged (riiscussed in later section). Learnùig discourse highlights the idea of 

individual escape rather than social emancipation, and disrupts the potential for collective 



action on behalf of the workforce. individualism "fragments potential sites of opposition" 

and encourages the view that individuals can make it through their own efforts (Edwards, 

1991:95). These arguments pave the way for the discursive repositioning of the existing 

workforce, or working class, as " trainable" or "educable." 

The workiiig-class sub jec t as adult "learner" 

Although learning culture theoretically Uicludes al1 members of the workforce, 

including employers, not everyone is considered to be adult "leamers." 1 suggest at least 

two ways in which the discourses of learning position the working-dass subject as "leamer" 

in ways that other members of the workforce are not. First, leaniing is conflated with 

employment training in the context of economic restructurixig and therefore refers to 

members of the workforce who are most ciirectlv affected by downsizing. Second, onlv 

some members of the workforce are positioned as "leamers" as inflated hiring cntena 

selects the already educated or "learned" into the workforce. 1 draw on research conducteci 

in the service sector (a community college) and the industrial sectors (paint and 

telecommunications industries) in order to iilustrate my points. 

Current discounes of learning direct ail of the neeris to change or to leam at the 

workforce, and they further place responsibility for "emplovabilitv" on the shoulders of 

individual workers. As Edwards (1991) has pointed out, constructing workers as having 

leaming needs is one way of regulating the individual workers' relation to his or her 

employment. The discourse of "life-long leaming" for example, is implicitly linked to 

employment stability (or instabilitv) because it facilitates the understanding that jobs are no 

longer stable: people can expect to have more than one "career" in a lifetime and therefore 

continudy need to upgrade their skius. In effect, the new learning discourses take the 



responsibility for employment provisions off the employer and load it more heavilv ont0 

the workforce. 

The Working Class Leaming Strategies project interviews with college support staff 

workers demonshated how "learning" discourses are being used to displace emplovment 

responsibilities from the orgnizaüon to the waged workforce, quite well. The fous  on 

lcaming culturc was embeddcd in college rescnicturing that projedcd a closurc of scvcrrii 

campuses as weil as a reduction of jobs. This was underscorecf in the college's 1996 strategic 

plan, where much of the language around training was vague and the respunsibiiih? tur 

change was placed on local college divisions, and more specifically, between indiviriual 

employees and their supervisors. Furthemore, emplovees' Ieaming responsibiiities wera 

subordinated to the college's "clientele" (the students) learning needs: 

The i~bility of the cullrge to rrspond to ti diurrsr student populntioti mid ihiiyqiti,y 
lrnrnrr ~ w d s  depends iipon the cnpncity of i ts  employees to contimir to lrarn smi to 
odnpt. Employrnent stnbility cnn ody be nchirved if d l  mmbrrs  of tlir Collqiy 
commzinity ~nnximize their rrnployddity by contiminlly ripgrndiq tlwir skills tu 
mwt  thcsr changing nrrds. 

The college restructuring process included a reshucturing of staff mernbers' relations to 

leaming by creating a discourse on the need to do iife-long learning. The type of laarning 

promoted was heavily individualized and job-centred. The college also bepn moving from 

a language of "sustained employment" to "employability" and talking about retraining for 

jobs both inside and outside the college. This was recogruzed many staff members, and their 

union, as a shift in responsibility for employment secuity from the employer to employees 

and caused a great deal of uncertainty in the workplace and in people's lives in general. 

The shift kom employment security to employment insecurity, was a h  reflected in 

the new language of the Strategic Plan where employees are encourageci to take "joint 

responsibility" for their development %me staff members felt that this ignored the fact that 



they had already been actively adapting to changing work demands at the colIege. The shift 

was also reflected in the increasing number of professional deveiopment courses offerai on 

general themes such as "trends in the workplace," "job search shategies" and "retooling 

your resume." While there was a feeling that the college should support people in their 

efforts to become more mobile in their careers, staff members felt this should not be at the 

expense of their job security (Working Class Leaming Strategies Projecl, 1007). In this case, 

leaming discourses were used to offload training responsibilities ont0 indiviciuals as job 

security detenorated. 

The Mue-collar worker as learner 

Although restructuring has an effect on a i l  rnembers of the workforce, including 

management, it is only particular members of the waged workforce that are positioned as 

learners in this context. What is largelv absent in discussions about workplace leaming and 

education, is that it is emerging at the same time that downsizing is leaving more and more 

people with substandard employment, part-the ernployment, or no emplovment at d l .  For 

example, the number of part-time jobs in Canada has inçreasrd everv . . vear sinçt! IV75 

reaching 39  million in 1993 (Ontario Federation of Labour, TARP, 1996). This reprrsents an 

increase of more than 120% 

Organizations can modify their enhance requirements to select out whichever 

applicants fit their organizational nwds. As a result, organizations that in the past may 

have accep ted applicants without high-school qualifications, have made subs tantial 

changes in their hiring criteria. Entry level qualifications, for lower-level jobs in particulor, 



have increased substantiaily in the past decade (Livingstone, 1998) 1% mis is particularlv 

tnie in the industrial sector where leaming culture has corne to be almost synonymous with 

cornputer skiils training. 

[n addition to increased f o d  education requirements, many companies are using 

comprehensive intelleciual and social ski& testing to select new workforce entrants 

(Cronshaw, 1986; Hanson, 1993; Chapter 4, this thesis). Tlir Uicrease in liiring qualifications 

destabilizes existing definitions of skill and job knowledge that have been built up through 

negotiated agreements. The continuous evaluation/ replation of skiils becornes important 

in this context because skill itself is not something that can be defined very well. None of 

this is really new to business hiring practices, but the process has accelerated in the last 

decade in the context of "jobless recovery." 

For example, in 1991 one Canadian telecommunications company which had 

previously reyuired at most a grade 12 entrance level now requires new hires to have ' ~ t  

least 3 years of college or university training in order to work at their assemblv Iines. B v  

1994, fifty percent of the 500 unionized employees at this operation were new hires (Ontario 

Federation of Labour, TARP, 1996). The new enbance level requirement had a significant 

impact on the culture of the workplace, creating a noticeable gap between the ages and 

education leveis of senior empioyees (with at least 25 years of seniority) and new hires 

(with less than 3 years' seniority.) The hiring practices at this company resulted in a 

'*Livingstone (1998) suggests that over the yast decade there has been an uicrease in the proportion of 
jobs requiring a high school diploma, nearly doubling from 24 to 45 percent, while jobs requiring less 
than a diploma have experienced a comparable decrease. These estimates are based on a study by 
Livingstone, D.W., Hart, D., & Davie, L.E. Ptibiic Attitudes t m ~ w d s  Educatim irt tjre Ontario, 1992: Tire 
Ninth OISE Sitmey. Toronto: OISE Press, 1993. The proportion of the workforce requiring post- 
secondary credentiais seems to have rernained comparatively stable over this period. 



situation where over half of the employees had a higher formai education than their 

manager in one of the production areas. 

Entrance levels have been increased in the name of the need for a "smarter" 

workforce, yet in many cases the ski11 levels needed to do the jobs have basically remained 

the same as before. in the case of the telecommunications company mentioned earlier, on& 

ten percent of the  ncw hires had technical training that rclatcd dircctly to thcir jobs. 

Furthemore, both employees and managers at the company said that three years of college 

or university training was uot needed to actuaily do the jobs. 

Changing work practices, new technology, a culture of "continuous improvement," 

and corporate downsizing have made it possible for organizations to justify the redefinition 

of qualifications demandeci of the workforce. Importantly, these changes have made it 

possible to construct new worker identities.19 Generic, transferable, global intellectml skills, 

rather than specific skills, are considered to be the skills needed to operate in new work 

svstems, reflecting the changuig relations between the workforce 'anci management. The 

ciesireci working subject is to be intellectually "flexible." The intellectuallv "flexible" 

workmg subject maps ont0 the ûiscourse of "smartness" that pervades talk about workplace 

reorganization. This shift is evident in the following yuote by a plant manager a t  the 

telecommunîca tions company I referred to earlier: 

We might get someone who is excellent once he finally learns his job. But if ît 
takes a long time to train him, what good is that if his job is alwavs 
changing? (quoted in a local Ontario newspaper, The Recorder 6. Times, 
Brockviile Ontario, Sept. 18,1995). 

The discursive positioning of the workforce as "smartt' means that iiiflated skill 

levels c m  be ignored. Forma1 education is conflated with the global abiiities that are said to 



be required in the reorganized workplace. According to a manager at the 

telecommunications company, new hires are more "fit" than senior workers for doing the 

quality control work precisely due to their higher education and youth: 

Education is the main reason we can rnove to self-direçted teams. Thev [the 
new, higher educated hires] understand the concept and want to us; their 
brains at work. Younger workers seem to comprehend new concepts better 
than olcier workers. Nevertheless, older workers have a better work ethic 
than younger people. This is because younger people rxpect more from theh 
work anci feel that they are really only going to be here for a short time until 
something better cornes up (Manager, telecommunications company). 

Here, the new workforce is positioned as "leamedftf not "leamer." The educated are 

characterized as those cvho fit with the values of new work svsterns. The educated are 

positioned as more responsible, smarter, and able to aciapt better to new concepts in the 

workplace than the older class of workers who are considered to lack these abilities. 

Although new and more diverse intellectual and social skiils are said to be needed, 

people are stiU required to operate within the traditional managerial work ethic. The wurk 

ethic that is valued is one in which people do not expect too much from their work, mrl  are 

willing to work within the boundaries of low expectations, probably including static if not 

deteriorating wage packages. In effect, the icieal worker is characterized as someone who 

can accept responsibilities on demand without questioning the conditions of his or hcr 

work. This is probably the most contradictory aspect of the new work svstom, where it mns 

up against its own discursive limitations. That is, there are limits to the types of problems 

that are to be solved, and the types of communications that are to be done in the 

maintenance of a profitable workplace. 

I9In his article High kch skdls: The corporate assnult on the fiearts and minds of zi~orkers, George Martel1 
(1989) describes " Ieaming" as the new labour. 



In this context, it is the older blue-coilar workforce 

replaced with generally younger workers with higher formal 

that is being displaced, and 

credentials, that is posi tioned 

as having learning needs. This idea is punctuated by a supervisor a t  a Canada Employment 

Centre who reproduces the image that it is the existing workforce that is incapable of 

meeting the demands of high performance organizations: 

Employers are l o o h g  for rvorkers amed \&*ith thc so-crificd "soft skills," 
such as decision-making, problem-solving, teamwork, communication and 
flexibility Unfortunately those least likely to have these [new] skills are the 
very people who used to monopolize the blue coilar world (Quoted in a local 
Ontario newspaper, Tlir Recorder b Times, Brockville Ontario, Sept. 18, 1995). 

Here's another example from the same newspaper article: 

They [companies] want their employees to think for themselves. Tliat wasn't 
the case in industry before. Workers used to be told what to do (Eciucation 
Consultant, Çt. Lawrence College, quoted in same newspaper article). 

1 assume that advocating a smarter workforce is supposed to appeal to working people, but 

this is hardly gooci news to members of the existing workforce because it diminishes what 

 the^ have cione in the past to contribute to production and problem solving in tiieir 

workplaces. 

Through a process of discursive exclusion, workplace leaming discourses select out 

only certain types of subjects into the workplace. They give preference to workers who not 

only adapt, but conform easily ta a rapidly changrtg work environment. A bourgeois 

ideology of education is reasserted in this context. The workforce is redefined as wlf- 

managing executives. Smart workers are responsible, flexible, and seif-governing. There is a 

preference for fomaliy educated new hires. It is as though the workplace is discursively re- 

classed in order to athact and to absorb the surplus of higher-educated middle-class 

subjects. The reorganized workplace can then be understood as a short-term solution to a 



t e m p o r q  middle-class employment crisis (see Massey, 1983: on industrial restructuring as 

class res tnichirùig.) 

Ali of these changes can be Linked to a new discursive regimr of corporate 

management and education. It may be that the flexible ability to 'tuncierstand" that new 

hires are supposed bring to the workpiace is the ability to accept and to un~lerstand 

mmagement techniques 2nd phüosophics. The notions of "tcrimivork" 2nd "çoopcrrition," 

for example, have been promoted in the education system throughout the iast decade. 

Younger hires are familiar with management techniques used to get stu~ients to improve 

thernselves and their productivity (eg., "back to basiçs," bench-marking.) When new hires 

arrive at work at Ieast some will have hrard about the benefits of cooperation mci 

teamwork that are being promoted in contemporary classrooms. More importantlv, thev 

may be more familiar with the contradictory notion that they have to CO-operate in orrier to 

get ahead as individuals. 

The older worktorce Iikely will not meet the standards set bv new work svstems if i t  

rneans giving up a work ethic that includes negotiated job protections. At the same time 

that new hires have been Iearning about management techniques in school, senior workers 

have been acquiring the knowledge they need to secure work: the language of collective 

bargaining, how to gain and promote solidarity in an a tmosphere of power clifference and 

conflict. These skilis have to be taught to new hires because they are not things people Ieam 

in school (Davis et. al., 1989). If "cooperation" means giving up job-security, if "self- 

discipüne" means doing more for less, and if "communication" means disciplining co- 

workers, then it becomes easier to understand why some workers rnight not be considered 

capable of fitting into the new system. Whether or not people have college degrees, or guod 

interpersonal skiils, or quick Leamhg abilities, probably doesn't have as much to do with 



quality control and production levels as it has to do with having control of the workplace 

and who works there. It is possible that creating new names like "probiem-solving ability" 

for supposedly new behaviours makes it easier for m a g e m e n t  to tailor their workforce 

according to their own needs. 

The "learnert' as contradic tory identity 

for workers, particuiarlv for the older unionizecl workforce. I have already discussed one of 

these contradictions: the promotion of leaniing as a wav to prepare for work in a context of 

broad scale clownsiring. The resulting mismatch between job qualification kvels and xtual 

job requirements is regulated through redefinitions of both skiil iuid work, and through the 

~iesignation of worker as leamer. Ln some cases, reshchiring seerns to have led ta the 

selection of an alreadv "educated" workforce rather than a broad scale retraining of the 

rxisting workforce. When training is promoted it reflects the needs of new management 

philosophies. The ideology of Learning and training is aimed at economic recovery, at 

controlling the remaining workforce, and easing the transition to a conflicteci workplace. 

"Leaniing" signihes a learning society that is abstracted from the particulars of work 

experience. This autoparts factorv worker points out the probiem of logic that resuits for 

workers: 

The re-organization in the workplace leads people to feel far worse because 
they have the skills and training and they're not able to use it . . . In a lot of 
jobs, the requirements are ridiculous. I'm not tdking about surgeons, but 
your average working people . . . most of it could be on-the-job training. If 
you make the effort, it doem't take long to leam (Autoparts worker, WCLÇ 
project, 1996). 

Most of the workers interviewecl across different work sites for the W o r h g  Class 

Learning Strategies project agreed that they &d not need any formal training for their jobs. 



In fact, many of the respondents said they were over-trained or over-qualified for what they 

were doing. The college site was a particularly interesting example dong this line because 

the workforce were staff members of a learning institution. Many of the staff had accmed 

substantial credentials and expertise beyond fheir jobs. But broad scale and rapid 

downsizing had ied to a situation where manv individuals were located in completely new 

jobs tlidt ciid nclt draw cm tiirk prior rxprriencr ur curent rkpertisr. Furtlirrmurr many df 

the jobs were coilapsed, adding to work loads and the "learning" that needed to be done, at 

a time when there was no one around to do any of the training. Even the traditional on-the- 

job training was difficult, if not impossible to obtain. The downsizing of the organization 

combined with "learning culture" talk highlighted the contradictions involved in learning 

discourse because there were few, if mv, organizational supports to facilitate the changes: 

Because we are in such a sink or swim situation, how is it that we can get 
better trained for our jobs? How is it possible to cio the work more eificiently 
given less and less resources? We are left on our own and tliere is no 
training. I suspect it is because there is no answer to that question. There is 
an assumption that somehow we are going to do it withuut direction and 
training. We now no longer have a manager on campus and they rarelv corne 
or call so we have no access to thrm. So we have had to make many types of 
decisions which normaiiv we would not have to make-management-like 
ciecisions and judgments ;&thg to students and faculty and administration 
-which would not be ours to make. We have had no training other than 
experience in how to do this and also no remuneration for being self- 
managing. We do jobs iike audit but while doing that we are not 
compensated. I have to sit in high-level meetings and stiii draw the exact 
same salary as six years ago with no increase (College staff member, WCW 
project, 1996). 

nie promotion of worker participation as empowennent is possiblv the most 

contradictory aspect of the corporate restructuring agenda. The idea that workers should be 

empowered is recognized in participative management projects which are designed to 

facilitate consensus based decision-making, and coopera tive rather thiui op posi tional 

relations in the workplace. But the cowtructs of "leaming" and "leamer" promote images of 



empowerment and the possibility of change at the same time that the workplace is 

becoming more conflicted and restrictive. 

Again, the coilege experience provided some interesting examples of how 

participative management operated at a discursive ievel in order to manage some of the 

contradictions and conflicts that were created by restruchiring. Staff mernbers at the college 

had rcceived training in participative managcment, a phiiosophy that ivas su ivell 

organized that it was offered as a professional development course for staff memhers. The 

participative management program was adopted at the college as a problem solving 

mechanism. ïhe 1994 Annual Report introduced these aspects of participative management 

in the followuig way: 

D u r i q  2994, the process of creating n more t m p o u w d  ziork$orcr itimlvd mrirrl!i 
70 % of [college] rmpfoyees in part icipntive ~nnnagemen t workshops ruitli tlizi r rco rk 
gro cips. These sessio>is nre design rd to in corpurate renl issrirs thnt z iwk ,yrocips 
crtrrsitly face, alloming them to solve pmblems or challe>i~es zuith zdzich t k y  hnvr 
prrviouslt~ strugglglrd. 

Ironically, several staff members noted that it was the M u r e  of the participative 

management philosophy that was a bamer to staff development. Although, in the or!^. 

participative management offered staff members the potential to make more decisions wcr 

their work conditions. there were Limitations as to what role people were actually playing: 

"They're giving input and ideas and the actual ciecisions still rest with the board of 

govemors" said one of the staff members. 

Implementation of the philosophy seemed to rely on individual managers and their 

previous relations with workers. %me department managers followed through on the 

concepts while others followed a haditional top-down management strategy. Most staff 

members intervieweci suggested that they had not seen much coming out of the 

participative management program. Because the participative management program was 



combined with downsizing, it in fact led to outcornes that were opposite to what the 

program espoused. More than one staff member pointed out the limitations and 

contradictions of participative management: 

The wav things are now fosters a cornpetitive spirit. People are afraid to 
dependon others for fear of being seen as weak. Decenhalization of power is 
not what is happening here. One person is in control (College staff member, 
WCLÇ project, 1996). 

I've been thinking a lot about it, that there's a difference between giving 
people the impression of something and actually teaching somebody and 
ailowing them to leam what it is they're dealing with as opposed to just 
trying to explain a process to them (College staff member, WCLS project, 
l996). 

Furthemore, "participative management" seemed to be phased out as resmicturing 

proceeded. Anv new developments in participative management had been compromised bv 

the new Draft Action Plan prepared by the college administration. In this plan, participative 

management was funciamentally altered suice the college president would unilaterally 

select members of the participative management cornmittee, limiting the possibility of 

worker representation. 

Support staff also recognized that the college restructuring led to a situation where 

management and supervisors needed to rely more heavily on the staff in order to nwke 

some organizational decisions. Although staff members said they would like to bc taken 

more seriously, and have a hand in decision making, they were also aware that there were 

problems with worker involvement in policy and restructuring decisions. Their concem 

was that staff members mav inadvertently become involved in making decisions about 

layoffs, therebv hurting CO-workers, or themselves in the process. As woll, there was no 

guarantee that staff memben of the participative focus groups would represent workers in 

general because they were not elected and did not have a mandate to do so. The caii for 



more decision-making power was also complicated by the fact that under the current 

restnicturing plan, a number of workers were forced to make more decisions with fewer 

resources. But without adequate training and compensation for these activities, drcision- 

making was experienced as exploitative rather than empowering. 

Workplace participation appeared to operate within a logic that set up 

contradictions fur the wurM~rir but iic> t for management. For zxanipltt, the iiiaiugrnwnt 'i t 

the telecommunications companv (described earlier) considered that thvir quality program 

had been implemented successfullv. Management felt tha t everyone (even the plant 

"militants") had accepted the new work methods and fe1t that there was now more hust and 

opemess in the workplace than before. Many of those interviewed, however, Ielt that the 

changes were exploitative. " Whv should we take initiative with the new work methocis 

since we are not getting paid to be the boss" said one worker. The trust and opemess was 

yuestioned in another worker's image of participative philosophv: "Whrn management 

gives you something they expect something in retum. Like telhg your fellow workers to 

'move their ass' and act like spies for management. This kinci of management just won't 

work." Others recognized the unilateral nature of corpomte "participation" progroms: "It's 

like we are plaving baseball but never getting a chance to bat." 

According to the research I've reviewed here, "leaming" and "leamhg need" 

appeared to be promoted in a context where there was no "need" to leam, or where there 

were few, if any, supports available to facilitate organizational change. In this contrst, the 

promotion of a "smartert' workforce through learning &course positions workers in a 

contradictory identity. Like the pupils in Willis' Lrnnting to Labour, it is as if workers are 

"continuaily exhorteci to behave in precisely those ways of which they are supposedly 

incapable of behaving" (Willis, 1977: 81). 



Learning discourse as the regulation of working-elass sub jec ts 

There are Limitations set up through the discursive control of the constnict 

"learning" and other categories of the post-indushial workplace. That is, there are a number 

of things that workers do not hear about in the shift to new work practices. For example, 

workers do not hear that their participation in decision-making progrrims is lunitcd and 

primarily geared toward the increase of corporate profits, not necessarily towar~i ù 

comprehensive democratic reorganùation of the workplace. They do not hear that it is OK 

or even possible to disagree with management, or each other for that matter, while ai the 

same tirne still getting things clone and working productively. Neither do thev hear much 

about the fact that corporations Save money in their move to leaner, higher performance 

workplaces. The need to Save monev is used to justifv downsizing but it  is not rplicitly 

linked to participation and workplace eciucation programs. Bv  hiring new workers with low 

seniority companies crin Save money in basic wages and benefits as well as in some training 

axpenditures like cornputer skiils training. 

The shift from fixeci capacities to more flexible .anci global ones is promoted as a 

major shift away from stientific management, as though it is mrant to overcome the 

hadequacies of that system. But because work practices still reflect a lirnited view of 

workers, their capacitieç and their relation to the owners of production, it is misleadhg to 

talk about new work practices as an improvement over Tiiyloristic work methods (Blaugh, 

1995; Hull, 1993; Parker & Slaughter, 1994).Technical rationaliv is not so much ciisplaced 

but it becomes part of a broader method of work and the social regulation of working-class 

capacities (Hull, 19%). 



Maintaining control over the meaning of forma1 education is critical in a context 

where people are overqualified for their jobs, or where Ieamuig is promoted, but there is no 

organizational cornmitment to provide training. As 1 mentioned earlier, maintamg control 

over the rneaning of education involves the production of new worker identities. I t  is hue: 

workers have to be "smarter" in order to accommodate to the contradictions and stresses of 

reshiicturing. I am suggesting that the dy juncture between what people are hearing, and 

what thev are rxperiencing, destabilizes the i d e o l o ~  of merit that is prornoted through 

bourgeois Leaming culture. The ideology of merit was questioned bv workers from I I I  uf the 

sectors in which 1 conducteci interviews for the WCLS project. One autoparts worker ufas 

particularly sensitized to the need for companies to manage the workforce through 

discursive means: 

iier : 

Me: 

Her: 

A lot of Canaciian çompanies are still back in early 19001s, the CEO's, the 
managers. 

The hierarchy you inean? You'd like to see that change significantly? 

Yes. You know they talk about people emyowement. Lt could work . . . [but] 
They dont want to teach us too much, just enough so we know what's going 
on . . . A lot of Our bosses don't have as much education as we have, so ?ou 
cfon't want your people to have any more than you have. You need to feel 
safe. They [the company] cion't want troubie (Autoparts worker, WCLS 
project, 1996). 

These contradictions were also expressed in the foilowing interview quote with a paint 

lactory worker who summarized some of the changing employment conditions of 

indus trialized labour in Ontario: 

Working people today are getting raw end of the deal. You see it's black 'ancl 
white in the daily star. Like that Song "You got the golci mine, We got the 
shaft." Uliv are we working? Why should I get this amount of dollars and 
somebody ilse is sittin' back gettin' a kick back. But we have to work. Today 
we're wo;king just to survive. The big thing today is survival for the working 
people. Tinsmithing, welders etc. are a dime a dozen . . . You get contracts 



and it's not steady. There's so much cornpetition. It wasn't alwavs like that 
here (Autoparts worker, WCLS project, 1996). 

This worker linked the problem of engineered employment instabilib with conhoi over 

knowledge when he followed up with a story about a boss who clidn't like the tact that he 

knew how to do things: 

He woullln't teach me anything. So I Lit into him and told him 'You have to 
tcxh me. Don't throw mc in the corner'. 

The workplace learning and reorganization agenda embodies a very comprehensive 

human resources strategy that muiimizes and regulates the contradictions set up  by the 

languages of workplace reorganization. Intemal contradictions are justified discursiveiy, 

through teamwork and coopera tion programs, through problem so tving, conflic t resolu tion, 

and seif-management strategies, while at the same tirne designing workplaces that result in 

higher levels of conflict and stress (e.g., unreasonable work loads, age ciifferences, stress un 

unions). (See also Parker & Slaugliter, 1994; R i k i n ,  1995). 

The concept of "self-regdation" or seif-management is particularlv important in this 

contradictorv learning environment in that it places more responsibiiitv on the workforce to 

regulate conflicts that are set up through workplace change. The idea of a self-managing or 

self-regulating workforce individualizes conflict and places the responsibilitv tor m y  

problems to be resolved at the individual level. Blame for problems that are not solved, or 

for conflict c m  also then be placed on individual worken. It seems as though the (idea of) 

decentralization of power in the workplace also means that blame c m  also be ciecentralized. 

The individuaiized discourses of learning contribute to "the production of regmenteci, 

isolated and self-policing subjects" assisting in the maintenance of inequalitv without force 

(Edwards, 1991: 90). 



Conclusion 

New workplace discourses on leaming and work anse out of real and perceived 

needs to compete in a globalizing economy. These discourses create a workmg subject that 

is responsible for absorbing more and new types of work, for accepting more responsibility 

in the workplace, and for performing minor decision-making functions in the workplace. 

They produce new classed divisions of labour, as wrll as new f o m  of identity through 

which the working subject c m  be known. The desired w o r h g  subject is more flexible, 

adaptable, and "smarter" than its predecessor. It is more cooperative and accommodatrs to 

changes taking place in the r e s t n i c t u ~ g  workplace. It accepts its "pink slip" with gratitude 

as it rnakes its way into the new world of short-term contracts and individualized labour 

disputes. The way that the old working-class subject was known cornes into relief here: 

hoary, uncooperative, stupid; a blockage to more refined, "consensual" labour-management 

relations. 

My brief review of a few companies has focused on lrarning discourses in the 

context of econornic reshucturing. The economic res tructuring agenda constructs the 

workforce as "leamers" rather than knowers. Conceptualizîng workers as learners means 

that there are alwavs things k a t  they wül not know, and will need to know in order to 

sustain their organizations and to survive in a cornpetitive environment. It also means that 

years of workplace experience and on-the-job training can be dismissed as irrelevant. 

Rather than inviting the unknowledgeable to the table of knowledge, the continuous 

improvement agendas hype up the discourse of deficiency that already prevails around 

workers and their abilities. 

Although there have been definite changes in the way workers are represented- 

post-industrial workers are identified as "s&' and "flexible"-learning riiscourses 



continue to position the workea as the opposite of this. Through their focus on "leaming" or 

a "learning society," new learning discourses continually place workers outside of 

knowledge, as perpetuaily incapable of understanding or managing the conditions of their 

lives. The characterization of workers as leamers for example, reflects the idea that thev 

never were considered to be "leamers" in spite of the fact that apprenticeship, on-the-job 

training, and other formai means of education such as hcalth md safety training havc bccn 

historically significant educational practices of the working classes. Workers are positioned 

as becoming, but never being. Thev are known, but never knowing. Thev are learning but 

never leameci. 

The idea that workers are now "leamers" however, means that thev at le& now 

have some "choice" in the matter. Thev c m  attempt to becorne more then what thsy were, or 

more than what they are now, which contrasts with earlier formulations of working-class 

identitv. But the door of "leaming" is opened at a time when educational credrntiais are 

M a t e r i  and job opportunities are restricted. I suggest that the ideologv of mcrit is 

promoted more blatantly in this context where it is less likely to be accomplishe~t. Thesr 

discourses are heavily ciassed. nie possibility of a middle-class identity is asserted at a time 

when it is impossible to achieve. (Not that L'm saying it's desirable). 

It is not my intention to argue here whether workers are "capable" or not. I am 

suggesting that the discourses of learning operate within a bourgeois ideology that alwavs 

positions the workforce outside of the centre. The "ra tional" su bject, or the "learned" subject, 

is a bourgeois construction. in the context of these arguments or discourses, it doesn't make 

sense politicaily to ask if the working class are capable (or rational) or not. Suggesting that 

workers are capable or rational (and providing the evidence) holds the dominant 

constructs, or the "centre," in place. Learning discourse as bourgeois discourse positions the 



working class as incapable of being leamed. The point I'm making is about the discursive 

construction of class difference. 

What is important about leaming discourses is that th- set up the iden that there is 

an important connection, or essential relationship between leaming and workers. 

Discourses of leaming are important to the extent that they connect images of lrarning 

"3bilityt' with "workers" in thc public imagination. The image that is produced is a ncgativr 

imagery that casts doubt on the working-class subject, or that makes it responsible for social 

faiiure. These connections help to define and reshict interpretations of individual social 

mobility, the structure and meaning of work, and the pussibiiitirs ior organiwtional 

change. 

One of the wavs in which doubt is cast on the working-class subject is through the 

production of euidence that the working class does lack certain capabilities. Standardized 

workplace abiliw testing is one kind of social practice that dssists in producing suçh 

evidence about the working-class subject. Abilitv testing drises out of certain notions uf 

naturalized ability and social difference and produces the evidence for such notions. I 

~iiscuss this issue in the foilowing chapter. 



CHAPTER IV: 

LEARNING CAPACITY AS OBJECTTFIED KNOWLEDGE 

The Enlightenment tradition Unbued science with enormous sigvficance: as 
producing objective, nonideological knowledge, educating humanity, and 
directing social progress. The culture of the Mightenment has been central 
to the organization and legitirnation of the social scientific disciplines 
(Seidman, 1007: 174). 

Introduction 

The product or outcome has an important role in industrial culture. Ln~iustry 

produces "things" and in the process, it also produces beings or wavs of being. This 

includes the technical and bureaucratie procedures that have a role in defining the social 

reality or objective reality in which people participate. Stiindardized testing is one uf the 

technical procedures that has been promoted as an essential in the tool kit of organizational 

management. Organizations use standardized testing as an agent to determine appropriate 

job candidates anci to scientificaiiy validate organizational decisionç. 

A crucial feature of standardized testing is that it is based on the assumption oi a 

natural dishibution of ability in the population. Normative testing practices grew out of a 

biological or medical treahnent mode1 (Burman, 1994) which were then generalized to 

human development and behavior, with a particular emphasis on the measurement of 

mental capacities. in the context of organizational management, testing relies on the notion 

(and produces the notion) of learnuig capacity as a measurable human attribute, the idea 

being that if something can be measured, if it can be predicted and conholied, then it c m  

also be justified as capital investment. 



The assumption of "natural abilitv" is extremely important in testing practice: it 

ailows administrators to define and thus to measure individual abilities, to compare the 

testing outcomes with other individuals in the population, and to draw conclusions about 

school or job performance. Learning capacity and its measurement is intimatelv tied into 

notions of qua1 educational opportunity, and meritoaacy, in that it provides the tools 

ncecicd to mcasurc "abilih-"; - the ability that entitlcs individual rcwrird through social 

mo bility . 

Working-class people in particular are influenced by standardized testing practices, 

through the school, but also in the workplace. Standardized testing was a crucial aspect of 

managing organizational growth throughout the post-war p e n d  .inLi wiis closely 

çomected to the scientific management and organization of the workplace (Hollowav. 

1984). Standardized testing has been describeci as a " technology of the social" (Henriques 

et. al., 1984) in that it is based on principles of natural science which are generalized to the 

social world. As a social practice, testing producibs particular representations of ùbility 1 t 

produces the idrn of ability, as well the idea of differences in ability (Hanson, 1997). Testeci 

ability becomes regulated ability prr se, just as schooling becomes regulated knowledge 

acquisition). Testing can be considered part of a process of social engineering thrcugh 

which it is possible to select an ideal workforce. It is promoted as a way of inhicately 

matching individual abilities with spocific job requirements. This is possible in part hecaust. 

of the highly isolateci and regimented organization of work under Taylorism. 

Standardized testing has been widelv used in North Amencan industries in the past 

and there has been a recent resurgence of testing for assisting in hiring decisions under 

economic r e s t m c t u ~ g  (Hoiloway, 1984; Murphy, 1994). A recent survey of 2,500 Canadian 

companies showed that 44 percent of the companies surveved used employment tests for 



hiring and promotion decisions (Thacker & Cattaneo, 1987). According to this s tudy, the 

testhg done in Canadian industry prirnarily involved some kind of mental aptitude testing, 

with fewer companies reporting the use of other psydiological tests such as personalih, 

measures, interest surveys or honesty tests in their hiring practices. In some cases, testing is 

linked into career planning and training, but in other cases it is shictly used to determine 

job adquacy. It is this aspect of stündarclized ttsting ihat 1 ~liscuss in this chdptrr. 

Aptitude tests are promoted to employees in a highly favourable manner. A wirirlv 

used aptihide test, the General Aptitude Test Ba ttery (GATB), introduces its test to po tential 

job candidates as "signposts that wiil point you in the direction of success." One Canadian 

telecommunications Company that initiated a comprehrnsive testing program in LW9 

advertised its employment testing program to the workforce as something that would Irad 

to higher job satisfaction when they wrote in their advertising campaign: 

Aptitude testing provides opportunities for employees to be appointed to 
jobs for which thev are suited. It can prevent career mistakes from 
happening. Employees who are in positions which suit their capabilities are 
more cornfortable with the work thev do, and are more satisfid with their 
JO bs (Sasktel Interna tiunal, 1989). 

Testing is promoted to organizations and to the workforce as a pathwav to job satisfaction 

and success, in spite of the fact that the rank ordering procedures of testing, which reflect 

the ideology of a natural distribution of ability, result in only some successful job 

candidates. The successful job placement of some individuals is enhanced while 

opportunities for the workforce as a whole are reduced. Job placement is also lirnited bv the 

range and nature of jobs available. The potential for successful job matching is further 

reduced under the conditions of organizational resûwcturing. 

The use of standardized tests for employee selection in the current economic context 

is iinked to a broader movement of work reorganization, to the development of a flexible 



workforce that will meet the needs of a shifting econornv. Here, employees are being sought 

out who can be easily " trained" for new flexible work practices. instruments for measuring 

worker's learning "capacities", or potentials, are continua& being developeci and refined. 

Recent developments in standardized testing practice show that testing is moving out from 

a hard core cognitive centre to encompass the "sof ter" ability areas. Social cognition, 

ernotional intelligence, practical intelligerice and tacit knowiedge have al1 becorne valid 

measurables in the universe of employment testing. A report by prominent researchers on 

this subject concluded that traditional cognitive ability tests are no longer enough to 

successfuily predict job performance: bo th cognitive ability and tacit kno wledge are needed 

in order to predict job performance (Sternberg et al, '1995). These movements correspon~i to 

the growing demand to measure social and executive-stvie thinking skills and behnviours 

that reflect the corporate reorganization of the rvorkplace. 

The social construction of learning potential: A case study 

Little Jimmv's as thick as two short planks (but) he'd make a marvelous 
mill<man oibreadrnan. And you know it's considered, Well, hé11 have to go 
on the milk won? he', instead of saying, 'Just the job for vou, vou've got 
personalitv, you're honest with money, you like people, ideal', you know, so 
the kid tlkks, T m  getting the right job, i'rn going places' (Quote frorn a 
senior teacher a t Hammertown school, Lrnrn ing to Lnbou r, WUis, 1977: 70). 

In this section 1 look at employment testing practices that took place in the emly 

1990s at a manufachiring plant in Ontario, Canada. I descnbe how the tests came to have a 

particular kind of credibility from management that was not shared by mernbers of the 

workforce who were being tested for job selection. 1 describe how testing, although it is 

supposed to be rooted in a discourse of objectivity, is a highly ideological practice. 

Employment tests are part of the conceptual practices of management that create a 



particular understanding of the working-dass subject that in tum aiiows a number of 

organiza tional actions to take place. 

The employment testing that 1 describe here mainly involveci aptitude testing and 

liad been implemented on the heels of a number of other signihcant changes at the plant. 

These included a move from the eight-hour to the tweive-hour shift, the flexible 

replacement of workers, administrative team, anci new iomputerized inspection svstmw. 

According to the union representatives responsible for testing issues at the plmt, the 

company implemented the testing program because they wanted to select "supermen" who 

would be able to do ail of the new flexible workforce jobs. Management citeci quick 

turnover in new technology as the rationale for selecting super-workers. The union 

maintained that while technology changeci quickly it did not change the lrvel of expertise 

needed to do the jobs. 

But, instead of finding "supermen," management found that many of the workers 

who applied for promotions were failing the tests. For example, in one of the testhg 

sessions, twenty out of twenty-four workers failed to meet the critena set bv the test 

administrators. Emplovees who failed the employment tests were subsequentlv not being 

seIected for positions that their seniority would othenvise have entitled them to, jobs thev 

had done "successfully" for vears". I t  appeared to employees (and to sorne local managers 

as well) as if the testing was failing to predict "successfui" employees adequatelv. One 

employee had been laid off from a job he had done for fifteen vears and when he attempted 

to re-apply for his old job he was required to take an aptitude test. He failed the test, but 

later ended up training a new person who was selected for the job because this person had 



passed the test (even though he did not have on-the-job skills). A simiiar problem arose 

where several fernale employees had failed tests that would have allowed them to obtain 

new jobs that were very similar to their old jobs. 

It was in this environment of apparent contradictions that the union representatives 

involved in the local joint union/management testhg cornmittee, raised questions about 

test faimess muid ïaiidiîy. II \vas the opinion of the local union representatives that thc tests 

might be instrumental in the unfair exclusion of employees who had senioritv rights to the 

available jobs. They suggested that there were sigruhcant trends in how the tests were 

operating at their plant: the tests were selecting the "youngest, strongest, and fittest" tu the 

jobs and were leaving out olcier more experienced employees. 

Furtherrnore, for the most part the tests did not appear to have anvthing to ~b with 

what the jobs entailed. As one worker put it, "1 could see why the dexterity tests would be 

relevant, but there were other test questions like, 'Which cow would be harder to see from 

an airplane'? What does this have to do with anything?" The union felt that people shoulri 

receive training beforr they applied for jobs in order to aeate a pool of qualified workers. 

The Company could then draw on this pool of qualified workers without the neeci for CI test. 

The union considered this to be a fairer svstem that would broaden people's leaming 

opportunities and respect seniority rights at the same tune. 

In respowe to pressure from the union representativrs, management hired a 

psvchologist to examine the faimess of their testing practices. The psvchologist largely 

affirmed the testing practices going on in the plant, that thev were generally fair, and that 

over t h e  they would ensure a "higher calibre of employee" at the plant. Finding the report 

zoHowever, some people were "grandfathered," or selected to the new jobs for convenience sake 
there was no other qualified pool of job candidates available at the time. 



unsatisfactory, the union continued to pressure the Company to do something about the 

teshg. Management responded by offering to hirc a consultant to the union to examine the 

testing practices. It was during this time that I was asked by the regional labour union to 

become involved as a consultant to the local union on the testing issues. (1 was completing a 

clinical psychology internship in the union setting and had been trained in psychological 

trsting practices). T l ~ s  was dn uiiusud situation frum Llir prrspritivr of psvchc>logii.il 

practice as well as from the perspective of labour unionism because I was h i r d  '1s CI 

management consultant to a labour union around the issue of job testing. Testing and 

evaluation practices have bren so hravily ciorninateci bv scientific psychology that there has 

been little, if any, crossover between the fields of labour unionism and psychology. 

Psychologists operaüng in the field of industrial or occupational psychology are taught to 

behave as impartial practitioners who rely on an objective body of knowledge in order to do 

their work. However psychologists are hired alrnost exclusively bv management to assist in 

defining and correcting human resource problems. This is done regularly within the highlv 

politicized context of industrial relations (Prilleltenskv, L99.I). That said, the hiring of CI 

consultant to the union was made possible by the recent "joint initiatives" prugrams. 

prognms that were organized and sponsored financiallv . bv . the governrnent, and to a Iesser 

extent by consenting mmagements labour unions in order to provide a joint forum for 

solving problems that mise in the workplace during restnicturing. 

Management's vision for resolving the testing problerns was to get the respective 

"experts" together to work out testing issues independent of the workplace. I intenderi rny 

role to be different than this. The union's new direction policy was written as a guideline 

for joint union/management initiatives in the workplace. This meant that 1 would have to 

consider whether or not the testing practices supported some of the union's goals for the 



workforce. For example, did it link to job secunty and equitable working conditions? Did it 

promote solidarity in the workplace and was it oriented to educational development? I 

planned my work so that 1 could corne to understand why some of the workers describeci 

the t e s h g  experience as a "slap in the face" and why they did not think some of the tests 

were relevant. 

Since 1 understood that traditional arguments around testing and ability rvcrc not 

broad enough to address the issues going on in the plant, I concentrated on conceptual 

issues around mental ability and the effects of standardized testing at both the personal and 

organizational levels. 1 felt that the most useful route would be to put non-haditional 

arguments on the agenda. Most of the testing literature points to things like test "validity" 

and " jo b-relatedness" as cen t rd  pro blematics in standardized workplace testing. W hile I 

addresseci these kinds of issues and their various rneanings, I also attempted to put up the 

idea of general bias around the definition of mental abilities for discussion. At anv rate the 

management representatives and psychologist were not willing to address this idea to m y  

extent, avoiding discussion around accommodations, and other issues that did not fit into 

the typicai testing talk. 

The union was able to reclaim some conbol over job advancement for its 

membership. After constant pressure and intervention from the union. the cornpmy agreed 

to drop one of the tests. They ülso agreed to provide more information about the testing 

system to job applicants and to the union. People would be allowed to redo the tests if they 

thought the results were unfair. Signihcantlv, the union was able to get a cornmitment from 

the Company to stop testing for pramotions where applicants could demonstrate job-related 

experience. Testing was still entrenched in the hiring strategies of organizational 

management. but in a somewhat modüied fom. in the remainder of this chapter 1 focus on 



some of the Limits and contradictions within testing discourse and practice that help to 

explain how testing came to dominate hiring practices at the plant. 1 pay attention to the 

discourse of O bjectivity tha t pervades standardized testing discourse and underlies the 

continued use and growth of mental testing in employment decisions.'l 

Working class capacity as "data" 

The problerns that I have been describing can be understood more extensivelv when 

they are viewed as part of a complex system of management and regulation. Smith (1990) 

refers to this system broadly as the "relations of ruling" which constitute the activities hv 

which society is govemed. These practices of ruling are organized as social entities that are 

"separate from those persons who work for hem" (Smith, 1990: 15). A basic feiiture of large 

orgûnizations is that they produce objectified knowledge tha t rxists ou tsidr, or 

independentiv of their local members, but which is used to coordinate and direct the 

activities of its members. 

Smith tends to b i t  her analysis of discourse to the textual (actual texts) but 1 think 

some of the analysis is usehl for understanding the social relations involved in the 

psychological testing practices describeci here. Textuai materials such as Ietters, t o m ,  

poli- documents, etc. are central to the coordination of the complex activities of the ruling 

apparatus. These textual materials inscribe the beliefs of the ntling system into the everyday 

30bjectivity is considered to be a critical feature of standardized ability testing, particularlv in 
relation to employment decisions. Rothstein and McDaniels repeat a cornmon justification for using 
mental abiiities testing in industry in their comment on ability testing and the American meritocratic 
ideal: "Mental ability testing is closely related ta the American idea that people shauld be chosen for 
positions on the basis of talent rather than on the basis of family, connections, or of king the 'right 
type."' They go on to suggest that mental ability testing actudy enhances job opportunities because i t 
provides an assurance against discrimination, prejudice, and stereotype (Rothstein, H. B McDaniel, 



practice 

sys tems 

of its members. Thus, they provide links between sites of local activity and the 

that are respowible for managing and controlling them. Because they provide 

information about the organizational features of institutions, it is to these texts that one can 

look for ches about how local activities are organized. At the same time these texts organize 

how the activities actuaily happen and are reported and thought about. 

The aptitude test knom as the GATB (the Gsneral Aptitude Test Batte-, C.S. 

Department of Labor) is widely used for vocational counselling purposes in North America 

(Bezanson Q klonsebraaten, 19û4), as well as for hiring, and is the test used at  the 

manufachiring plant I have described here. The GATB can be seen as a standardized text 

that mediates the working relations between employees and management. Aptitude tests 

like the GATB are part of a mental testing complex that is controlled by practitioners and 

researchers in the field of psychology. As such, the tests have been rnanufactured within a 

discourse that practices objectification as a method of inquiry. The practice of o bjectification 

has been described as instrumental in rnaintaining a distinction between local experience 

and the way that local expenence is thought, talked, and written about: 

The practice of objectification in the social sciences is a property of an 
objectified discursive organization. As professionais, we know how to 
practice and preserve the rupture between the actual, local and historically 
situated experience of ntbjects and a systematically developed consciousness 
of society. if we are to clairn full and proper membership in Our discipline, 
we must be competent performers of this severance . . . We deploy special 
methods of coiiecting accounts of actualities as data that substitute for the 
world as it is experienced. Data become stand-ins at the Ievel of social 
scientific dixourse for the actualities of people's lives (Smith, 52: 1990). 

The account of actuaiity that 1 refer to here, or the data that substitutes for the 

ernployee's experienced world, are the aptitude test scores. These scores are extracted from 

M., 1990. Mental Abilities Testing in hdustry. in Dunnette, M. D. & Hough, L. N. Hmidbook of 
Indushial and Ocnipational Psychology. Pa10 Alto, California: Consulting Psychoiogist Press.) 



the employee in order to show human resource personnel the potential of individual 

workers to learn to perform a given job. The "actuaiity" that is being substituted by the data 

is the employees' potential to leam to perform certain kinds of work. 

The special methods of collecting the "accounts of actuality as data" are used to 

provide managerial bodies with the power to make objective decisions about emplovees 

ruid their generic learning capacities ("aptitudes") as they relate to particular kinds of work. 

They are also supposed to provide employees with a profile of their ability to leam certain 

kinds of work (their "trainability" as it was described bv the psvchometrician responsible 

for testing at the plant 1 am discussing here). But it is a particuiar account of employee 

learning capacity that is produced through complex methods of objectification. 

Leaming potential as objectified knowledge 

The process of objectification takes place at many levels of the teswing enterprise: 

during test construction, during the process designed to "validate" the tests for public use, 

and when the test is administered and regulated by formally trained psychometricians. The 

practice of objectification is enhenched in the construction of the tests. For example, when 

standardized ernployment tests are designed, the contents are largely determineci bv 

professionals who do not have a first-hand underst.mding of local job demands (Holioway, 

1992). During this process, a varietv of related jobs are grouped into a general categorv, and 

then generic cognitive abilities are targeted that are supposed to be necessary for the 

performance of specific types of work described in the job category. The test items are 

selected in order to assess the cognitive abilities which represent, or "stand-in," for the 

actual job requirements. 
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The test item represents a particular version of reaiity. This can be seen in one of the 

test questions from the GATB: 

A hammer is pictured here. The ernployee is supposed to find the sample that is the exact 

match of the test item. This is a test of "fomi perception" that is considered to provide LI 

measure of the emplovee's attention to visuai detail, and his or her ability to discriminate 

small differences in such things as shading, length, width. But the ability to perceive form 

on the job cannot be adequately represented in a two dimensional line drawing. During 

actual time, the harnmer is in motion and there is purpose involved m the activity. Purpose, 

motion, and form camot be separated from each other in the assessment of a dvnamic tuml 

perception. Thus, the test item substitutes for an "actual" world that cxists outside the 

textual representation of it. 

The score that is derived from such test questions also "stands in" for the ernplowt. 

leaming capacity that it is said to represent. An aptitude score reflects the employer's 

abilitv to complete a certain number of test items accurately within a given period of time. 

The ability to read and follow instructions in English, and the speed with which the 

employee cm do so correctly is also reflected by the score. All of the successful responses 

are added up and converted into a form where they can be compared with a reference 

group. This cornparison results in a rankllig of "low" "medium" or "high and determines 

the employees' general aptitude level for a particular ability area. 



I t  is this score that is used by personnel managers involved in making hiring 

decisions. The following passage is an example of how these scores gel presented to, for 

example, a humcm resources manager. This is an example of what was produced by the 

testing agency involved in evaluating employees at the manufacturing plant 1 have been 

descnbing. 

HIGH - 7hc ~mploycc's scorcs c p n l  or cxcccd thosc of' ~curl~crs judgcd ta bc 
satisfncto y in the occupation. if the nppiicnrit is ~ i s o  qunlFed on the bnsis offactors 
utlrer thizn nptitudes, tlirre is n good probnbility thnt the applicnnt wiil do zvrll 011 tlir 
job uriif ttiav br rejerreii. 

MEDlLlM - The r r n p l o y ' s  scores ore dose tu those of zuorkers ju~iyni to be 
satisjncto- to the ocnipntiori. n i e  chmces o f  the rzpplicnnt doittg rcwll ut1 the lob lire 
somavhnt l o z w  t h m  tliose of indivinunis iri the " H "  sntqonj .  Hoztmrr, tltr 
lzppiicnn t tnrzy be r e f e n d  to the job. 

LOW - The mployrr 's  scores rrre sirniinr to or brloiu those of uwkers  zidrosr 
prformnnce is jtidged to be >nnrginnl in the occripntiou. TIie dmn~-es of the ~ipplicmtt 
beittg sati-fnctoty on the job tire lozu, iind considerntion ~ho~ i l r i  br g i v m  to other jobs 
~diiclz ri tilize the npplicmit 's strorrger nptitiides. 

These testing practices that 1 have been describing are al1 steps in a process of 

objectification that characterize how emplovees' fitness for work is cietermined by the 

apparatus of mling (the psy cliology practitioners, the local management). W ha t ge ts ta1 kcd 

about as "aptitude" to do a job by members of this mling body is a rating that has bern 

abstracted from a line drawing, converteci into numbers, and then into words that can be 

understood in rve-day lempage. 

The practicr of objectification c m  also be observed in the administration practices oi 

psychology. The " f o d  training" of test administrators translates into taking an objective 

stance, a disinterest, in the effects of the measurement process on employees and their 

working conditions. This characteristic of objectivity was describeci by the psychologist 



who evaluated the testing program at the manufacturing plant 1 have k e n  describuig, who 

reported: 

I have checked horv the tesüng is done, and it is in a most professional and 
ethical manner. 1 have extewiveiy interviewed the psychomehist and he is 
well qualified. He cames out his work at a m  length. Tlus means that he 
does not know who gets the jobs and who doesn't and that he himself has no 
interest in the testing outcomes [original emphasis]. 

textual reality. The textual representation provides the basis for understanding employee 

learning capacity in a particular way. The score tums out to have a literal effect although i t  

is certainlv not a Literal representation of employee capacity to Ieam a job. It gets usrd as .in 

"indicator of success," as "proof of trainabiiity." Removed from the context in which people 

are actually doing things, it becomes easy to talk about rmplovee leaming capacities as 

fixed entities. The production and meaning of the test score becomes hidden in its 

abstraction. At the same tirne, the production of the test score çonstnicts the rneaning and 

identitv of workers as "trainable" or not; as "educablc" or not. 

Aptitude testing as ideologicai practice 

A problem of knowing anses when knowledge that is created by the ruling bodies is 

inconsistent with what is known in the site of local activity (Smith, 1996). According to 

Smith, this contradictory relationship between local and extra-local knowledge is 

characteristic of the relations of ruling. The idea that a person's capacity to learn a job can be 

recognized without reference to the actuai activities of the job in its specific setang was not 

consistent with the workers' wavs of understanding their own ebilities. Extra-local 

definitions of learning capacity set up the conditions for the tests to "work" in a wav that 

was not consistent with the way they were taiked about by those who use them. 



But even within the testing discourse there was evidence that the particular tests 

that were being used were not adequate. For example, critical reviews of all mental tests are 

published and widely refened to in the psychology profession. These reviews rendered one 

of the tests used at the manufacturing plant (Bennett Mechanical Aptitude Test, The 

Psychological Corporation, 1980) highly questionable on technical grounds (Kramer fL 

C o ~ c l y ,  1992). M e n  the company psychologist brought thts uifomiation to the attention 

of the production manager, the manager waç exhemely reluctant to discontirtue its use. 

And when 1 suggested that we remove one subsection of a test altogether because it did not 

appear to relate to the jobs in question, the manager reacted with alarm, remarking "is there 

mything else we c m  drop in its place?" 

It is this kind of situation, where a theory or a conceptual structure gets prima- 

organizing power over lived experience, that reveals what Smith (1994) calls "ideological 

practice." Organizing the conditions for leaming before the testing subject enters into them is 

characteristic of standardized testing practices: 

The objective test was designed by the tester and usuaLly defined what was 
adaptive or maladaptive in advance of any conception of adaptation that 
those tested might have had . . . This non refiexive approach is still very 
apparent in current objective testhg (Sullivan, 1984: 13). 

Understanding the testing practices as ideological rnakes it possible to understand 

management's refusa1 to discontinue the testing in spite of growing evidence from the 

ground floor and from within the testing discourse itself, that it was not cioing the 

predictive work local management expeded it to do. 

The testing practices 1 am d e d b i n g  in this chapter are ideological because they are 

based on preconceptions about the employees' ability to leam things necessary to do the 



job. There is a conceptual cloçure that results from this kind of thùiking that has 

implications for how people get things done. 

in the test construction, for instance, where the tests are scientificallv validateci, a 

statistical relationship is drawn between the test score and job performance. job 

performance is usucffly measured by some form of supervisor appraisal. This means that 

other ways of assessing job performance are not taken into account. For example, 

supervisors' ability to hain employees to perform their job functions could also be used as o 

measure of performance evaluation, but it is not used. The adequacy of an emplovee's 

training, or aspects of the work environment (such as the performance of equipment), are 

just a few other possible indicators of job performance. The subordination of employees to 

management is therefore embedded in this (already highly objectified) process of validating 

the tests. 

The understanding of the tests as  "valid" measures of employer abil i t~ miide it 

possible for management to agree to put a testing program in place in the plant. Whrn 

emplovees comply with the reyuirements to do a test, they enter into "textual time" .inri 

into a certain set of relations imposed by the testing regime. Thev enter into a contract 

whereby particular selection procedures can operate. 1 have been hying to explain how the 

tests are constructed in order to show this relation. The tests are orgmized su tliiit job 

applicants can be ranked one against another. These cornparisons are accomptishrd bv 

holding the test material and the test conditions constant. These standardization procedures 

mean that particular types of knowledge and ways of accessing knowledge are prioritized 

and that some lorms of "ability" are selected for testing at the expense of others. The 

aptitude tests select abstract, conceptual forms of thinkùig and strip awav alternative wavs 

of dernonstrating job knowledge. 



The tests produce par t idar  types of ability as important to job performance, and 

they also produce an understanding of "aptitude" as a fixed entity, something that camot 

be altered. Testing produces a particular "tmth about how workers capacities are to be 

understood and this translates into a certainty about who should do rdint in the social 

organization of the workplace. Notes from my meeting with the Company psyçhologist and 

psychometrist cxplain horv thc "îruth" of fixctcd capacity is imposcd on thc rvorkforcc: 

D u ~ g  the meeting 1 was able to ask a few questions that 1 thuik are 
important in understanding the ves ted interests in the testing prac tices. One 
of the things 1 was curious about was how the psvcliomehist thought and 
talked about the notion of aptitude. Here, 1 found some verv shong opinions: 
"Aptitude scores show the ability to be trnined. They are not necessarilv good 
ways of predicting job performance, but they select who will do weil with 
supervision and coaching." At one point I brought up the rxarnplr of the 
man who had done a job at [the plant] for several vears and then failed the 
test that waç supposed to predict his abiiity to do k a t  very job. 1 ü s k d  hirn, 
"What do vou think was the problem? Did he just have a bad day or 
çomething?; The psychometrist actuallv replied "yes." The other reason ht? 
gave for the failure was that this empiuGee may not have had the dptitude for 
the job in the first place, but that his motivation mav have made the 
difference. (1 did not press him on the prohlerns around this example). There 
was more information to corne about the conception of aptitude. 1 nsked the 
psychometrist whether or not he thought a person coulcl lenrn some of the 
aptitudes being measured bv the test. 1 was told that people could Lam tu 
change the anthmetic and verbal subtest scores. (Neither of these arc 
adrninistered at the plant). However, one could uot alter somethùig like 
"spatial ability," which is one of the subtests given to rmployees at the plant. 
The psychometrist's exact words were "No, you can't irnprove these scores. 
There's nothing to improve upon. There is no way to change spatial ability at 
this stage in Me." . . . Another thing 1 challenged them on with relation to 
aptitude that mav seem rather naive on my part is whcther or not thev 
ûgreed that a higher aptitude equals a higher wage packet. Thev responded 
by saying "Weil thatJs the way the world is" (Plant meeting note;, 1995). 

The spatial abiiity subtest, mentioned in the above meeting notes, was the m e  subtest of the 

battery of tests arimlliistered at the plant that was used to determine who would be 

acceptable for a promotion. What the test administrators did not divulge is that the 



psychomehic community understands "spatial ability" to be a key inriicator of general 

intenec tual capacity. 

What these practices suggest is that the standardization procedures which are 

critical to sustaining the discourse of scientific objectivitv do nnt exist in their own ternis, 

but as prociucts of psychological discourse. 

Conclusion 

1 have used the example of aptitude testing to demonstrate one aspect of the 

discursive organization of knowledge involved in classed relations. Aptitude testing is an 

ideologicai practice that privileges certain tvpes of knowkdge about the testing subject and 

suppresses other types of knowledge. It produces a subject of testing that is naturally 

suited, or has a natural capacity to do work defined by management systems, and thus a 

subject who "naturally" fails or succeeds on its own merit. (The idea of "natural capacity" as 

an important aspect of class regulation is discussed in further detail in the next chapter). 

The evaluation methods emploved by industry presume and produce a subject that 

does not know fhings, or that needs to learn. At the same time, they construct an image of 

the ideal worker. In the context of increased cornpetition for capital, the desire has shifteci 

toward the "super-normal" as testing seeks to meet the needs of high performance 

workplaces. Testing assists in produchg the possibility of a superman, or super-person whci 

wiU perforrn a t maximum capacity . 

In tum, the understanding of workers as incapable, inefficient, and needv makes it 

possible to jusûfy what can be considered to be coercive monitoring or regulation of the 

workforce. 1 suggest that these forms of human resource management are coercive because 

there are few, if any, ways of contesting the facts, or "truths" produced by the tcsting 



outcornes within the logic of testing.n As 1 suggested in the previous chapter, these 

knowledges about the working-class subject are produced by the very mechanisms that are 

promoted to rechfy social riifference and inequality. 

The way that testing is organized has implications for the management of the 

workforce in that it allows management to jushfy a particular distribution of workers 

throughout the workplace. The stakes are hi& for workers. Here, good performance (low, 

medium, high) is rewarded with autonomy in that workers who perform well on the tests 

have more choice ("flexibiiitv") over work. and over career piithway. Because many of the 

tests are based on s k i b  that are used widely within the context of forma1 schooling (cg. 

paper and p e n d  tests), and not in the everyday work setting, vounger people ma? he 

advantaged in obtaining jobs that require testing. The testing m y  effectively select a 

vounger, more school-wise bodv of workers and contribute to the displacernent of the 

rxisting workforce. 

The use of standardized tests for rmployee selection in the current economic context 

is linked to a broader movement of work reorganization, to the desire for CI flexible 

workforce that will meet the needs of a shifting economy. Here, employees are being sought 

out who can be easilv "traineii" for new flexible work practices. Organizationd cost swings 

are no t presen ted to workers as justification for emplo y ment testing, nnevertheless tes ting 

has been widely promoted to organizations in terrns of thsir cost benefits (see, for example. 

Goodman and Novarra, 2977). If testing translates into hiring younger, more school-wise 

EHowever, there is more going on that governs the production of class difference in the workplace 
than just the testing logic. In the case I've presented here, the way in which contradictions .incl 
arguments were handled by the local management and managernents' hired professionals was critical 
to shoring up inadquacies and contradictions involved in the testing practices. I did not focus on 
these aspects of t e s h g  discourse as much as I might have in this chapter. 



workers, then cost savings would also be incurred through lower wage Ievels and benefits. 

Steven Cronshaw, a professor of psychology at the University of Waterloo, Ontario, makrs 

a regulative Link between testing and cost savings when he writes that any effort to stand in 

the way of employment testing is "senously misguideci and compromises the future 

economic prosperity of Canada" (Cronshaw, 1986:191). This message kerps corporate 

dollars flowhg into the pockets of testhg industr). professionals and effectiveli. disciplines 

any union movement that would seek to protect the rights, job sec~rity and advancement of 

its members. 

CVith respect to the case I have Liescribeci here, the fact that the jobs mav not appear 

on the face of it to require the same kinds of skiils measured bv the tests, or thnt thev mav 

occasionally fail to preciict successful emplovees very well, becomes Less important given 

this broader corporate agenda. The union's policy that emphasized job security md 

equitable employment practices (as u?dl as daims to "objrctivity" .ind "faimess") get 

suppressed in the testing shuffle. Worken' local knowledge and experience are displaceri 

by a testing regime that works in the interest of management. 



CHAPTER V: 

SCHOOLING THE WORKING CLASS SUBJECT 

Introduction 

1 have suggested that the construction of workers as incapable, and in need of 

training, is a k y  aspect of ducational discour= in niudern iapitalis t sc>iirlv. As 1 J i s c u s s d  

in Chapter three, both industrial and post-industrial ciiscourses position the workforce 

outside of knowledge production. Modem management systems operate out of a complex 

history of the rational individual, notions of choice and freeciom, with an intrrest in the 

maintenance of a bourgeois order. Managerial systems set themselves out with the task, the 

responsibility, for defining md regulating both the phvsical and mental nerds of the 

workforce. In this chapter, I ask how it is that these differrnces have corne to be produceci. 

And how do managerial svstems continue to position workers outside of knowledge? What 

is management's investrnent in the maintenance of their position of dominance? 

Modern schooling svstems are a kev site of the production of ideas about 

uidividuals and their role in dernocratic social life. The bourgeois subject was to be a 

rational individual, free from coercion, able to participate freely in a democracy. .As 1 

pointed out in the previous chapter, scientific discourses are a central assumption and 

strategy of modem culhg practices. The model for the ideal democratic subject was 

produced through nonnative practices of modem science which legitimated and 

established labour hierarchies. The centering of a masculine rationality through science, 

meant that women as well as working classes were situated outside of the rational. Ln this 

chapter 1 suggest that manual labour, or the workforce, is femuiized in relation to bourgeois 

rationality. 1 focus on the model of scientific rationality as a central force in modem 



workplaces. 1 draw on interviews conducted in a number of workplaces, primarily in the 

autoparts sector, to examine some of the daims about rationaiity, and to examine the effects 

of these constructions on the workforce. 

Schooling and the democratic sub ject 

The creation of modem, or democratic govemùig prncticcs invoivcd ncw conccpts 

about power and govemance of the population. It was a shift from overt authoritarianisrn, 

or sovereign power, to less visible t o m  of governance (Foucault, 1977; Seidman, 1994, 

among others). The establishment of modem democratic goveming practices dependeri on 

changes in how the populace, or the "masses," were to be understood. Central to the covert 

regdation of populations was the idea that individuals were free to participate in 

democratic structures. The dernonatic individual, or self-regulating individual was 

posi tioned as the ideal democra tic su bjcct. 

The idea of democracv, with rights and respomibilities, became governrnent 
bv reason, in which individuals, at first men with property, would have 
charnels to power, a power previouslv accorded onlv to the aristocracy. 
While universal suffrage increased those charnels, the concern with the 
threat to the bourgeois order (by the working class) grew. The masses had to 
be bought off, to prevent their rebellion and their ciisruption of liberal 
capitalism. (Walkerdine & Lucey, 1989: 41). 

The new orcier was based on ideas about science and reason. Ideas about 

"knowability" and control were important, taking the place of religion and the supernatural 

"as the guiding force." Man, rather than God was positioned as the centre of the universe. 

Ideas about reason "supplanted magic, the supernatural, religions, with the guarantees of 

science" (Walkerdine (Ir Lucey, 1989: 41). From this perspective a number of things could 

follow. Nature could be considered to be under the control of man and regulated according 



to scientific laws. Scientific management was a key development in the regulation of the 

population: 

In the 19th century science was used to calculate and produce a knowledge 
of the population on an unprecedented scale. The production of 
"knowledges" became intirnately bound up with the devising of new 
techniques of population management and this was part of a move toward 
normalization in the population (Walkerdine, 1989: 19-20). 

This shift dcpcndcd hcavily on the concept 44nomiization'' or the pcssibilihr of the 

normal. The idea of the "normal" individual was hndamental to population management 

and formed the basis for the development of social 'and scientific technologies to assist in 

goveming practices (see below). The idea of the normal individual, for exùrnplr the 'i~lc.11'' 

child as far as schooling was concemed, and the "docile" individual as far as the workplacr 

was concemeci, assumeci that there woulci be deviance from that which is normal. The 

normal individual was the product of regulative power, creating bodies that were «utside 

the normal; creating a problem for example, "for the eciucation of working-çlass and blaçk 

children, since they rarely confonn to the ideal child" (see Walkerdine, 1990: 30). 

Schooling was considered as central to the project of controlling the population 

through the production and maintenance of a normal and self-regulating indivi~lual 

(Walkerdine, 1990). Schooling could help to produce the standards and conventions bv 

which the population could be known and regulated. The idea of the self-regulating citizen 

was important here ui that it was necessary to produce the idea that ciüzens were capable of 

participating freely in a democracy, rather than being forced into cornpliance through an 

authoritarian regime. It is within this context that tools for defining and controllhg the 

population were developed (Foucault, 1977; V ~ M ,  1984). 

The early development of the Canadian public education system reveals tliat 

schooling was considered, primarily by conservative and liberal mtics to be an important 



institution for the production of democra tic, self-regula ting citizens (Corrigan et. al. 199-4; 

Curtis et. al., 1992). Although recent formulations tend to downplav the political role of 

schoohg, earlv debates were explicit about schoolings' relationship to the political regime. 

The conse~ative sectors of society were concemed that schooling should produce good 

citizens and workers who would be "sober, reliable, religious and orderlv people wlio 

would respect established authonCy and private propertl." (Curtis et. al., 1%': 34). 

The production of the cultivated, rational subject as the standard, the ideal subject of 

the emerging bourgeois order, clominated the formation of Canadian public school systerns 

and persists to the present organization of schooling. Since the Education Act of 1850, 

rducation policy has aimed at teaching the general "moral" skills of a wage labour force, 

such as punctuality, regularity of attendance and orderliness (Curtis et. al. 1992: 35). The 

Hall-Dennis Report of 1968, for example, entitled "Living Learning: The Report oi the 

Provincial Cornmittee on Aims and Objectives of Education in the 5chools ot Ontario" 

centred the educated subject as (male), as anathema to ignorance and poverty: 

The underlying aim of education is to further man's [sic] unending search for 
tmth . . . This is the key to open ali cioors. It is the instrument which will 
break the shackles of ignorance, of doubt, of frustration, that will take al1 
who respond to its cal1 out of their povertv, their slums, and their despair" 
(Hall C Dennis tited in Erwin & ~ a c ~ e n n a i ,  19945). 

W<e the public schoohg agenda of mid 19th century Canada, formal duit 

education was concemed with harnessing difference as pathology. Working class thought 

was pathologized in these formulations as a threat to the demoaatic social order. This was 

particularly evident in the early cievelopment of adult education through the formal system 

of the univeaity (e.g., university extension). The Workers' Education Association 

estabiished through the University of Toronto is one example of this. During the first two 

decades of the 20th cenhiry, there was an explicit concern bv capitalist powers about the 



survival of democracy as this was a penod of labour unrest and threat bv cornmunism. 

Adult education was promoted by universitv and business representatives as  a "meam of 

equalizing the classes without aboüshing class domination" (Welton, 1991 : 33). 

The existence of class division was clearly recognized by early corporatel university 

developers of adult education; education was considered to be in "crisis," reflecting a class 

polarized society. The L'niversitv Extension of the University of Toronto presènted its 

understanding of the nature and purpose of eriucation in a document entitled "The 

Education of the Working klan" (published in the Quroi's Qulirterly in 1919). In this 

document, working-class thought and behaviour was constituted as a threat to the 

dominant social order and was explicitlv positioned outsidr of the tomal svstem. or outsi& 

the rational. It was through complimce with bourgeois standards that order could be 

'There was an immense danger to a country in the existence of two 
languages, the language of the cultivated and the language of the street, 
neither of which is reaiiv comprehensibie to the othef (W.L. Grant, cited in 
Welton, 1991: 32). 

The choice of the street/cultivated metaphor is sigiuficant for my cliscussion hert. ds it 

demonstrates an important political representation of class relations. As suggested by 

Welton, "The languages of social transformation-products of workers' own learning and 

experience are consigned to the street, the realm of the undiscipiined, the unhained, the 

untutored, and the rebeliious" (32). As cited in Welton, the authors of this document 

contend that: 

'if it could Se brought about that more or less the same proportion of every 
class could be found in the ranks of the thoughtful cultivaid people, m 
immense skide would have been made in the abolition of class 
differencesr(32-33). 



The university proponents of addt education were pubiic about their fears of 

unregulated, uncewored knowledge in the working class sector of the population. There 

was a fear that democracy would collapse. Labour was organized like never before through 

organizations Like the One Big Union and expressed through m a s  actions such as the 

Winnipeg General Strike. One of the key players in the cievelopment of formal adult 

ducation at the University ut  Toronto (W.L. Grant) nude it iltw t lu t  tlie uiilv w.iv iv crr'lte 

social stability was through the forrnai education of working people. Grant belirved that 

uneducated working people and citizens, "leapt uncritically at everv new idea" (Welton, 

1991). Ideas alone, without the civilizing institutions of formal education, operateci bv the 

rulïng class, were not just consigned to the sheet. Workers were situateci in such a wav that 

they were not ailowed to have a knowledge, not allowed to think: 

' Ideas withou t education' were ven, dangerous fodcier. Ideas withou t 
education rneant the triumph of thé half-baked; and the results of the 
tr-iumph of the half-baked are manifest to the world in Russia today' (Grant 
quoted in Welton, 1991: 35). 

Clearly forma1 education was considered to have a regulating function around class 

difference. I suggest that scfiooling presented the possibility of a social safety nec, iioi !tir tlir 

pwr and the zmrkzng slnuses, but for the mling classes, as rntional thought and ioniormiw 

were promoted as the nom. Schooling was to be the tutoring ground for the prociuçtion of 

the iden of a bourgeois subject. This orientation toward rducation and the working classes 

also acknowiedged that all was not weil in sociew. 

The assertion of a "normal" or rational subject was essential to maintainhg control 

over the population. That is, it supplanteci the need for direct coercion with guidelines for 

self-regulating citizenship. The notion of the abnomal subject helped to define and jus*, 

that which was normal; that which did iiot need to be fixed or regulated (since it would be 



proved capable of self-regulation). These ideas were based on powerfd fictions or fantasies 

(male fantasies) about domination and control over nature (see Wakerdine, 1990). It was 

necessary to constantly produce the idea of difference from the n o m  because anv failure to 

finù difference would threaten the "very possibility or existence of that power" 

(Walkerdine, 1990: 62)? 

The idea that nature could be controlled through rcason was füncirimcntril to thc t ~ s k  

of schooling the masses. nius, the development of science had an important role in 

substantiating or providing evidence about what and who was rational, or fit for the 

bourgeois order: Science was calsO deeply patriarchal. "Human nature" became the object of 

science as the human was accorded the status of nature (e.g. through Darwinisin), witli 

natural as opposed to god-given traits. This was closely related to the rise of schooling for 

the masses and to the idea of schooling as a way of controllhg the laws of nature 

(Henriques et. 51.. 1984). 

Drawing on work on tlie colonization of non-European populations (cg. Bliabha, 

Said, Fanon), Walkerdine descnbes the rise of science as a regulative power in mudrm 

govenunent: 

Science tells stories about human nature in an attempt to control nature. The 
rise of science in the 17th century sought to map and control a nature which 
was indeed delighted in and feared (noble savages, peasants vs lords, noble 
men). Nature had to be tamed. Civilisation meant taming the animal, the 
instincts, rationalising that outside reason. Those who wrre supposed to be 
Living nearer their instincts- the masses posed a constant threri t. W i th 
colonisation, the so-called primitive peoples also threatened to nse up 
against the oppression of the coloniser. Democracy was to be assured 
through a process of knowing and taming. This process was never simple. I t  

2"ln their review of the political formation of Canadian public schooling, Corrigan et. '11. (1987) 
describe the work of John Millar, a key contributor to ideas about school governance in Ontario at the 
hm of the century. Mülaf s ideas clearly promoted the normalizing function of schooling. According 
to Millar, social inequality provided evidence for a more aifvunced, or healthier, society (Millûr, J. 1901. 
Edlicationai Dmtarrds of Drnronaq. Toronto: Federal Press). 



always involved horrendous suppression and oppression, Like the 
suppression of witchcraft, whidi was the Other to the nse of science 
(Walkerdine (Lr Lucey, 1989: 40). 

The masses were seen as a part of nature that needed to be hamessed or brought uncler 

control in the new democratic order. Science would produce a new mith about civilization, 

and provide the tools to define, and monitor that tmth, thus legitimating its own practice. 

The intellectual subordination of women 

The history of the intellectual subordination of women c m  provide additional 

insights into how educational and m.uiageria1 discourses have positioned workers, or 

labouren, as irrational. and intellectuaily iderior. The devrlopment of ideas about 

rationality and reason, ideas about control over nature. are key to understanding the way 

that power is distributed in modern dernocracies (Seidman, '1994). The history of western 

thought centred, and assumed, a rational masculine subjeçt. "The rational self was . . . '1 

profoundlv masculine one from which the woman was excludeci, her powers not onlv 

inferior but also subordina te" ( Walkerdine, 1990: 67). 

Women's exclusion from reason involves somewhat complicated ideas about the 

bodv, and relies on the belief in a natural gendered division of labour that situate women's 

work as reproductive and men's work as productive (e.g.. Harhwnn, 1981). These gendrr 

relations are not necessariiv about "real" men and women, but about the power to 

represent, or to ciefine a symbolic order. It is a "fictionai" account that has powerful effects 

on how things are thought about and become organized. 

Biological arguments about sema1 ciifference are key to the centering of rnasculinity 

as rationality and dominance. Women's body is viewed as the natural site oi reproduction 

(of the species), as s o m e t h g  that needs to be protected. Women are consideseri to be 



natural care-givers, having a natural capacity to nurture children, to absorb conllict. 

Through women's domestic labour, and their caring labour through teaching for example 

(see Waikerdine, 1990; Smith, 1990b), women are positioned as not only naturailv suited, 

but essential to these roles. (Nthougli the biological is not the only site of women's 

subordination within capitalism.) 

The masçuluu;rrd discourse of "reason" viewad womrn as reproducrrs, ur 

nurhirers, incapable of perfonning intellectuailv. Femininity was situated as the opposite to 

masculinized reason and as such was located outside of intellechial work. "The thinking 

subject was male; the female provided the biological prop both to procreation and to 

servicing the possibility of 'man"' (Waikerdine, 1990: 67). Science, and the belid in 

objectivitv and tmth, were important tools in positioning women outside of rational 

knowledge because it provided the objective evidence, or "mtth needed to sustain its 

claims. The focus on objective tmth claims made it feasible to ignore the possibility that 

"truth" rnight not be universal, or that it might not reflect the viewpoint of all mrmbers of 

socie ty . 

The idea that m m  çould control nature through science made it possible for the 

female body and mind to both became objects of the scientific gaze (67). Science would bt? 

able to produce a knowledge about human nature that was renriered as "facts," and could 

therefore legitimate its practices of exclusion. Walkerdine (1990) suggests as eviciançti ui 

this, that ideas about female nature did not pre-exist the development of "doctrines" that 

produced it as its object (67). if science could be used to demonstrate objective facts about 

h u m  nature, (incluriing facts about the correct nurturance of children, see Buman, 1994) 

in this case, women's capacity to think, then the social order could be justified as natural. 



The idea of women's bodies located outside of reason, as naturally suited to 

reproduction were taken to an extreme in deciding who would be able to participate as 

titizens in the emerging democratic order. Rational thought, or "thinking" was considered 

to be outside of women's capacity. Thinking was considered to be phvsiologically 

dangerous for women and that women's natural capacity to reproduce would be threatened 

by too much thinking. Guls and women wwrrr sarn tc, iiut w i v  br liùrining tliriiaelvrs but 

also endangering the species. "This was hard to oppose and those who did oppose were 

understood as "hard" "masculine" women of dubious sexuality, the target of pejorative 

evaluation m d  general sçom" ( Walkerdine, 1990: 69). Such constructions provideci 

justification for the exclusion of womrn from higher education systems and the professions: 

It was quite cornmon in the nineteenth century to exclude wornen from 
higher education and the professions on the grounds that they wtw swavrd 
by their emotions and not, therefore, invested with the cripacity to make 
rational judgments. It is by arguments such as this that the sexed body (the 
seat of 'nature') becomes the site for the production and explanation of minri. 
Since the very differentiation between men's and women's bodies is central 
to this approach, there is no wav reason can rver be gender-nrutrd (Erwin L 
MacLennan, L99M). 

The intellectual subordination of workers 

It is possible to draw a iink between women's intellectual subordination bv a 

masculinized bourgeois thought system and workers' intellectual subordination bv modem 

management systems. Walkrdine for rxample, ailudes to the idea that the working classes 

can be included in this analysis about wornen's inteiiectual and social subordination 

through appeal to the natural or the biological (Wakerdine, 1990; Walkerdine & Lucev, 

1989). %me of this analysis can help to explain the persistent representation of workers as 

incapable or "outside of reason": 



Domestic and manual labour are opposites to intellechial labour-the 
symbolic play of the Logos. Yet domestic and manual labour are taken to 
indicate a lack, something misshg. Of course, intellectual activity, in 
whatever location is quite impossible without the other kinds of labour that 
provide a servicing function (Walkerdine, 1990: 70). 

Both women's domestic labour and working-class labours were necessary to sus tain 

the emerging capitalist order. Both women and workers' were situateci ouiside of reason, 

that is. Their capricities werc atOibuted to nahue, to that which had to be conhohi. In turn. 

women and workers defineci the rational bourgeois subject. 

nirough its positioning in manual labour. the work force can be viewed as the hodv, 

or the Other, to the mental gatekeeper of management or ruling systems. Xlthough workrrs 

are comprised of both women and men: the "body" (or "nature") as opposecl tu the minci, is 

a significant feature of the relationship between the workforce and its management. 1 t is in 

this sense tfiat manual labour is feminizeci and subordinated to intellectual work. bV'orkcrs 

do the physical labour that makes the conceptual and intellectual work of management 

possible. The dichotomy between "mental" and "manual" labour does not refer so much tu a 

clearirut distinction between physical and inteilectual work as it cioes to the power relations 

involved in the management and execution of labour. Lt is the conceptual division of labour 

invoiving the level of autonomy, or degree of authority over others that determines whrther 

or not work is considered to involve intellectual skill (Comell, 1998; Dunk et al., 1996). 

This broadly gendered division of labour is visible at the "materid" lwel '1s well 

since some of the lowest paid levels of production work, the lowest "skill" levels, are 

dominatecl bv working women. As Gibson-Graham have suggested, labour is further 

"feminized" under restructuring as both women and men are subjected to a labour force 

that has lost its "indus trial muscle" (GibsonGraham, 1996: 47). A maintenance worker 

involved in the Workuig Class Leaming Strategies interviews characterized feminized wage 



labour in relation to his own vulnerable work history. in this context he depicteci 

management as a father figure, or saviour who has reached down and picked hirn up off the 

production tloor. On the production floor. among the mess of steel shavings and dirt. are 

the prospects of layoff, homrlessness and welfare. in this factory, there also happens to be a 

majority of female workers, who are mostly immigrant women. working on punch press 

machines: the lowest paid jobs in the factory: 

When I first got started 1 thought 'Awe. what is this company trying to du. 
trying to make a fool of me or something like that?' Because I never had any - 
- no background of any machinery or miything. But thev took me under their 
arms and that, and tlwv said, 'Jack, this is what you're going to do'. and thev 
taught me everything. and 1 have to appreciate hem for the rest of my life. 
They taught me that. Otherwise, a fellow with a grade eight rduca tion wouU 
never have anything. Probabiy never have been able to have a home. You 
know, 1 would probably have had to do aii kinds of dirty jobs - real dirty 
jobs. And probably been on pogey so many tirnes, because when vou'rc 
working on the press, how rnany tirnes you know, there's a slow clown. you 
got laid off, where if you're a tool and die maker, they always check vou in a 
job, no matter what. They alwavs check vou in a job, no mûtter what. Found 
sotnethin' for you to do. just to' keep (Autoparts factory worker, WCLS 
project, 1996). 

"Feminized" labour is insecure work; and it is often phvsicallv difficult. It is 

"precarious" in that it lacks institutional protection. But Labour as a whole, is f e n ~ z e d  in 

relation to a masculine rationalitv. in the above exampie. the worker is still subject to an 

authoritative paternalism. He is positioned as a dependent in relation to management. rven 

as he takes flight from the "real dirty" insecure jobs on the production floor. 

in the followuig interview, a female worker conunents on women as a special case 

in workplace relations. She is a quaiity control inspecter who started out on the production 

line in an auto parts plant. She says, "A lot of gender cornes into it with the hiring. Tliey wiii 

hire males from outside with any kinds of qualifications, but women must have good 

yualitications. It's an unwrîtten d e . "  However in the following example the same worker 



describes a broader system at work that is based on a general discrimination of workers in 

relation to management: 

Me: SO there may be actual pressure there to not ailow people to know about 
other thuigs? 

Her: Case in point, when our Company is hiring, when women go through, the 
men go 'Oh she's nice. Did you see her? We should hire her.' But when the 
men go through they Say, 'Well, he's done this or that', or 'He's got a 
crroficate'. A lot of the men thrv lure ciicin't even have the courses they 
required ris to take, to pay us leAl with the people they were hiring from 
outside. One of the women they hired from outside is being paid more than 
us-we knew the job, and have done the job for years. Anyway the job didn't 
work out and she left. When we went to take the course, guess who was in 
the class? And yet we were required to take those courses to make as much 
as her, or some of the other men. So there's a lot of discrimination arounci 
gender (Autoparts factory worker. WCLÇ project, 1996). 

Whereas women find themselves at the mercv of a false credential svstem that privileges 

men over women (as in the above example), the svstem also privileges men and women 

from outside the workplace, over "workers" regardless of ment. (Although we see that the 

"woman" to which the worker refers ultimatelv ends up leaving her job ancl having to get 

qualifieci too.) 

Even labour which is relatively secure and "masculinized," cg. s U e d  hades, is 

su bordina ted to ra tional masculinity . For example, this tool iuid dye worker sugges ted the 

overall maintenance role of labour. tt does not hold a particularly important place in the 

overail context of management worker relations: 

1 have a feeling if you make a space shuttle one dav they gohg to say 'Oh. 
it's nothing'. That doesn't push you forward to work. to think about that. 
Whatever you do, they say nothing. But if you don't [produce], oh, there's a 
big deal (Autoparts factory worker, WCLS project, 1996). 

It is the discursive division of labour, the iden that mental work is the property of 

specific groups that is important. if the workforce is represented or understood as 

"naturaily" suited to their role in the labour hierarchy, then the relations of power. the 



divisions of labour, workplace hieraschies, and other social differences can appear to make 

sençe. The system of credentials that is supposed to organize a rational labour hierarch~ can 

also be seen as relatively insignuicant in this context. 

h o t h e r  worker in the same autoparts plant explained how the discursive svstem 

worked in a way that categorized salaried workers as "these" people and waged workers as 

"those" people. Workers were positioncd as "untducateci" whethrr tlicy Iirlcl Iuriiid 

credentials or not. The irnagi~ig of workers as uneducated is what is stresseci here: 

Me: Why do vou think they're saying the f o m d  courses are needed for the job? 

Her: It's a double standard. If you're saiaried, it's a double standard. if vou'rc 
hourfy-there's " these" people, and there's " those" people. And they look at 
"those" people as uneducated labourers. To such an extent, you mentioned 
that I'm not very trusting, 1 know what courses and non-courses mv bosses 
have. I don't get taken senously-I don't think anyone in the workplace does 
unless you are valued enough to be promoted or salaried. They look at 
evervbody as being irresponsibie (Autoparts factory worker, WCW project, 
1996'). 

The factory is a particularly important syrnbol in the positionhg of labour in relation 

to bourgeois rationality. Like dornestic labour, factory work under industriai management 

systems has not been considered intellectual work. The factorv can be understood to 

symbolize the ultimate inferior of the work world: it expresses the idea ot assemblv line 

labour and of robotic, grincihg labour. In the current "cieindustrializing" contrxt it 

symbolizes the "past." And in relation to the "smart" reorganized workplace, the non- 

factorv, it symbolizes the intellectual inferior. It is the site of the factory to which references 

of "blue-collar" workers are made. One of the respondents for a project on education and 

work (Livingstone, 1998), a housekeeping staff member in a hospital, is infomied hy her 

sister that she is better off, and more capable because she doesnrt work in a facto?. Her 



sister, who works in a factory, says "well vou're a Little better than 1 am because vou're not 

in a factory and you're out there in the world so you c m  do things better." 

Many of those i n t e ~ e w e d  for the Working Chss Learning Strategies project 

voluntarilv defined themselves in relation to factory work, whether they workeci in 

factories or not. By and large, the "factory" does not get high ratings from the workforce. It 

is not virwed as a p l x r  in wluch to "grow" or to fantasizc about a rewarding w~rking Iife 

(particularly for women): Reflecting about what kind of work she wanted to do, one rvoman 

constnicted factory work as a dead end sheet. Factory workers don't "do" anything. They 

are not "becoming" anything: 

It was Like 'Oh, my sister's a secretarv. That sounrls like a cool job.' It's rither 
that or factont work, and i don't ~ike factory work! I've been Joing i t  al1 of 
rnv life now ind that's whv 1 kick mvseîf that 1 didn't stay in çchool and do 
sornething (Auto parts fxt& worker; WCLS project, 1996). 

The following worker wanted very much to get a job tliat she said was funçtional, 

that brought in money, yet was something that she could enjoy ~ioing. Both uf her prrnts  

worked in factories, one at a car factory, the other in a refrigerator plant. The onlv person in 

her farnily to go to college, this woman ciid summer jobs putüng clamps on dipstiçks for 

cars. Ln working through her decision to go to college, she says of factory work: 

I would never do that. I knew 1 didn't want to work in a factory. And I knew 
1 had to do something in order not to do that. So maybe that was it (College 
staff member, WCLS project, 1996). 

Production work is particularly subordinated in the rationalized workplace. For 

example, production work in the autoparts factorv was done mainly by women. Unlike the 

men who invent or fk machines, women on the production h e  leam to operate the 

machines. The men want to comment on the production line work. A material handler who 

did not üke his previous experience on the production line says that "it is slow." A tool and 



die maker implies that production work is not important when he contrasts it with his own 

work saying, "In this slcill, we never is complete. We have a job every day. Each job is one 

problem. Not is a serial production. Not is production. Individual job every day. Everv &y. 

Every day. It's a very very important job." 

There were numerous examples of people juxtaposing office work with factorv work 

in one way or another in the Worhhg Cldss Lraning Stratagirs interviews. Fditury worh is 

often contrasteci to "paper work" or office work. One production worker combineci imügrry 

about women, factory work, and professional work. In this example, the factorv is situateri 

as the opposite to professional work. Professional work is constructeci as the site of the 

minci, rather than the body: 

My oidest daughter got mamed young and had a daughter. But she's not 
stupid by any mrans. 1 mean the work she does at the bank, she's a 
professional at doing it. And my othrr daughter has had various jobs too, 
mind p u  she works at the factory [where 1 work] too, but she's not stupid 
either. She knows a lot when it cornes to cornputers, paper work and al1 that 
stuff too (Paint factory worker, WCLS PROJECT, 1996). 

The office is a space of regulations, surveillance, books, and discipline. I t  is a dean 

space; clean cut and weLmannered. There is something intelligent about it. I t  is through 

this space that managers look at workers. Being seen, is a comrnon concern for many of the 

people I interviewed. On the one hand they are seen through surveillance cameras and 

tabulation devices, through the production and quality charts on walls. On the hethher hand, 

they are waiked by, brushed off, or sluunken in processes that diminish their place in the 

workplace. (in the autoparts plant they were also seen through a glass tower that 

overlooked the production floor.) One worker explainecf how managers see workers in the 

autoparts phnt: 

You get the feeling that they dont  really caxe about the people at all. They 
pav you to work, and you're supposed to work like a machine, and if you 



have problems, 'we don't care, just do vour work, punch vour card in and 
out.' They don't care that you're an ac&l person that has feelings. You're ü 

nurnber. Things could be changed, thev could be a Little more human 
(Autoparts factory worker, WCLS project, h96) .  

Constmcting images of the workforce as the incapable or ignorant Other to rational 

masculinity is one way of enforcing the idea of difference between management and the 

workforce. Because there is actually no clear fit between ability and social location (it is 

socially constructeri) there is a need to make sure that this link appears to have some 

Iegi timacy . 

Manual labour as irrational 

The images that are produced through rational masculinity, the representations of 

the workhg-class Other, are not just ideas tloiiting around independent of social practiccs. 

They arise in and affect how people organize anci do things. As the "other" to rational 

rnasculinitv, the manual workforce is situateci as irrational. Lt ccmot  control itscli. It 

therefore needs to be controlled. It is not considered to be responsible, therefore it is not 

taken seriouslv. Being "treated like a human being" is often flagged by workers in 

conversations about education and work (WCLS project, 1996). 

Regula ting the images of workers' çapabdities involves regulating actual bdies.  

Discursive regulation is bodily regulation. Bodily regulation is discursive regulntion. 

Control over the body is a s ipf icant  aspect of worker-management relations. Wurkers' 

bodies are treated as though they are perpetually on the verge of going out of çontrol. One 

woman who worked as a quality control inspecter in the car parts facto- ciescnbed this as 

management's lack of faith in workers' abiliw to conduct themselves as "adults." Thri 



Company had stopped covering liquor costs for an employee Christmas party. There was a 

big dispute over this and the par. didn't get organized: 

They were afraid people would drink too much and take advantage of them. 
But for the last five years alcohol has been included in the price and there's 
never been a problem. Everybody's been responsible. They've either taken a 
cab home or rented a hotel room. It's iike 'you people can't control 
yourselves'. Çometimes the supervisors would rather go to the employee 
than the management parties because they have a better h i e .  Then the 
compmy began bringùig in lunch the last day before Chrisûnas, and nobody 
wanted to eat it. We're adults not children (Autoparts factory worker, WCLS 
project, 1996). 

The regulation of workers' bodies is taken to an extreme under sçientifiç 

management. nie regimentation of the body rvas a key feature of scientific management 

with its rigidly defined, repetitive job tasks. In the cunent econornic environment, scientific 

management is situated as an der ior  wav of organizing the workforce and is replaced with 

new ideas about the nature of work and the distribution of labour. Labour should be mure 

flexible and self-regulating, a shift which is accompcanied by notions of worker 

rmpowerment. But as 1 suggested in Cliapter three, there is evidence to suggest that this is 

largelv a discursive and ideological shift, and not an actual change in relations of authoriy 

in the workplace. There is an attempt to reconfigure the labour force, but labour functims 

sically, conceptudy, and socialiy. 

Here is one exampie from the Working Class Leaming Strategies projact. This 

factory worker ciescnbed the drama of her work on the production line in the autoparts 

plant. The production process is designed in such a way as to exhaust the maximum 

capacity of workers. The process itself influences and çonstructs the way ivi)rkrrs 

conceptualize thernselves in the workplace. She says that she becomes "invisible" after a 

day's shot at meeting production goals: 

Me: Can you tell me a bit about your job? 



Her: 

Me: 

Her: 

Me: 

Her : 

Me: 

Her: 

Me: 

i-ier: 

Me: 

Her : 

People stand so much distance apart, you have to do it. Send clown to the 
next person, until it reach the end and the part is finished. 

And what are you achially doing with the part? 

Well you make so many, like the machine have two station, three station, to 
do the job, right? 

Are you using a press? 

Yes. 

So you're using sort of like a machine? 

Yes, punch press machine. Righ t. It is somethuig to see. 

1 think it would be reaily interesting. 

You have to do so much production a day. At the end of the day. Sometimes 
they say they want hvelve hundred, fifteen hundred you knuw. Likr you 
going to be invisible after that, you know! 

Yes, vou try to meet the demand. How long have you heen doing this job? 

Seventeen years. 

One startling example of bodily conhoi in the factorv is a photograph that was iahen 

of an autoparts factory worker as part of the Working Class Leaming Strategies project 

ac ines. (WCLS project, 1997). A woman sits at her punch press machine, one in a row of m -h' 

She is tethered to her machine, metal clasps around her wrists, attached to Ieather thongs 

that keep her hands from getüng crushed in the machine. The image is rather disturbing 

when viewed from outside the context of the workplace. This picture was taken at  a time 

when new corporate philosophies of learning culture and quality programmirtg have been 

circuiating through the corporate Literature for some time. 

The more mundane aspects of bodily regulation are equaily interesting. They are 

less visible, yet they permeate people's thoughts about work. Some of the ivorkers 1 



interviewed described the experience of bodily control indirectlv. Neverti~eless, 

highlighting these feahires of work in a short interview with a stranger is revealing. One 

woman recalls her restricted mobilitv as if it was a natural part of Me, just something to get 

used to: 

1 used to work on drill machines-like ùdling holes through bolts, and we 
used to have this five spindle drill and put each of the bolts in and they 
rvould go dorvn ruid the things rvould comc back md you'd just kccp 
working. And you couid eat or drink on the job, it wasn't like [where she 
works now], like your food and everything contained in the cafeteria. But 
with us there it was different. Like if vou had to go to the washroom, you 
coulci go if vou had to, and pick up ioffee on vour way back. Wr used to 
open a lictfé part of it, set it there, keep on workin' take a sip--never miss a 
hole [I laugh]. 1 just kept working . . . (Paint factory worker, W C E  projrçt, 
19%). 

Controlling the space in which adults do their work: where thev can move, rvho 

they cari associate with, controls the extent to which they get to "know" their workplaces. I t 

also controls the extent to which people can be known by others. It deiimits the expression 

of competence. But it is also a recognition that communication amongst the workforce coul~i 

threaten the balance of power in the workplace. For example, one factorv I visited was in 

the process of decenhalizing their lunchroom into smaller rooms that were closer to 

people's work areas. Tlus would serve wo functions. Workers understood it was a way for 

management to nit down on the amount of time it took them to punch in their time cards to 

get to their work areas. It was also described as a way of fragmenthg the workforce so thev 

could not communicate as msily with each other as a group. The main lunchroom rvns 

fitted with an over-shed television screen thaï projected corporate videos to the workforce. 

In another example from Hamper's Rivetlied (19911, General Motoa had installed electronic 

message boards to supplement their quaiity program. One of the message boards was 



hooked up directly opposite Hamper's work station, at eye level. As a worker on the rivet 

line, Hamper experienced the messages as an assault on the senses: 

The messages they would flash ranged from comy propaganda (green neon 
bulb depictions of Howie Makem's face uttering shit like QUALITY IS THE 
BACKBONE OF GOOD WORKMANSHIP!) to motivational pep squawk (A 
WINNER NEVER QUITS & A QUITTER NEVER WINÇ!) to brain-jarring 
ruminations (SAFETY IS SAFE) . . . 1 remember the first day the message 
board went into operation. For the entire shift, it beamed out one single 
message. Thry never araseci it. N d  such lu&. Tiae message blazeci on brightlv 
üke some eternal credo meant to hog-tie our bewildered psyches. TG 
message? Hold on to your hardhats, sages. The message being thrust upon us 
in enormous block lettering read: SQUEEZING RIVETS IS FUN! Tnist me. 
Even the fuckinl exclamation point was their own (Hamper, 1991: 160). 

Scientific management dominates the social organization of the workplaçe, ordering 

the social relations there, and fitting the proper bodies into the proper spaces. Bodies are 

technologies of the social. assist in the process of producing a truth about rvorking people's 

mental and physical capacities. Technologies of the social assist in producing LI 

representation of what is to be considered normal or natural. 1 referred to one aspect of this 

in Chap ter 4 (a bility testing). Evaluation strategies that are based on the s ta tis tical sampling 

of populatioiis depend on averaging characteristics, or the idea of the "norm" in order to 

produce certain images about the population. The social institutions which are responsible 

for population regulation and control: education, psychology, medicine, social services etc., 

all rely on normative methods of comparing and contrasting, creating disemboclied 

representations of hurnan activity. The norm was an artifact of statistical practice which 

came to be appüed to hurnan development stuclies. Human development could then be 

understood to either match the norm or deviate from it. Walkerdine and Lucey (1989) 

suggest that "the 'fact' of sampling in this way helped to locate the problem and finci the 

solution whiie at the same tirne, naturalizing the speafic conditions of its production (43)". 



They argue that these procedures locate problems that are generated bv social relations and 

practices inside individu&, naming them as pathology, deficiencv, and lack. 

In the previous chapter, 1 discussed one type of problem that is "locatedt' through 

these types of normative practices. The problem is defined as productive in-efficirncv; the 

solution is found in the proper match between workers' capacities and job demands. The 

techology of statistical sampiing is critical ta producing Ihc appcarancc of (i nahird fit 

between manual labour and work requirements. But there is süppage in t e m  of how 

people are situated: the process identifies people as numbers; inanimate objects rather than 

"doers" or "knowers." The iciea that there shoulci be a "natural" Link between abilitv mci  

social location is proven false on a regular baçis. 

This is why the definition and measurement of mental capacity is so important."' I t  

is one method of keeping these images from slipping around. I t  produces the image thrit 

there can be satisfaction in work, that there should be satisfaction in one's natural 

placement in the labour hiernrchy. Mental measurement and other ranking proce~lures fis 

t!e h k  betwem social location and ability through appeal to natural abilities, rather than 

to prior experience, or to the social. The bourgeois desire expressed through workplace 

testing, for example, is that there should be a natural hierarchy of ahility, that "these" people 

are naturallv suited to do "this" kind of work and "those" people are naturallv suiteci to do 

"that" kind of work. The telecommunications Company advrrtisement for aptitude testing 

pointed this out quite clearlv: "Employees who are in positions which suit their capabilities 

"1 am not contesthg the existence of difference in mental capacities here. Crrtainly people have 
distinctive capacities. But whether or not these can be defined and measured is another issue. The 
practice of developing categories of generic ability is so problematic that I consider it to be politically 
useless. 



are more comfortable with the work they do, and are more satisfied with their jobs" (Sasktel 

international, 1989). n i e  desire is to rationalize a grossly irrational labour hierarchv. 

Such technologies that position the workforce outside of the "normal" also place 

them in a "state to be corrected something that needs to be, or deserves to be disciplined. 

Technologies such as stanriardized psychological testing can then be saici to provide a 

disciplinhg function. .As 1 discussed in the previous chapter, the workforce is ciiscipli~ed t . ~  

ranking them in wavs that have real consequences for social mobility. 

Bourgeois rationality positions manual labour as the "other" to mind and this serves 

to justify the labour hierarchv. Labour is fit for doing labour and is not fit for managing the 

conditions of its own work. This is the discursive message. The point here is that bourgeois 

rationality has to find wavs of enforcing this message. There is slippage: the link betwren 

ability and labour is constantiy proven false. So bodies literally need to be fixrd in place 

(through a regimented workplace) as well as through other means of scientific managcrnent 

such as abilitv testing. if the dis~ursive message dousn't do its job, then dircct hiirlilv 

coercion will as bodies are tethered to machines, c h a ~ e i e d  into separate lunchrooms, 

refusecl promotion based on merit? 

The evidence of blatant bodily çontrol in the workplace is a recognition that 

something needs to be containecl. What needs to be contuined is not just 'ln irrntiunal 

working class, but the possibility that the message is wrong. That bourgeois identity will be 

reveaied as fraudulent. 

q e r e  is a related discourse at work that daims to recognize the knowledge and skiUs of workers, to 
'harness' it for economic competitiveness. However, the required knowledge and skills b C w  is 
produced and surveilled through management discourse as 1 discussed in chapter 3. 



The refusal of competence 

The idea of workers' competence or abüity as a fixed or a natual entity is key to the 

positionhg of power/knowledge relations between capital and labour. Workers mental 

(and physical) abilities are produced as "naturai" through their positionhg as the natural 

other to the rational. They c m  thus be seen as naturaily iderior, or underdeveloped. The 

idea of fixed capacity is particulariy important in relation to the way workers are position& 

with respect to bourgeois rationaiity. The definition and fixing process starts rarlv, in 

schools, and continues into the workplace. Theories about human development. for 

example, which have been central to schooling practices, operate on the assumption of 

progressive stages of development and rely hcavily on appeals to the nntural (Burman. 

1994). From this perspective, adults located in factories have already proven thernselvas as 

"faihes" in a svstem that rewards people with more autonomv, rver increasing 

responsibility, even increasing freedom. In this context the fact tliat some workers mav have 

more education (than their managers etc.) can be ignoreci, because the verv fact thnt thev 

are located in these roles in adulthood speaks to some aspect of their failure. 

Because workers are not srrn as educated and yet they are duits who have 

contracted to work, they are not seen as subjects who are capable or who merit the 

autonomv and responsibility of those who hold management positions. Public schooling 

has given them the opportunity, the choice to become something else, and they have failed. 

It's natural. The concept of "choice" is critical for understanding the refusa1 of competence or 

opportunities for aciuits in the workplace. If it's understood that people had choice, thcn 

they must be seen to have chosen to be where they are. It's in this way also, that I draw a 

tink between labour and the natural-the natural capacity to perfonn work. This worker 



explained how the credential system operates to rnask actuai issues of abilitv and 

perfonnance, even as it promotes ideas about fairness: 

I thmk to myself 'Why didn't I get a better education?' 1 could have been a 
nurse Like someone else, or 1 could have been at the intake desk where thev 
answer the phone, or more with the patients. 1 couid have been a supervisor. 
Because you see how thev work and you sav well just because of mv 
education, I cannot do thût bork, I ciont have the diploma . . . It woulh' t  be 
hard to do [the desk job]. One lady said to me ' p u ' d  do fine'. But they don't 
givr vou tlie uppurtunitv-aven if vuu were in housrkèrping and don't have 
the ehucation. IlLi Like to-have this - h d  of training, not just for myself but for 
the other girls too, that's why itm taking these courses. . . . 1 have the abilitv 
but need to show I can do it. 1 need that Little push. I need encouragement 
from the employers, 'if you apply for that job, youtU be able to do it' 
(Hospital worker, Livingstone, 1998). 

If workers are seen as naturailv incompetent, and even mure than thnt, as 

untrainable (as seen in recent workplace training discourses) then a number of other things 

can fail into place. It woulri be easier to justify the ides that workers are not capable oi 

understanding (or meeting) their own needs. Their ability to participate in decision-making 

or conbol in the workplace would be questioned. The displacement of the workforce with 

more flexible thinkers, or those who have demonstrated the abilitv to adapt to changing 

corporate philosophies (bv virtue of their higher education attainments) would be possible. 

There would be little justification for worker participation schemes, particularlv with regard 

to the older workforce. There would be tighter control over educational resources. 

There would also need to be a way to make sure that certain fonns of competence 

are not expressed or recognized. h y  expression of competence that would threaten 

productive capacity; any expression of competence that is not defined through managerial 

philosophies would be directly refwd,  ignored, or even punished. There were many 

examples of such curtailments in the Working Class Leaming Strategies interviews. A 

coilege support staff worker indicates a refusal of staff members' "local" knowledge anci 



experience by importing an American customer service program that she considers to be 

insulting and of littIe relevance to her organization. A production line worker confides to 

the interviewer that "Tnqv don't let you know so manv things, you know." Someone from 

another workplace says that "They don't let you get involved in things." A paint factory 

worker admits that the Company has courses "but don't really encourage participation. We 

tell niimagement but we dan't hear back from them." -2n autoparts factory workcr rewals 

her understanding that management controls knowledge in the workplace because thev 

want to feel "safe": "They don't want to teach us ioo much, just enough so we know what's 

going on." 

Lt is the possibility of workers being seen as capable or having obilities thnt is ~ l t  

stake. They can be seen to have intellectual "capacity," (leaming but never Irameci) but 

cannot be legitimated (e.g. rewarded socialiy) for their capabili ties. Just Like intellectual 

üctivity was thought to threaten the reproductive capacity of women, too much thinking 

might min the natural capacity of workers to perfom the productive and maintenance 

work required under capitalism. To legitimate working-class capacities woul~i Fuse 

questions for controlling the division of labour. This facto- worker points out the risk 

oosed by the idea that workers have the capacity to be educated: 
A 

M e :  

Her: 

Me: 

Her: 

And what would that training look like? 

Anv hrther education. Places wiil corne into the workplace, but they [the 
companies] will only do it if there's something in it for them, verv rarelv for 
the individual advancement, or for bettement of the individual, or for &ing 
the individual options so that they could be qualifieri for sornething else. 
Especiaiiy if it's a blue coliar job-they want to keep them there. 

M y ' s  that? 

Weil someone has to do the job-if there are too many people educated and 
looking for something better, a job that pays more, or a job with better 
respect and treating people as human beings-so thaCs a threat-they c m  



keep the people there if they can say they're uneducated and what else are 
they [the blue coilar workers] going to do? (Autoparts factory worker, WCLÇ 
project, 1996). 

Drawing on notions about what is normal and natural, management can situate 

labour power, the power upon which it depends for surplus profit, outside of itself. Labour 

is banished to the realm of the abnormal or the s u b h u m .  Management needs a pool of 

workars who can ba situatecl outside uoi the rationdiknowing subject in order promute the 

idea of its dominance in the social order of the workplace. 

in a context where workers generaliy have more forma1 education than thev used to, 

the shiiggle mav become more covert. Workers may be forced to live out a charade because 

they are situated more vulnerably in relation to work, as this worker explains: 

A lot of people todav are well cducated, even in the work place. So people 
have to make it appear as if they ccnform, or as if they c m  work with 
directions because it makes their jobs more secure (Autoparts factorv worker, 
WCLS project, 1996). 

Through its refusals, management acknowledges the value of and "threat" posed bv 

the possibilitv of competence. At the same time, it creates symbolic and açhial riifference 

through these refusals. A bourgeois identity is erected that atternpts to overcome the 

contradictions and paradoxes that are embedded in its relation to the workforce. 

The refusal of the possibility of competence fhds expression through some form of 

"put down." In the Working Class Leaming Strategies interviews, this refusal of 

competence was expressed in a violent physicai imagery such as being "pushed," "thrown" 

or "knocked" down. There were rnany references of this kind throughout the interviews. 

The role of the minci, of bourgeois knowledge, is central here in that references to being put 

or thrown down, usudy occur in relation to the possibility of some kind of upward social 

mobility. For example, people refer to work and education experience in ways that reflect 



vertical social movement. These are also terms that reveal the dependencv of the individual 

on unstable conditions of work, and a lack of conbol over them. Thus, a support staff 

worker talks about her boyfriend's troubles in passing a fireman exam in these t e m :  

"That's brought him dozon a bit." Another staff member describes her son's movement into 

the work world in similar terms: "%meone picked my son ilp and taught him a trade." 

The "put down" is a b a t  putting duwn the mincl in sume furm. Tilt. fucus un yuitiiig 

down the mind signals the role of knowledge in labour hierarchies. The lower one is in the 

hierarchy, the less capable one is viewed. The higher one is in the hierarchv, the smarter 

and more responsible one is viewed. The "put down" seemed to be expressed more by 

people who did labour in the factories, or who did lower stahxs work. One worker 

dexribed how this was related to the gendered distribution of labour and wages in her 

workplace. Viewing people as ciumb, or incapable made it easier for management to makr 

arbitrarv hiring decisions. When 1 asked her to talc about her experience as a woman in the 

workplace she said: 

1 find our Company is very male motivateci. Their attitude, thev corne across 
üke womm are lower and Jumber, and if you're a male there, you're CI great 
guy and you can do anything and they promote them (Autoparts facto. 
worker, WCIS project, 1996). 

The followîng quote is part of a long story about being systematically rxcluded from 

white-collar work. The woman's story is situated against a backdrop of isolations and 

insults around knowledge acquisition, which includes her own schooling experience, as 

well as her parents' history of immigration, stories that were permeated with issues of 

getting respect. She now finds herseif in a job that reproduces this situation at work: 

My problem is still-like if you're in a group of people, to Say what you r e d v  
want to Say. But my feeling is if I Say something, I'm going to say it wrong. 
I'm going to be thrown down. Because you're stupid, vou don't know what 



you're saying. %me people have no problem, but because I don't know too 
much, they'll throw me down (Hospital worker, Livingstone, l998). 

Images of knowing and knowledge are a set of strategies used to jus* gendered 

hierarchies of labour. When this production worker insists on taking up her position as an 

equal in relation to her supervisor, she is punished. 

. . . Like I say to my foreman, if 1 can't come here and voice mv opinion, well, 1 
don't have a problern, the way I look at it--no. Bccriusc 1 Should bc able to 
come to work and say what's good or what's bad. Kou guys had your 
meetings, you teli us how you feel, 1'11 tell you how 1 ferl. Like that's whv 1 
say to them, a lot of people just sit back and just take it. I figure . . . cause 
once they start w a h '  over you they always will. Then vou're going to try to 
get up and they're going to knock vou d o m .  And the; you'll try to get up 
and they'll knock you d o m   utop op arts factory worker, WCLS project, 1996). 

Refusal surfaces in a violent irnagew when daims to knowledge, or eyuality are 

made bv working-class subjects. The simple act of "knowing" things that wil1 permit social 

movement or enhance social position, or even thblking that vou know things, threatens class 

relations. It threatens the legitimacy of a bourgeois identitv that is consû-ucted on the 

rational that there are fundamental differences between workers and their managers. 

This refusal of the possibilitv of competencc cioesn't mean that there is never any 

opportunity to express, create, or to contribute, or that there is no stmggle involved in 

defining the terms of work. The workforce asserts itseif through unions, government 

forums and other organizational venues. The meanings that individual workrrs attaçh to 

theh labour sometimes disrupt this dichotomy. For example, the production women lay 

daims to mental activity in their work (e.g., "everybod$s got their own ideas") and the 

skilled tradesmen daim both mental and phvsical labour in their work (eg., "you have to 

become brilliant in both senses of the abüity, in the mind and in the hands1'). The point is, is 

that obtaining recognition always seems to involve some kind of stnigglr. 



The bourgeois desire expressed through education discourses is for a rational and 

democratic organization of labour. It is bourgeois desire that is projected ont0 and through 

the workforce, that 1 am exarnining here. To admit to the possibility of workforce 

cornpetence in this context would challenge the ideology of ment and the legitimacv of a 

naturalized division of labour. Again, Pm not trying to argue whether or not the workforce 

is competent, or any more than 1 m conccmcd about management's compctencc. 1 xn 

simpiy suggesting that the discursive division of labour is a cntaal part of the cotismtction 

and maintenance of class difference. 

Conclusion 

Ideas about autonomy and choice are central to notions of Iiberal ciemocracy, and 

are held out as possibilities, that which is to be desired. L have said that the discourse of 

meritocracv is based on the idea of individual choice in a demonacv. In this formulation, 

the individual is pnviieged over the "social." The idea of choice is central to the çovert 

maintenance and control ovcr the population. If people are free to choose their futures tlien 

they can also be held responsible for their choices. The individual is schooled to bc self- 

regulating, or self-discipiining thus assisting in the possibilitv of covert control in the 

dernocratic system. 

individual "freedom" or "choice" are presented to workers, as that which is to be 

ciesired. For example, education discourses that I taiked about earlier produce the idea that 

hard work will result in social gain. But the idea of freedom from coercion is a fantasv, an 

illusion (Walkerdine, 1990). There was a tradeoff or a "price" to be paid for the maintenance 

of the bourgeois order, for the idea that there could be an "autonomous" or free individual. 



That is, the idea of the rational (bourgeois) individual is only possible by the suppression of 

labour power, since the bourgeois order depends on that labour power to make it work: 

The pnce of autonomy is woman. The price of intellectual labour (the 
symbolic play of the Logos) is its Other and opposite, work. Mmual labour 
makes inteilectual play possible. The servicing labour of women makes the 
child, the naturai duld, possible (Waikerdine, 1990: 24). 

Because women's or working-class labour is crucial for the possibility of autonomv 

and "choice" in order to facilitate the capitalist order, then what this means is that there 

c a ~ o t  be choice. To present this as an option for everyone in the system is an "elaborate 

fraud" (Walkerdine, 1990). 

Ken Osborne writes that "the workplace, like the economic svstem generaily, 

continues to be the most fundamentaiiy undemocratic institution in Canadian life" 

(Osborne, 1994: 418). Workers are constantly faced with exprrience that contradicts the 

message of choice. For example, the rise of post-war liberalkm led to a humanistic 

psychology that countered the widely held managerial belief of the time that understood 

workers interests or "needs" as primarily economic (Holloway, 1984). Human-çentred 

psychology wrnt beyond this model to acknowledge broader aspects of work and workers, 

iike work satisfaction, the social skills of managers and alienation from work. Maslow's 

hierarchy of needs, for example, (a doctrine that was widelv adhtxed to in tlw 00's . i d  70's 

and still is in some management and labour education circles) viewed workers' needs as 

involving higher-level needs like self-fultillment when the basic material needs were met. 

Waikerdine and Lucey (1989) suggest that the iiberalism and self-actuaiization of the '60% 

fell on deaf ears on the shop floor because it was so far removcd from workers' experience. 

As 1 have noted in previous chapters, and in this chapter, there is a downward 

pressure on workers to confonn to an ideal subject position that is held out to them through 



bourgeois discourses. But they can never "measure up." The ideal subject position is 

paradoxical in that it embodies the problem that workers are required to perform in ways 

they are supposedly not capable of perfoming (Wiilis, 1977). It is an imposed rniddle-class 

fantasy. As Manicom (1988) writes in her shidy of teachers' work, teachers simulianeouslv 

describe workingilass chiidren as "knowing too Little" and "knowing too much." Tliese 

apparently paradoxical representations are only possible through a bourgeois fantasy of 

what constitutes an ideal knowledge base. 

Scientific rationalitv is still dominant in contemporary workplaces and continues to 

place the workforce in a subordinate relationship. The production of the image of dumb 

factory workers, or an incapable working class, is a necessary part of producing and 

sustaining bourgeois identitv. S .  Bv representing labour as its opposite, bourgeois identity i s  

produced as intelligent; conholied and rational. Bourgeois identitv ne& to continuallv 

produce this image of difference in order to sustain a particular image of itseif. Bourgeois 

identity is required to misrecognize "samenessf' in order to maintain ib hegemonv in 

relation to working-class su bjects. 

At this point in class identity politics it doesn't reaily matter what's going on nt the 

"ground level." That is, it doesn't reallv matter if  evidence c m  be construçted to the 

contrary because this is a discursive practice. The image is what matters. Bourgeois image 

production provides the terms, and the proof, of what is to be considered normal and what 

is not. As 1 have suggested in this chapter, when the evidence of "difference" fails, i t  is 

particularly important to produce the image of difference. The continua1 emphasis on ment, 

objectivity, rationality, and faimess creates the need for proof of difference. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Part 1: 

I began this thesis with a question, or more accurately with a pretw serious 

disgnuitlement, about the refusal of some academics to acknowledge the prospect and 

operation of the "working class" as a sociaiiy çunstructd category. In acadernia, ihrrr 

certainiy appean to have be some attention paid to the status of the working çlass: Is it 

declining? Has it lost its "industrial muscle"? Where have the images of a militant vibrant 

working class gone? .eid what does this rnean for the smiggle, for social transformation? 

These are the kinds of questions that social theorists have asked about the working class. 

But as 1 pointed out in the first chapter, there seems to be relatively Little interest in 

actualiv theorizing about the possibilitv and meaning of class ciifference, particuiiirl y in 

relation to the academy. There has been very üttle discussion about the 

the working class as a product of dass relations itself. 

The refusa1 of working-class identity in the academv was a mtical 

actual imaging uf 

starting point for 

this thesis. I was prticularly concemed about the politics of working-class identitv at the 

levei of the academy. 1 was not refemng to theorizing about "class consciousness" or to the 

formation of "working-class cultural fonns." I was referring to the school as a meeting 

ground for actual bourgeois and working-class bodies. What happens when working-class 

bodies daim a workmg-class status in a context where the workuig class is supposeii to 

have been schooled out or transformed in some way? 1 wanted to ask who is emancipated 

by schooling? One of the places to look, I thought (and 1 think it is an interesthg 

cornparison), was at the intersection between educational discourses and working-class 

adults. 1 tried to show how some education discourses construct and affect working-class 



adults who are no longer "in" school, but who continue to be schooled through ideas about 

schooling. 

What 1 f o n d  was that educational discourses produce a particular knowledge about 

the working-class subject. Bourgeois learning discourses imagine a working-class suhject 

who is always learning but never learned; dways becoming but never bring. 1 describeci 

how thc discourses of "lcriming" placc workcrs outsidc of knoivicdgc rit a numbcr ot 

different levels. Rather than empowering workers, the new workplace Literacy discourses 

highlight their inadequacy. Workers are situated as perpetually incapable of understanding 

or managing the conditions of their iives. There is never room for the working-class subject 

to c l a h  an identity in this space. 

1 found that what is most important about these learning discourses is the images 

and connections thev create about the working class. Thev set up the iiirn that therc is an 

important relationship between learning and workers. Discourses of learning continually 

connect images of "workers" with "learning abiiity ." This comection always m a t e s  

questions about the abilities and capacities of workers. The comection is a nrgtivc one in 

that it suggests that being a worker is always about "becoming" but never "heing" 

anvthing. 

In this formulation the working-class subject is never able to c l a h  ownership over 

knowledge or over the conditions in which that knowledge is to be acquired. The outcornes 

of this positioning are not nice. Working-class subjects are put in a position to prow their 

knowledge or their abilities to a rational bourgeoisie which has constructed the terms in 

whidi they are to participate. This does not mean that the working classes do not, or cannot, 

demonshate or replicate some f o m  of bourgeois cultural power. There is also a problem of 

audience, of how, and whether or not, these performances wiU be recognized. One would 



expect that the projection of questionable working-class capacities ont0 the grand social 

viewing screen to be quite powerhil. I have suggested that this orientation makes it possible 

to jusûfy the organiwtion of an undemocratic workplace. 

The discursive positioning of the w o r h g  class outside of the rational does not 

mean that these ternis of are not struggled over, or are stable, or uncontesteci. The issues of 

stnigglc luid resishncc have not been the cmphnsis of this thesis. but the thesis findings 

certainly relate to these issues. I realize that 1 could have said a range of things about how 

educational discourses are contested and struggled over. Some workers buv into sonw oi 

them and refute others. %me dont  a r e .  It is the same for managers. What 1 wanted to do 

was to understand more about what kinds of images these discourses create, and how thev 

position both working-class and bourgeois subjects ciiscursively in relation to each other. 1 

wanted to do this while at the same time recognizing that what is "dominantt' ma!. dso 

reflect some of the views of the workforce. 1 have suggested that these discourses are al1 

based on liberal humanist desires and assumptions about individual capacities and social 

mo biiity ." 

Part II: 

The images of social actors produced through schooling are very powerful. But so 

are the images of "schoohg" itself. The academy, or schooling, is a site of intellectual 

"It is possible that working-class people may or may not want to learn and participate in this 
bourgeois cultural stance. The working classes may choose to participate in relative powerkssness as 
a cultural and political (survival) strategy. This may complicate the question of power, or " bat  which 
is to be desired" (e.g. social power over others, material goods. bourgeois cultural capital. educational 
capital, etc.) in class relations. The 'veritable haU of mirrors' (an expression used by Dunk, 1991 to 
ex plain working-class resis tance within oppressive relations of power; a80 implied bv W illis. 1977) 
cornes up here because one can ask whether or not working-class " resistance" reproduces oppressive 
structures that the worhg-class participate in, or not. 



power. At the same t h e  the "school" has been represented as a means of social 

emancipation, as a way of reducing the economic and cultural diçparities between classes, 

and as a generaily good thing. Through my examination of education discourses, 1 founci 

that at a broad level, "schooling" fails miserably in promoting a social "good." However, at 

the level of discourse, schooling does accomplish a kind of social emancipation. It prociuces 

Uie idea h t  tliere is socictl Jiffttrtti~ce-but it is "out tiiereU-and nc3t "in liere." Clciss 

ciifference is uuercome by schooling. Being zoorking sfms is overcome by schooling. Schooling 

uurrcomes the condition of being working class. Thus, schooling does change things and it 

does emancipate. But, as I suggested earlier, as a whole, schooling represents a social safety 

net for bourgeois subjects not for the poor and the working classes. 

1 am not suggesting that these images are produced in a social vacuum, or in the 

absence of some kind of stmggle, or social consent. One of the concems that was expresseci 

by readers of earlier versions of the thesis was that 1 tended to produce an essentialist 

picture of class difference-one that potentially reproduces a version of t'ixed class relations. 

or that positions the working class in eieher a victimized/or sainted role- the verv thing 

that I was trying to write against. 1 do not think that this is the case. 1 used examples irom 

interviews with workers in ordrr to help me explain some of the things that 1 wantd tu say 

about the construction of the bourgeois gaze. 

I did not intend to say that only bourgeois bodies look at the working class with a 

bourgeois gaze. Or that only bourgeois bodies participate in the construction of a bourgeois 

gaze. There is no doubt in my muid that this is not the case. (But then agah, therti is 

something essentiai about being managed, as opposed to managing; or doing maintenance 

and reproductive labour as opposed to conceptualizing what kinds of labour needs to be 

done and how it should be done. Isn't there? Don't "we" (the universal we) Live in a social 



world that is full of these kinds of differences? Credentiaiized schooiing is an admission 

tha t this is the case.) 

As 1 suggested throughout the thesis. one of the features of the bourgeois gaze is 

that curiously, it c o n s t ~ c t s  social difference at the same tirne as it refuses it. My discussion 

on aptitude testing, for example, suggested that testing reproduces class difference using 

the very n~rchanisms that are promoted to recûfy social clifference m d  ineyuality. In d e r  

to understand this contradiction better, 1 chose to Look at this as an identitv maintenance 

device. Bourgeois identitv produces itself against the images of difference that it also 

construc ts. 

Ln her discussion of modern identity politics, Wendy Brown describeci bourgeois 

identity as "phantasmic," in that its survival depends on keeping certain images. even 

contradictory ones, in place. Middle-class identity is, she said. 

. . . an articulation bv the figure of the class that it represents, indeed ciepen~is 
upon. the natur&ation rather than the politiazation of capitalisrn, the 
denial of capitalism's power cffects in ordering social life, the representation 
of the ideal of capitalism to provide the good Me for all. 

Poised between the rich and poor, feeling itself to be protected from 
the encroachments of neither, the pliantasmic middle class signifies thc 
natural and the good between the decadent or the conupt on one side, the 
aberrant or the decaying on the other. It is a conservative identity in the 
sense that it semiotically recurs to a phantasrnic past, and imagmed idyllic, 
unfettered, and unconupted histoncal moment (implicitly located around 
1955) when life was good-housing was affordable. men supported families 
on single incomes. drugs were confined to urban ghettos (Brown, 1995b: 60- 
61). 

if bourgeois identity is based on denial then it continually needs to construct 

contradiction as normal. and to either erase bothersome differences or produce them as 

a bnorrnai. 

One of my major tasks throughout the thesis was to keep this perspective in place. 1 

described how it took me some time to corne to a point where I could even realize doing 



this project. 1 did not come to the project already able to articulate exactiv what the problem 

was. 1 constantly had to reorient my analysis so I could think about what kinds of ideaç 

were being constmcted "about" the working class, rather than looking "at" the working class 

as an object of analysis. The needle of the compass kept wanting to swing "north." This in 

itseU speaks to the power of schooling to discipline and to represent (and to discipline 

tlirougli rrpresrntation). But by keeping fomçed on the idea af "gaze" and "perspective," and 

spending some time rooting around through these ideas, 1 iound 1 was able constnict some 

powerful analvtic devices for mvself. The concepts of discourse, imaging, identity, and 

difference were particularlv useful. These are all tools that helped me io understand some 

of the recurring themes in the üterature on the working class, and in the texts and data that 

I used in my analysis. For example, understanding the mental/manual dichotomy as a 

social construction (a false dichotomy) is much more interesting and intelligible if it is also 

understood as a bourgeois construction. Many of the contradictions of working-class 

identity also come to be more understandable when looked at though this lens. 

Keeping focused on this particular "direction of the gaze" rnabled me to understand 

why it is that self-claimed working-class identities (as 1 described in chapter one) seem tu be 

systematicaily denied and rejected in the academy. As I wrote earlier, 

There is an assumption that class difference is educated "out" of individuals 
but this is in the direction of the ideal rational, weU-rounded, well-traveled, 
well-read, well-fed, responsiblr, citizen. It is an invitation to "become like us". 

[t also helped me to understand how these types of "rehsals" might operate across different 

contexts. Unlike the school, there is no assumption of sameness in the industrial workplace. 

The blue-coilar worker has not been "educated" yet. In this context blue-collar workers are 

symbolically, and iiteraiiy refused the right to claim knowledge or competency. 



In my analysis of worker i n t e ~ e w s ,  I suggested that the simple act of "knowing" 

things that lead to class mobility or even thinking that you know things, threatens class 

relations. As I suggested, it is the possibility of workers being seen as capable or having 

abilities that is at stake. Thev can be seen to have intellectual "capacity"; there is a possibilih, 

of becoming, but thev c m  never actuallv become bourgeois. At the level of the workplace, 

this refusal surfaces in a viohnt physical imagery when daims to hknowierige, or eyuülitv 

are made by working-class subjects. At the level of the academy, this refusa1 surfaces in 

blatant denial when claims to difference are made by working-class subjects. The idrals of 

knowledge, and knowing, are intimatelv bound up with class position. Bourgeois identity is 

constructeci on the rationale that there are fundamental ciifferences between tliose who 

conceptualize and those who cany out work. Bourgeois identity is threatened bv the 

possibility that this picture is wrong. 

Because the ideology of merit fails so badly at this point in class relations, i t  is 

utterly necessary to control the imagery of difference. As I suggested in the previous 

chapter "when the evidence of 'difference' fails, it is particularlv important to produce the 

image of difference." Bourgeois identity needs to put energy into maintainhg the image 

that everything is under conhoi, even as the everyday world proves this to be problematic. 

At a broad Ievel this thesis has adciressed some major issues about the purpose and 

function of education. Keeping focused on the direction of the gaze has helped me to think 

about the possibility that "progressive," or oppositional approaches to education mav ais0 

be enmeshed in liberal humanist assumptions about human development, growth, and 

equality. Critiques of dominant bourgeois discourses, including this thesis, are dso 

produced in and through bourgeois schooling, not outside of it. This raises a number of 

questions about research and theorizing about class ciifference and identity. The idea that 



the discursive representation of the working class is an identity poiitics issue is one of the 

main contributions of this thesis to the literature on social difference. It seems as though the 

representation of dass difference and identity is CO mplex and pe~asive,  and a significant 

feature of schooling. These are issues that seem to be unresolved. 

As 1 have introduced briefly in my thesis, it is possible that bourgeois refusa 

açknowledgc the contradictions and power differencrs invulvd in cldss relations 1i.it 

1 to 

; its 

roots in a long history of rational bourgeois identification. Bourgeois rationality is about 

schooling. It "schools" us with a ciesue to idenûfy with certain kinds of images and not with 

others. It schools us to desire that whch can't be had. It schools us to açcept the social u r ~ i c r  

as natural. It schools us to refuse our working-class identities. 
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